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Abstract

This thesis presents numerical efficient finite element solvers for synchronous machine, including a static finite element/analytical solver with accuracy of the finite
element analysis yet fast enough to use in large scale dynamic simulation, and a
computational efficient steady-state finite element solvers for detailed design and
analysis of synchronous machines.
The static model exploits the fact that only certain spatial harmonics of the
magnetic field exist in the air gap of conventional machine designs to improve computational performance. Although the initial setup of the model makes the approach a bit more computationally intensive than traditional finite element analysis
(FEA) for the simulation of a single rotor position, the simulation of subsequent
rotor positions is dramatically faster than traditional FEA. As such, the approach
is suitable for use in simulating electric machines as part of a larger dynamic simulation, such as that of an electric vehicle. Simulation results for a permanent
magnet machine validate the accuracy and speed of the proposed method.
A two-dimensional steady-state finite element solver, incorporating mechanical
motion, is improved by the author to have the ability of determining eddy currents
in the rotor of a synchronous machine in which insulating barriers exist in the
rotor. A shooting-Newton method is used to determine the periodic solution of
the electromagnetics. Computation of the shooting-Newton Jacobian is avoided
through the use of the Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES) linear solver.
This method is shown to be more computationally efficient than performing transient analysis until convergence. The solver is then used to compare the rotor
losses of different design choices for a high-speed permanent magnet machine design. Results show that rotor losses can be reduced significantly by laminating the
rotor backiron, segmenting the permanent magnet poles, increasing the number of
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stator slots, and closing the stator slots.
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1

Introduction
1.1

Synchronous Machines

In today’s world, where energy is a big concern, electric machines play an important role as one of the key components in energy. Nearly all electric power used
throughout the world is generated by electric machines, and a large fraction of all
this electric power is consumed by electric machines operating as motors.
A synchronous machine is an AC rotating machine whose speed under steady
state condition is proportional to the frequency of the current in its armature. The
magnetic field created by the armature currents rotates at the same speed as that
created by the field current or permanent magnets on the rotor, which is rotating
at the synchronous speed, and a steady torque results. Fig.1.1 shows a cross section of a permanent magnet synchronous machine. In this machine structure, the
stator is inside and is excited by currents flowing in the slots. The rotor is outside
and is excited by permanent magnets attached to the rotor backiron. Synchronous
machines are commonly used as generators especially for large power systems. Because the rotor speed is proportional to the frequency of excitation, synchronous
motors can be used in situations where a constant speed drive is required. With
power electronic variable voltage variable frequency (VVVF) power supplies, synchronous motors, especially those with permanent magnet rotors, are widely used
for variable speed drives. With proper design, a synchronous permanent magnet
(PM) machine will generally have higher energy efficiency than any other type of
rotating machine of equivalent power output. This is due to the elimination of
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Figure 1.1. A cross-section of a permanent magnet synchronous machine

field ohmic loss as compared to DC excited machines, or due to the elimination of
the rotor loss as compared to induction motors. PM machines are not only more
efficient, but also have less volume and weight, higher power factor and easier to
control. For these reasons, permanent magnet machines are a popular choice for
high-speed motor/generator applications such as flywheel energy storage systems.
The research in this dissertation focuses on analysis of synchronous machines, especially PM synchronous machines.

1.2

Finite Element Method

Finite Element Method(FEM) is a numerical technique for solving problems with
complicated geometries, loadings, and material properties where analytical solutions can not be obtained. The basic concept is to model a body or structure
by dividing it into smaller elements called ”Finite Elements”, interconnected at
points common to two or more elements (nodes). The properties of the elements
are formulated as equilibrium equations. The equations for the entire body are
then obtained by combining the equilibrium equation of each element such that
continuity is ensured at each node. The necessary boundary conditions are then
imposed and the equations of equilibrium are then solved to obtain the required

3
variables.
The term finite element was first devised and used in 1960 by R.W.Clough [1].
After being developed and experimented with various application for half a century, the finite element method has become a powerful tool for solving a wide range
of engineering problems. Finite element methods for the analysis of electric machines were formulated in a series of papers in the early 1970’s by Peter P. Silvester
et al.[2, 3, 4]. Much of the initial work in electromagnetic finite elements began
with the analysis of synchronous machines. Nowadays finite-element-based CAD
systems to solve two-dimensional field problems are in common use. However, they
are far from perfect, and there are still many unsolved problems and limitations on
application, making finite element analysis of electric machine still a very active
research topic. Further developments of the finite element method lead to various
directions according to applications. Examples include analysis of different types
of machines [8, 9], incorporating external circuits to problem formulations with
imposed voltage sources [6, 7, 56], coupling electromagnetic analysis with other
physics [10], incorporating saturation effects [21], hysteresis effects [11] and material anisotropy [12],etc. Among the various research directions, improvement of
the computational efficiency of the FEM solver is one important branch.

1.3

Electric Machine Design and Efficiency of Finite Element Solver

Rules-of-thumb, empirical tables, design equations base on equivalent circuits, or a
designer’s intuition are all valuable and often used at the beginning of the electric
machine design process. Before numerical simulation is feasible, the analytical
and maybe experimental work, are usually followed by expensive and inflexible
prototyping. These methods are no longer cost-effective nor time efficient.
Finite Element Method as large-scale numerical simulation tool, can faithfully
represents a machine’s physical reality and became essential in the process of designing complex state-of-the-art machine systems. However, even with the efforts
and success of the soft- and hardware computer industry in producing powerful
tools, efficiency of FEM solver is still an obstacle preventing its further application.

4
One such example is the implementation of FE models in a large simulation, such
as that of the electrical and mechanical dynamics of an electric vehicle. An effective
modern powertrain simulation tool must accurately model the dynamics of many
subsystems and seamlessly combine them all into one fast simulation. Among these
subsystems are primary energy sources, energy storage devices, power electronic
drives, electric machines, and mechanical systems [13]. No subsystem should take
significantly longer to simulate than the others. Finite Element modeling of electrical machines in such large scale simulation would provide important information
such as torque ripple, but its application in this area is prevented by the required
computation time of the method. A study [14] reveals that, even if commercial
FE software can solve a 3D field in one minute today, Moore’s Law predicts that
we still must wait at least twenty-five years before a time-domain simulation of
even a 60 Hz system is feasible in real time, if we simply wait for computing power
to catch up. Therefore, efforts must be put into making existing algorithms more
efficient and accurate or exploring new or alternative algorithms not typically used.

1.4

Research Objective and Review of Some Related Literature

The objective of research related to the content of this dissertation is to provide
a model for synchronous machines with accuracy of the finite element analysis yet
fast enough to use in large scale dynamic simulation, and improve the computational efficiency and accuracy of steady-state finite element solvers for detailed
design and analysis of synchronous machines.
In simulations such as those for an electric vehicle, the electrical machine dynamics are often decomposed into an electrical component and a mechanical component. To simplify and speed up analysis, electric machines are most often modeled with equivalent circuits . In [15], an IC engine drive permanent generator is
used in hybrid tracked vehicle. To study the dynamic behavior of the generator,
d-q lumped electrical equivalent circuit parameter model is used. The permanent
magnet excitation is modeled as a current source. Stator inductance and mutual inductance are derived from machine design parameters. Such a model oversimplifies
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the machine, and can only provide results with limited accuracy. Furthermore, the
correct values of the circuit parameters, which are normally affected by nonlinear
phenomena such as magnetic saturation, have to be identified.
To increase the accuracy of the machine model, researchers have tried to incorporate Finite Element Analysis into the dynamic model[16, 17, 18]. In these
applications, the magnetostatic finite element method is used to provide performance/field data for non-linear circuit-based simulation. However, instead of direct
coupling the solver within the model, the finite-element-generated machine characteristics are employed as performance look-up tables. With the existing finite
element formulation, the computationally expensive FEM slows down the entire
process. Another disadvantage of these models is that optimized parameters from
dynamic simulation are difficult to correlate to specific machine traits, because of
the irreversibility of the FE analysis that created the equivalent circuit.
Direct coupling of an efficient FE solver into the dynamic model can accurately
model machine performance, and correlation of optimized parameters to machine
traits can be easily generated. In this dissertation a numerically efficient static
solver is developed and discussed in detail.The final objective is to implement the
solver as a block in a large scale dynamic simulation as shown in Fig.1.2. Steady
state finite element analysis can provide even more information about machine
operation, yet is so computationally expensive that it’s often only used in the
design verification stage. In this thesis efforts were also made to increase numerical
efficiency and accuracy of the steady state finite element solver.

1.5

Overview of Thesis

The electric machine is a three-dimensional structure. However, a 3D finite element
analysis requires heavy processing and long computation times. Although threedimensional codes are increasingly used, the majority of the field problems concerning the analysis of electrical machines can be carried out by a two-dimensional
analysis [5]. This results in an appreciable reduction of the computation time.
The phenomena omitted in the 2D analysis that are not negligible can be taken
into account by means of suitable corrections to the obtained solution. Thus our
research focuse on 2-dimensional finite element analysis.
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Figure 1.2. Block representation of the finite element/Analytical machine model

The work of developing a finite element solver for electric machine analysis
was initiated first by Dr. Hofmann [19, 20] and refined by Siyun Li [21]. Based on
these previous works, along with some applications on different projects, the author
has systemized the finite element solver, and made further development and new
contributions. The steady-state solver is extended to have the capability of allowing
the study of rotor losses when insulating barriers exist in the two-dimensional crosssection of the rotor, such as in the case of permanent magnet machines[22, 23, 24].
Numerical techniques such as GMRES method applied in the previous solver are
also adapted to the new solver. Based on the knowledge of static finite element
analysis and characteristics of electric machines, a novel analytical/finite element
static solver is developed such that only a small computation load is needed for
different rotor positions[25].
The solver presented in this dissertation is capable of geometry building, mesh
generation, solution solving, and post-processing of 2D finite element analysis of
synchronous machine, all in the MATLAB programming environment.
Chapter 2 discusses the fundamental formulations of the finite element solver
in detail. The governing equation in an electric machine is derived from Maxwell’s
equations. Its variational forms in different machine regions such as the backiron,
windings, and permanent magnets are illustrated. Finite Element formulation have
different forms and different choices for shape functions. The specific formulation
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and shape functions used in our static and steady-state FE solver is presented
along with the derivation of the final global equation system.
While Chapter 2 lays the groundwork for understanding and deriving the finite
element formulation, static analysis of electric machine is discussed in detail in
Chapter 3. As the novel Analytical/Finite Element solver will be compared to a
general static FE solver, the general solver is first presented along with the analysis
of the prototype synchronous permanent magnet machine. A literature review of
different methods of modelling rotor movement while performing finite element
analysis is then presented, with their advantages and disadvantages summarized.
The Analytical/Finite Element solver utilizes the flux-potential relationship in
the air gap to handle rotor movements. The finite element equations are then
reformulated to incorporate this relationship. The size of the problem is then
reduced by careful mathematical manipulation so that the number of unknowns to
be solved for each rotor position are twice the number of nonzero spatial harmonics
in the air gap. After discussing the efficiency advantage of this formulation, the
method is first apply to a simple model. Simulation results validate the new method
and points out that the advantages of the new method are more pronounced with
larger -scale models. The method is then applied to a PM machine design. Results
such as field distribution, torque, and flux linkage are compared to the general
static solver.
In Chapter 4 the steady-state solver is presented. After a brief introduction
to the objective of calculating rotor loss in a permanent magnet machine used
in flywheel energy storage systems, the detailed formulation of the steady state
FE solver for obtaining the rotor loss is discussed. Different solving techniques,
such as the GMRES method and shooting-Newton method, are covered. The
computational efficiency when using GMRES is compared with transient analysis.
The solver is then used to analyze several different permanent magnet machine
designs, the intent being to develop design rules-of-thumb for high-speed machine
designs with low rotor losses.
In Chapter 5, a method of taking voltage as excitation for finite element solvers
is presented. The static finite element solver discussed in Chapter 3 is modified
so that the input source is forced-voltage instead of forced-current. Based on a
summary of the current work, possible future extension work are discussed.
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Important Matlab codes are attached in Appendix-A and Appendix-B.

Chapter

2

Mathematical Model and Finite
Element Derivation
2.1

Basic Equations for Electromagnetic Analysis

Most of the physical issues in electrical energy systems can be described by quasistatic phenomena. Slowly varying and periodic fields up to 10 kHz are considered
to be quasi-stationary. The field excited by coils in rotating electrical machines is a
typical quasi-static electromagnetic field. Inside these conductors the displacement
~ outside the coil is exclusively excited
current is negligible and the magnetic field H
by the free current density J. Thus the Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic
problem in electrical machines are:

~ =0
∇B

(2.1)

~ =J
∇×H
~
~ = − ∂B
∇×E
∂t

(2.2)
(2.3)

~ is magnetic flux density, E
~ is electric field intensity, His
~ magnetic
Where B
field intensity and J is electric current density. The constitutive laws are:
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~ + v × B)
~
J = σ(E

(2.4)

~ = µ 0 (H
~ +M
~)
B

(2.5)

Where σ is the electrical conductivity, µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free
space, v is the velocity of the material with respect to a given reference frame, and
~ is the magnetization vector.
M
When solving electromagnetic problems, the concept of potential is often introduced to aid in the calculation of the field. The commonly used potentials
~ and the electric scalar potential Φ . Their
are the magnetic vector potential A
relationships with other field variables are derived from (2.1) and (2.3):
~ =∇×A
~
B
~
~ + ∂ A = −∇Φ
E
∂t

(2.6)
(2.7)

Solving an electromagnetic problem is to find out the distribution of the magnetic field intensity when given a source input (either current density or voltage),
which satisfies all the equations shown above. Starting from substituting (2.2),(2.6)
and (2.7) into (2.4), we have:
~
~ = σ(−∇Φ − ∂ A + v × (∇ × A))
~
∇×H
∂t

(2.8)

Then by substituting (2.5) and (2.6) into the left side of (2.8), we have:
~
1
~ −∇×M
~ = −σ∇Φ − σ ∂ A + σv × (∇ × A)
~
∇ × (∇ × A)
µ0
∂t

(2.9)

~ can be written as:
It is well known that the Laplacian of A
~ = ∇(∇A)
~ − ∇2 A
~
∇ × (∇ × A)

(2.10)

~ and choosing the Coulomb gauge (∇ · A
~ = 0), we
By applying the Laplacian of A
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can rewrite (2.9) as:
σ

~
1
∂A
~ − σv × (∇ × A)
~ = −σ∇Φ + ∇ × M
~
− ∇2 A
∂t
µ0

(2.11)

To avoid the velocity term in the above equation, a Lagrangian coordinate system
is used, in which the variables are fixed to the materials and hence the velocity is
always zero. Also, given the assumption of two-dimensional analysis, the problem
~ is reduced to
can be reduced to scaler form and the magnetic vector potential A
the z-axis scaler Az :

σ

1
∂Az
~
− ∇2 Az = −σ∇Φ + ∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(2.12)

(2.12)is therefore the governing equation for the problem.

2.2

Different forms of governing equation for different machine parts

In different parts of the machine, due to the differences of structures and materials,
The governing equation (2.12) will have different forms. They are discussed below.

2.2.1

Stator Backiron

In electrical machine designs, to reduce the eddy currents flowing in the backiron,
the stator backiron is generally laminated. In this case we assume the conductivity
of the stator backiron to be zero. In our solver, in stead of using equivalent
permeability or reluctivity, the magnetization of ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic
materials are modelled as an equivalent current density, which is a function of the
magnetic flux density, and hence a function of the magnetic vector potential. Thus
the stator backiron equation has the following form:
−

1 2
~ = Jm (Az )
∇ Az = ∇ × M
µ0

(2.13)
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where Jm is the equivalent magnetization current density.

2.2.2

Stator Winding

In our solver the current flowing in the stator winding is forced by input source.
As we are not modelling skin effect in the winding, we can assume that the current
density does not change with respect to the magnetic field. Thus the governing
equation for the stator winding can be simplified to:
−

1 2
∇ Az = Js
µ0

(2.14)

As electrical machines are almost always connected to a fixed voltage supply
or an electrical circuit such as an invertor , it would be more practical to choose
voltage as source instead of current source and couple the FEM with the circuit
model. The voltage source excited finite element solver is discussed in Chapter 5.

2.2.3

Solid Rotor Backiron

The current flowing in a solid rotor backiron is eddy current. Unlike the stator
backiron, the flux variations in the rotor backiron are small in normal speed machines, thus generally the rotor backiron is not laminated. In this case there is
no (or small) impediment existing in the path of the eddy current flow and so the
gradient of the electric scalar potential is zero. Thus in the rotor backiron the
equation is:
σ

2.2.4

1
∂Az
~
− ∇2 Az = ∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(2.15)

Permanent Magnets

Currents flowing in permanent magnets are eddy currents. In machine design,
magnets can be electrically insulated from each other and the rotor backiron.
Eddy currents therefore meet a large impedance at the end of the machine. Surface
charge will then accumulate and an electric potential across the magnet is built:
σ

∂Az
1
~
− ∇2 Az = −σ∇Φ + ∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(2.16)
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The dynamics of the electric scaler potential gradient will be presented in Chapter
4. In this chapter,we will focus on the derivation of finite element formula without permanent magnets. This is the ground work for future dynamic analysis in
Chapter 4.

2.3

Finite Element Formula Derivation

To derive the finite element formulation for the problem, we divide the domain
into triangular finite elements. A ”mesh” is obtained after the discretization.
The essence of the finite element method is to look for a ”simple” function defined on the mesh (e.g. on nodes), which can be used to approximate the solution of
the PDE, i.e., system equation (2.12), to an acceptable precision. Taking the magnetic vector potential Az at any time and any location as the primary variable,we
approximate it with the combination of solutions on the nodes of elements:

3
Az (t, x, y) = ΣN
n=1 Σi=1 ani (t)Nni (x, y)

(2.17)

Where ani (t) is the magnetic vector potential of the ith node of element n, and
Nni is a function called shape function.

2.3.1

Boundary conditions

Once the governing equations are defined, boundary conditions must be adequatedly prescribed in order to close the problem. Boundary conditions are commonly
specified in terms of known values of the unknowns on a part of the surface or
boundary, in which case is called Dirichlet boundary conditions, or in terms of
gradients or derivatives of the unknowns on boundary, which is called Neumann
boundary conditions. In the setup of the normal finite element solver, the boundary is the outer boundary of the cross-section of the machine,defined as Γ1 . Assuming that magnetic fields are constrained inside this boundary, we enforce the
Homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition on the boudary, that is:
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Az = 0 on Γ1

(2.18)

Besides the essential boundary condition shown in (2.18), the homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditioon is also automatically satisfied during the derivation
of the formula, which will be shown in the next section.

2.3.2

Galerkin approach

Now the problem becomes finding solutions ani (t) on the nodes which best satisfy
the system equation. To achieve these solutions, we adopt a zero residual Galerkin
approach, in which the equations are multiplied by a weighting function w and
integrated over the domain. we rewrite the governing equation of the system
(2.12) below:

σ

∂Az
1
~
− ∇2 Az = −σ∇Φ + ∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(2.19)

We then define a residual function RΩ on the domain Ω as:

RΩ = σ

1
∂Az
~
− ∇2 Az + σ∇Φ − ∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(2.20)

The solution of the equation should satisfy that, for a given weight function w,
Z

wRΩ dΩ = 0

(2.21)

Ω

That is:
Z

Ω

(wσ

1
∂Az
~ )dΩ = 0
− w∇2 Az − σw∇Φ − w∇ × M
∂t
µ0

Apply weak formulation to the term

R

Ω

w∇2Az dΩ:

(2.22)
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Z

2

w∇ Az dΩ = −
Ω

Z

∇w∇Az dΩ +

Ω

=−

Z

∇w∇Az dΩ +

Ω

I

I

w∇Az dΓ
Γ

w
Γ

∂Az
dΓ
∂n

(2.23)

In standard FEM, the boundary intergral term in Eqn.(2.23) is set to zero,
thereby making the homogeneous Neumann boundary condition implicit in the
formulation.
Now (2.22) became:
Z

(wσ

Ω

1
∂Az
~ )dΩ = 0
+ ∇w∇Az − σw∇Φ − w∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(2.24)

In machines without permanent magnets, as we have analyzed earlier in this
chapter, the term σ∇Φ only appear in stator winding and can be written as forced
current density Jf if the input source is forced current(see (2.14)). So (2.24)
become:
Z

(wσ
Ω

∂Az
1
~ )dΩ = 0
+ ∇w∇Az − wJf − w∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(2.25)

To find the solutions ani (t) on the nodes that can best satisfy eqn.(2.25), we
approximate the solution using (2.17).According to the Bubnov-Galerkin approach,
the weighting function w also takes a similar form:

w = Σn Σηnj Nnj

(2.26)

where ηnj are arbitary constants.

2.3.3

Finite element formula

To obtain the finite element formulation, we will substitude Az and w in (2.25)
with the shape function using (2.17) and (2.26). (2.25) then become (2.27) for the
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nth element:

Σ3i=1

Z

(σ ȧni (t)Nni Nnj

Ωn

Z
1
+ ani (t)∇Nni ∇Nnj )dΩn −
Nnj Jf dΩn
µ0
Ωn
Z
~ dΩn = 0
Nnj ∇ × M
−

(2.27)

Ωn

This equation can be conveniently expressed in a matrix form given by:


D11 D12 D12







ȧ1 (t)

K11 K12 K12



a1 (t)





 


 D21 D22 D23   ȧ2 (t)  +  K21 K22 K23   a2 (t) 


 


D31 D32 D33
ȧ3 (t)
K31 K32 K33
a3 (t)

 

I (t)
Im1 (t)
 1
 




=  I2 (t)  +  Im2 (t) 

I3 (t)

(2.28)

Im3 (t)

Where
Z

Dij =

σNi Nj dΩn

(2.29)

∇Ni ∇Nj dΩn

(2.30)

Nj Jf dΩn

(2.31)

Ωn

1
Kij =
µ0

Z

Ij =

Z

Ωn

Ωn

Imj =

Z

Ωn

~ dΩn
Nj ∇ × M

(2.32)
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Eqn(2.28) can also be simplified as:
Dn ȧn (t) + Kn an (t) = Ins + Imn

(2.33)

Different definitions of the shape function N can lead to different finite element
methodology. We used the following linear function as shape function to maintain
simplicity and efficiency of the solver:

Nni (x, y) =

(

αni +βni x+γni y
,
2An

(x, y) ∈ Ωn

0,

elsewhere

(2.34)

where Ωn is the domain of the nth element, and An is the area of Ωn . With
(ni, nj,nk) be the cyclic permutations of n1 , n2 and n3 , respectively, α,β and γ are
defined as:

αni = xnj ynk − xnk ynj ,
βni = ynj − ynk ,
γni = xnk − xnj ,
This linear shape function has the following property:



 1, i = j, (x, y) ∈ Ωn
Ni (xj , yj ) =
0, i =
6 j, (x, y) ∈ Ωn


 0,
elsewhere

(2.35)

∇N,as appear in (2.27), is the divergence of N,:

∇Nni (x, y) =

(

βni
~x
2An

0,

+

γni
~y ,
2An

(x, y) ∈ Ωn
elsewhere

(2.36)

With the definition of linear shape function (2.34), the matrix component Dij
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in (2.29) can be calculated to be:
σAn
6
σAn
, i 6= j
Dij =
12
Dii =

(2.37)
(2.38)

Thus in (2.33) we have:




2 1 1

σAn 


Dn =
1
2
1

12 
1 1 2

(2.39)

Kij in matrix Kn can be achieved by substituting (2.36) into (2.30):
Z

1
Kij =
µ0
=

(

Ωn

βni
γni
βnj
γnj
~x +
~y )(
~x +
~y )dΩn
2An
2An
2An
2An

1
(βni βnj + γniγnj )
4µ0 An

(2.40)

The forced current on a node can be calculated from current density of the
corresponding element as:

Ij =

Z

Nj Jf dΩn =
Ωn

An
Jf
3

(2.41)

In section 2.2.1 we have mentioned that the ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic
materials are modelled as an equivalent current density. In the finite-element
formulation presented in this work,which is based on nodal magnetic vector potentials and linear shape functions, the magnetization vector in each element will be
constant. The equivalent current representation of the magnetization is therefore
concentrated at the edges of elements as Fig.2.1 illustrated. The difference of M
along the ith edge of elements n and its neigbour element ni creates current along
the edge, which is shown as a line current density Kmni :
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of magnetization in elements

~i − M
~ ni ) × ~ni
Kmni = (M


~ix
~iy
~iz



=
M
−
M
M
−
M
0
nx
nix
ny
niy


nix
niy
0

= [(Mnx − Mnix )niy − (Mny − Mniy )nix ]~iz

(2.42)

where ni is the vector normal to the edge and can be calculated as

−β
−(ynj − ynk )
=
lni
lni
−γ
−(xnj − xnk )
=
niy =
lni
lni

nix =

(2.43)

The line current on the edge will then be Iml = Km ∗ li . To obtain nodal
magnetization currents Imni , we can lump the line current into nodal currents at
the corresponding nodes:

Imj =

Z

Ωn

~ dΩn =
Nj ∇ × M

Z

Ωn

Nj JmdΩn
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Imn1



=
Im
 n2 
Imn3


Kmn2 ln2 + Kmn3 ln3

1
= 
Kmn1 ln1 + Kmn3 ln3 


2
Kmn2 ln2 + Kmn1 ln1

(2.44)

If we define:


Mn1,x − Mx





Mn1,y − My







 Mny (t) =  Mn2,y − My 
Mnx (t) = 
M
−
M
n2,x
x




Mn3,x − Mx
Mn3,y − My








0 γn2 γn3
0
−βn2 −βn3


1
1



Γn =  γn1 0 γn3  Λn =  βn1
0
−βn3 

2
2
γn1 γn2 0
−βn1 −βn2
0
Then
Im (a(t)) = Γn Mnx (a(t)) + Λn Mny (a(t))

2.3.4

(2.45)

Global system

The global matrix can then be achieved by matrix assembly:
"
#
"
#
~ar (t)
d ~ar (t)
D·
+K ·
dt ~as (t)
~as (t)
"
# "
#
~ xr (~ar (t)) + Λr M
~ yr (~ar (t))
Γr M
0
=
+
~ xs (~as (t)) + Λs M
~ ys (~as (t))
Γs M
I~f s (t)

(2.46)

In equation (2.46), d/dt corresponds to differentiation with respect to time, and
~ x and M
~ y are the
~a represents modal magnetic vector potentials on each node. M
vectors representing x- and y- components of the magnetization in each element,
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and Γ and Λ represent transformation matrices from magnetization to equivalent
nodal currents [21]. I~f s represents the (forced) current in winding elements. Matrix
D is the ”damping” matrix for the moving part of the model, and represents the
electrical conductivity of the elements. K is the standard ”stiffness” matrix, related
only to µ0 and the geometry of the elements. The subscripts ”r” and ”s” represent
the rotor (moving) and the stator (stationary) components of the model in both
equations.

Chapter

3

A Computationally Efficient Static
Finite-Element/Analytical Solver
Modelling Rotor Movements
3.1

Introduction

We have derived the general Finite Element formulation for electric machines in
Chapter 2 using the magnetostatic form of Maxwell’s Equations. In this chapter,
we will focus on static solution of the formula in which all variables are time
independent.
Static characteristics are the fundamentals of design, analysis and control of
certain types of machines. Static Finite Element analysis provides field distribution for specific machine structure, winding structure,and material type. With
this information, machine designers can not only look at the field directly to adjust their design, but can also calcualate specific variables that are of interest
numerically. Thus, static analysis often is used in characterization of specific or
new machine designs. For example,in [36], magnetic field analysis of a new doubly
salient permanent magnet (DSPM) motor is carried out based on static finite element method. The corresponding static characteristics, including PM flux linkage,
self-inductance, mutual inductance, and static torque are deduced for that kind of
machine.Static characteristics for various types of machine are often utilized for
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Figure 3.1. Basic model of switched reluctance machines [37]

control purpose. Fig.3.1 shows a general control block used to represent a switched
reluctance machine(SRM) [37]. Basically, the behavior of an SRM is described via
four system variables, i.e. current, flux-linkage, rotor position and torque. Current and flux-linkage represent the electrical behavior, while rotor position and
torque represent the mechanical behavior. The relationships between these system
variables are formulated using two fundamental characteristics, i.e. flux-linkage
Ψ(i, θ) and torque T (i, θ) as a function of current and rotor position.Above all,
the accuracy of the model depends mainly on the quality of the input fingerprint
characteristics Ψ(i, θ) and T (i, θ)) which can be determined by static FE analysis.
Static analysis is also frequently used in machine design optimization,in which
many simulations with different parameter changes are needed. For example,in
[38],the authors wanted to maximize average torque while minimizing torque ripple,
considering mainly the stator and rotor geometry parameters. Before optimization
takes place, an experimental validation of the SRM model, based on the static finite
element analysis, is performed. The validation predicts average torque and torque
ripple characteristics for several motor configurations while stator and rotor pole
arcs are varied. Data was then interpolated by using a neural network method.
The optimum design was again confirmed by finite element analysis.
In the above applications, the efficiency of a static solver becomes a concern. A
time consuming solver cannot produce a model to be introduced in an online controller, and can hardly be a part of a design optimization procedure. For example,
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in a large simulation, such as that of the electrical and mechanical dynamics of an
electric vehicle, high fidelity models of electric machines with good computational
efficiency are required. Lumped-parameter models can be used to achieve high
computational efficiency. However, these models often do not provide sufficiently
detailed information about machine behavior (e.g., torque ripple). For lumpedparameter models which are sufficiently detailed it can be difficult to determine
the appropriate parameters of the model for a given machine. Finite element models can be readily constructed with knowledge of the machine’s geometry, but are
typically not sufficiently computationally efficient to be used as part of a large-scale
dynamic simulation. Therefore, a desirable model is one that can be derived from
physics(relying on documented geometry and material properties), but is also computationally tractable[39]. In a later section of this chapter, special interest is paid
to developing a computational efficient static solver that include rotor movements.
But first, we introduce the general static linear finite element solver.

3.2
3.2.1

General Static Linear Finite Element Solver
Formulation

In (2.46) of Chapter 2, we have derived the general global finite element equations.
When all variables are time independent, (2.46) becomes:

K·

"

~ar
~as

#

=

"

~ xr (~ar ) + Λr M
~ yr (~ar )
Γr M
~ xs (~as ) + Λs M
~ ys (~as )
Γs M

#

+

"

0
I~f s

#

(3.1)

To simplify the problem, we now only consider a linear magnetization relationship for backiron material, which is accurate for operation under the saturation
point of a ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic material, and when hysterisis is neglected.
Under this condition, we have:

~ = µ 0 (H
~ +M
~)
~ = µH
~ = µ0 µr H
B

(3.2)
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~ = µr − 1 ∇ × A
~ = (µr − 1)H
~ = µr − 1 B
~
=⇒M
µ0 µr
µ0 µr

(3.3)

where µ0 is the magnetic constant, µ is permeability and µr is relative perme~ into the magnetization of backiron M
~b
ability. If we divide the magnetization M
~ p , the governing equation of the
and the magnetization of permanent magnets M
system (2.12) can then be rewritten as:

σ

∂Az
1
~b +M
~ p)
− ∇2 Az = −σ∇Φ + ∇ × (M
∂t
µ0
µr − 1
~p
∇A2 + ∇ × M
= −σ∇Φ +
µ0 µr

=⇒ σ

2µr − 1 2
∂Az
~p
∇ Az = −σ∇Φ + ∇ × M
−
∂t
µ0 µr

(3.4)

(3.5)

Then following the same finite element derivation in Chapter 2, the linear global
formulation of the system becomes:

Kl ·

"

~ar
~as

#

=

"

~ xrp + Λr M
~ yrp
Γr M
0

#

+

"

0
I~f s

#

(3.6)

where Kl is the linear stiffness matrix including the information of ferri- or
ferromagnetic material. Its element is define as:

Klij =

2µr − 1
(βni βnj + γniγnj )
4µ0 µr An

(3.7)

~ xrp and M
~ yrp are magnetization of permanent magnets. Eqn.(3.6) is now the
M
linear static finite element formulation of the system. This equation can be simply
solved by using Gaussian elimination. The number of unknowns in this equation
equals to the number of nodes n in the finite element mesh.
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3.2.2

Post processing

3.2.2.1

Magnetic flux density

~ can be achieved
After the solution of (3.6) is obtained, the magnetic flux density B
from:

~ = ∇ × Az
B
∂Az~
∂Az ~
=
ix −
iy
∂y
∂x

(3.8)

As
3
Az (x, y) = ΣN
n=1 Σi=1 ani Nni (x, y)

(3.9)

and

Nni (x, y) =

(

αni +βni x+γni y
,
2An

(x, y) ∈ Ωn

0,

elsewhere

(3.10)

we have:
∂N
γni
ani = Σ3i=1
ani
∂y
2An
βni
∂N
ani = Σ3i=1
ani
= Σ3i=1
∂x
2An

Bxn = Σ3i=1
Byn
3.2.2.2

(3.11)

Torque–The coenergy method

Another important result that can be achieved is the static torque. Two traditional methods exist for the calculation of electromagnetic forces and torques-the
Maxwell’s stress tensor method and the magnetic energy variation method [41].
Both methods are implemented in our solver. The energy variation method is
presented in this section, and the Maxwell stress tensor method will be presented
later in this chapter with a new solver.
The energy balance of an electromechanical system is
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dWe = dWf + dWm

(3.12)

Where We is electrical energy,Wf is the energy of the stored electromagnetic
field and Wm is the mechanical work done by the system. As:

dWe = JdA

(3.13)

dWm = τ dθ

(3.14)

where A is magnetic vector potential,J is current density,τ is torque. we have:
dWf = JdA − τ dθ

(3.15)

Coenergy Wf′ is defined as:

Wf′ = JA − Wf

(3.16)

Thus we have:
dWf′ = AdJ + τ dθ =

∂Wf′
∂Wf′
dJ +
dθ
∂J
∂θ

∂Wf′
=⇒ τ =
∂θ

(3.17)
(3.18)

The coenergy of the system is first calculated for several continuously changed
current phase angle θei using Trapezoidal integration:

Wf′ (i)

=

Z

J

adJ =
0

1J
[a1 + (a1 + a2 ) + (a2 + a3 ) + ... + (an−1 + an )]
2n

(3.19)

The Wf′ (θei ) data then go through a cubic spline data interpolation and (3.20)
is used to obtain the torque as a function of phase angle θe .
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τ=

2 ∂Wf′
P ∂θe

(3.20)

Where P is the pole number of machine and θe is electrical displacement.

3.2.3

Permanent magnet machine for flywheel application

In this section the detail of a permanent magnet machine is presented. This is
a machine designed for the flywheel project in which the main part of this finite
element research was carried out. Thus this machine design became a verification
model for different solvers through this thesis and is a main research topic.
The machine design in our application is an open-core rotator type, where the
rotor of the machine surrounds the stator. The topology of the machine is shown
in Fig.(3.2)
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Figure 3.2. Permanent magnet machine for flywheel application

The design parameters of the machine are shown in Table 3.1
The material and its electromagnetic properties used in the simulation is shown
in Table 3.2
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Table 3.1. Design parameters of permanent magnet machine
IR(mm)

OR(mm)

Stator Backiron

2.99

4.23

Stator Tooth/Winding

4.23

6.565

Air Gap

6.565

7.3964

Permanent Magnets

7.3964

8.2183

Rotor Backiron

8.2183

10.2

Table 3.2. Material and its property in permanent magnet machine

Stator/Rotor Backiron

Material

Properties

Iron-Cobalt Alloy

Relative permeability µr = 20, 000,
Saturation point 2.2T

Stator Winding

copper

Relative permeability µr = 1

Permanent Magnets

Samarium cobalt

Remnance 0.7T

It was determined that a 6-pole design was the best choice in terms of achieving
high power density while keeping electrical frequencies sufficiently low. The stator
has 18 teeth. The stator slots are closed to reduce eddy current losses in the rotor
due to stator slot harmonics. The winding structure is shown in Fig.(3.3)
The following contraints were applied to the design:
• The magnetic flux densities in the machine were constrained to be below
saturation values,
• The magnetic field intensity in the permanent magnets was constrained to
be below a set value to ensure that demagnetization does not occur

3.2.4

Static analysis of permanent magnet machine

With the general linear static solver, we can perform a static analysis for the
above permanent magnet machine. A finite element mesh of 9513 nodes and 18736
elements was used and is shown in Fig.(3.4).
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Figure 3.4. Finite element mesh for PM machine

When a peak current density of 107 Amp/m2 is applied as stator excitation, the
~ distribution of the machine can be obtained as shown in
magnetic flux density(B)
Fig.(3.5)
By fitting a sinusoidal curve to the coenergy values and taking the derivative,
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Figure 3.5. Magnetic flux density distribution of PM machine

we get the torque as a function of the electrical displacement as discussed in 3.2.2.2
and shown in Fig.(3.6). The maximum torque can be achieved assuming machine
length of 1 meter is 0.296888 Nm.

3.3

Mechanical Movement

The electrical machine is one of the many electrical devices which include parts
that can move relative to others. To enable the dynamic behavior to be modelled,
or to take into account the losses and forces(e.g. ripple torque) arising from mmf
and permeance harmonics, movement must be incorporated in the Finite Element
model for machine analysis. Dealing with movement in the FEM is problematic
because of the airgap. The airgap of electric machines presents several difficulties
for the FEM. First, since the airgap is usually very thin, it is difficult to fit an
adequate number of finite elements into it to model the important field interactions
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Figure 3.6. Torque calculation using coenergy method for PM machine

taking place there. Moreover, rotation of the rotor will eventually destroy the
integrity of the mesh in the air gap, which can lead to inaccuracy in the field
solution. The simplest way of dealing with movement is to rotate the rotor and
remesh the problem. The obvious drawback of this method is the time and memory
required for remeshing. Several different approaches are described in the literature.
They have their own advantages and disadvantages. These methods are described
and evaluated as follows.

3.4

Existing Movement Models in Finite Element
Method

The existing movement models can be divided into two categories: those which
construct a special ”band” in the air-gap, and those which model the air-gap region
with techniques that more conveniently deal with relative motion.
The methods introduced here all rely upon a Lagrangian technique. Meshes are
divided into two parts: the fixed part associated with the stator and the moving
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part associated with the rotor. The moving and stationary meshes are solved in
their own inertial frames and are coupled through the elements on their interface.
In this formulation, the velocity terms in finite element formulation are not needed
since the independent meshes are evaluated in their own local co-ordinate system
and the coupling between the meshes occurs through an air interface, where there
are no sources. This approach is called a pseudo-static formulation. Different
methods of connecting stator and rotor meshes distinguish different methods from
each other.

3.4.1

Air-gap re-meshing

To take into account the physical motion of the rotor when performing dynamic
analysis, Yasuharu et al [42] combines the rotor movement equation with the fundamental equation of the 2-D finite element analysis. With the movement of the
rotor provided, when large motion occurs, the nodal connection between rotor
and stator are changed. i.e., the air-gap region is re-meshed. This method is
sometimes also called ’moving band technique’ [45, 46, 47] and is used very often.
Fig.3.7 shows the re-meshing of elements in the air-gap. The disadvantage of this
method is the potential of mesh quality problems as elements with large aspect
ratios can be produced. If the structure of the machine is complex this method
becomes cumbersome and very expensive. Also, as connections are broken and
remade, there can be a sudden transition in the sizes of the matrix coefficients and
discontinuity of stiffness matrix as a function of rotor position. To avoid the later
shortcoming Demenko [49] proposes a modification by the trigonometric interpolation of the band matrix, thus guaranteeing the continuity of stiffness matrix and
its derivation as a function of rotor position.

3.4.2

Time-stepping technique

The time-stepping method[43] creates a moving surface in the air-gap between
stator and rotor(the slip surface). The surface is subdivided into a number of
equal intervals whose length corresponds to the length of the time step so that as
the rotor moves, nodes on the moving surface always coincide peripherally. It’s
easy to implement if the speed is constant. It is also suitable for the computation
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Figure 3.7. Illustration of air gap re-meshing technique

of forces [44]. The advantage of this method is that the moving problem need only
be meshed once, the program can then take care of any rotations or shifts of mesh.
The disadvantage is that the time step is fixed by the time taken to rotate from
one mesh alignment to the next.

3.4.3

Sliding interface technique

Similar to the time-stepping technique, the sliding interface technique also uses a
moving interface in the air-gap. Instead of requiring the mesh size to correspond
to the time step, the nodes on the interface need not be coincident(Fig.3.8) [48].
In Fig.3.8, the rotor variable Ark can be coupled to the variables in an adjacent
stator element s by applying a constraint:

Ark =

4
X

Asi Nsi (k)

(3.21)

i=1

where Nsi (k) is the shape function evaluated at point k. All similar constraints
on the sliding interface Γ can be written as:

Ar − f (As ) = 0

(3.22)
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Figure 3.8. Illustration of sliding interface technique(Figure from [48])

The constraint (3.22) is then enforced in the finite element equations by introducing
a new set of variables, the Lagrange multipliers, which exist only on the sliding
interface. Continuity of the normal flux density from rotor to stator is assured by
the continuity of the constrained variables on the interface.
The advantage of this method, as stated before, is that irregular meshes and
even different numbers of nodes and elements on both sides of the Lagrange surface
are possible. The disadvantage being that the method is not simple and the matrix
arising from this formulation is not well conditioned.
The following methods belongs to the second directory, i.e., modelling the airgap with special techniques which can deal with motion more conveniently.

3.4.4

Analytical solution for air-gap combined with FEM

One of the methods to solve movement is presented by Abdel-Razed, et al[34].
The authors exploit the fact that in the uniform part of the air-gap(u.p.a.g), the
magnetic reluctivity is constant and the current density is equal to zero. One only
needs to solve the Laplace’s equation to achieve the magnetic vector potential in
this area. With the solution in the u.p.a.g written out analytically, the magnetic
vector potential(mvp) distribution on the stator and rotor boundary surfaces can
be represented by a spatial Fourier series derived from the analytical solution.
Another Fourier series for the same boundary mvps can be derived from the shape
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function and nodal values of the finite elements on the rotor and stator side. By
enforcing the two series to be equal to each other to satisfy continuity conditions,
the unknown coefficients in the analytical solution can be represented by nodal
solutions of finite elements on the boundary. This representation is then rewritten
as an expression for a ”Macro-Element”, or ”Air-Gap-Element”, taking the whole
air-gap as one type of special element. The Macro-Element is then combined
with the classical element to achieve the overall solution. An advantage of this
technique is that the analytical model is capable of accurately predicting torques,
as the effects of meshing on the air-gap field are minimized. Additionally, the rotor
and stator meshes are free to rotate to any position. Nevertheless, the computing
time spent on solving the system matrix is longer than that of the classical finite
element formulation, as the system matrix band-width is increased. The increase
comes from the size of the Macro Element matrix, the dimension of which is equal
to the number of Macro Element nodes. An alternate method is suggested by
Lee et.al.[50] which combines the FEM and an analytical solution through the
boundary integral term in the FEM equation. With this approach the final system
matrix is less sparse than the normal finite element matrix, but the bandwidth is
considerably smaller than in the method proposed above.

3.4.5

Hybrid finite element-boundary element method

In common with the better-known finite element method FEM and finite difference
method FDM , the boundary element method BEM is essentially a method for
solving partial differential equations (PDEs). It has the important distinction that
only the boundary of the domain of interest requires discretization. A system
of simultaneous algebraic equations results. The solution of BEM gives an exact
solution to the differential equation but with approximate boundary conditions.
The boundary element method usually results in a smaller matrix since only the
boundary is represented. Unfortunately, unlike FEM, where system equations are
sparse and diagonally dominant, the system matrix of BEM turns out to be full,
and diagonal dominance is not guaranteed.
The hybrid Finite Element-Boundary Element method exploits the advantages
of each method. The domain is divided into two or more sub-domains, where in
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the rotor or stator sub-domain the finite element equation (3.23) and in the air-gap
sub-domain, the boundary element equation (3.24) is employed. The connection
of both methods is made by interface conditions Eq.(3.25) [51]:

"

3.5

[S] {U} + [S ′ ] {

∂U
} = {B}
∂n

(3.23)

[H] {U} + [G] {

∂U
} = {D}
∂n

(3.24)

S

S′

H G

#(

U
∂U
∂n

)

=

(

B
D

)

(3.25)

Computational Efficient Static Finite
Element/Analytical Solver including Rotor
Movement

3.5.1

Observation of special properties of machine

A good numerical model should exploit the properties of the object as much as it
can. Based on this point of view, we explore the basic properties of the machine
and have the following observation:
1, In the air gap of the machine, only certain spatial and time harmonics are
excited.
2, The only connection between the stator and the rotor is through the air-gap,
which can be represented by a cylindrical annulus.
3, The field in the air-gap is a magneto-quasi-static field in an insulating region
(Jf = 0) of uniform permeability. In such a field, Ampere’s Law (2.2) requires
that:
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~ = µJ~f = 0
∇×∇×A

(3.26)

~ (2.10) and choosing the Coulomb gauge (∇· A
~=
By applying the Laplacian of A
0), (3.26) then became Laplace’s equation:

~=0
∇2 A

(3.27)

An analytical solution is available for Laplace’s equation in different coordinate systems.The solution depends on the boundary condition of the no-resource
uniform field.
The last property is exploited in the ”Macro Element” method mentioned
before[34, 35, 50, 46]. The thought was to solve the Laplace’s equation in the
air-gap directly and then combine with the FEM. However, by trying to solve the
analytical solution, a 4 × h unknowns are intorduced in the model, where h is
the number of harmonic coefficients. Introduction of these harmonic coefficients
makes the finite element solution on the airgap boundary redundant information.
Moreover, the formulation in [50] did not consider incorporating rotor movement,
nor did it discuss efficiency issue when simulations for many rotor movements are
needed. Application is limited to a simple model that can be solved using analytical
method.
In this section, a new computationally efficient method of simulating electric
machines is presented. The approach is similar to the ”Macro Element” method for
modelling the air gap. However, unlike these previous approaches, in the proposed
approach we reduce the model into a formulation where the only unknowns are
the spatial harmonics of the magnetic vector potential and the tangential magnetic
field in the machines air gap. By exploiting knowledge of the harmonic content
of the air gap field, the number of unknowns can be reduced to a relatively small
number. The resulting model therefore possesses the accuracy of a finite element
model with much higher computational efficiency.
Instead of finding the explicit analytical solution in the airgap, we ask a question
from different point of view: Is there a special relation in the air-gap that could
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relate the stator surface to the rotor surface? The answer is YES and is provided
in the text of Continuum Electromechanics [52].

3.5.2

The flux-potential transfer relationship in airgap

The relations of the given potential on bounding surfaces and the associated tangential flux density is called the Flux-Potential Transfer Relations. In this section
we derive the Transfer Relations for the 2-D surface of a cylindrical annulus as
shown in Fig.[3.9] in polar coordinates.

Figure 3.9. The 2-D surface of a cylindrical annulus

In cylindrical coordinates with no z dependence as in our 2D machine analysis,
the z component of (3.27) is not pertinent. Solutions of the Laplace’s equation
take the form:

A(r, θ) =

∞
X

m=1

i
h
Re Ãm (r)e−jmθ

(3.28)

where Ãm (r) is the (complex) mth spatial harmonic coefficient of the magnetic
vector potential in the z-direction. If the boundary of the cylindrical annulus are
denoted as α and β as shown in Fig.[3.9], the solution can be explicitely written
as:
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h
i
 r m

α m
( βr )m − ( βr )m
β (α) − ( r )
α
i + Ãm h
i
Ãm (r) = Ãm h
β m
β m
α m
α m
(α) − (β )
(α) − (β )

(3.29)

The (complex) mth spatial harmonic coefficient of the tangential magnetic field
intensity H̃θm is then determined using the following relationship between the
tangential magnetic field intensity and the magnetic vector potential:

Hθ = −

1 ∂A
µ0 ∂r

(3.30)

Evaluation of this expression at the respective surfaces r = α and r = β for
the mth spatial harmonic gives the following transfer relations:
"

α
H̃θm
β
H̃θm

#

1
=
µ0

"

fm (β, α) gm (α, β)
gm (β, α) fm (α, β)

#"

Ãαm
Ãβm

#

,

(3.31)

where
i
h
y m
x m
)
+
(
)
(
x
m y
i
fm (x, y) = h
y ( x )m − ( y )m
y
x

gm (x, y) =

1
2m
i
h
x ( x )m − ( y )m
y

x

3.5.3

Reformulating Finite Element matrix

3.5.3.1

The boundary integral term

(3.32)

To utilize the flux-potential transfer relations in the air-gap, we look back at the
weak form of the governing equation of the system (2.24):
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Z

Ω

(wσ

∂Az
1
~ )dΩ = 0
+ ∇w∇Az − σw∇Φ − w∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(3.33)

When we derive (3.33) in Section 2.3.2, we set the boundary integral term to
be zero,thus enforcing homogeneous Neumann boundary condition on the outer
boundary of the cross-section of machine. Now that we have the flux-potential
transfer relations in the air-gap, the stator and rotor can be related by the transfer
relationship, and no mesh is needed inside the gap. Thus, the two sides of the
air-gap boundary can be treated as the outer boundary for the stator and inner
boundary of the rotor. In this case, the boundary integral term needs to be included
in the system, and it will couple the Finite Element equations in the stator and
rotor regions to the transfer relations in the air-gap.
The weak formulation of the system including the boundary integral term for
the outer stator boundary and inner rotor boundary is:

1
−
µ0

Z

Ω

I

~ z dΓ +
∇ωi · ∇Az dΩ − ωi (~n × H)
Γ
Z
Z
~ )z dΩ = 0
ωi JdΩ − (∇ωi × M
Ω

(3.34)

Ω

The Finite Element equations in the stator and rotor regions can be derived
using the Galerkin method, as described in Chapter 2. For the boundary integral,
if we look at the mesh of the air-gap boundary as shown in Fig.3.10, we can see
H
~
that the boundary integral Γ ωi (~n × H)dΓ
can be calculated by multiplying the
tangential part of ~h at each node by the distance l between nodes.
To simplify the problem, we set the nodes to be equidistant. If nodes on the
line between the stator and air gap have Ns number of nodes and the radius of
that line is rs then:

l=

2πrs
Ns

(3.35)

If the tangential field intensity of nodes on that line is denoted as Hθsb , then
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Figure 3.10. Mesh on the boundary of air-gap

I

~ s )dΓ = 2πrs Hθsb
ωi(~n × H
Ns
Γs

(3.36)

By defining nodes on the line between rotor and air gap have Nr number of
nodes and the radius of that line is rr , the rotor-gap boundary integral can also be
calculated as:
I

~ r )dΓ =
ωi (~n × H

Γr

2πrr
Hθrb
Nr

(3.37)

Now the Finite element formulation of the system can be written as (3.38) with
the boundary integral term included:

Kss~asss + Ksb~assb
2πrs ~ s
h
Kbs~asss + Ksbb~assb +
Ns θsb
2πrr ~ r
h
Kbr~arrr + Krbb~arrb −
Nr θrb
Krr~arrr + Krb~arrb

= ~is
= 0
= 0
= ~im + ~ir

(3.38)
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where ~axxy are vectors containing the nodal magnetic vector potentials, ~hxθxb are
vectors containing the tangential magnetic field intensity at the stator or rotor
boundary nodes, the vector ~ix contains nodal currents associated with the currents in the stator or rotor windings (if any), and ~im contains equivalent nodal
currents generated by permanent magnets (if any). The subscript b corresponds
to a boundary nodal variable. The superscripts s and r denote variables in the
stator and rotor rotational reference frames, respectively.
3.5.3.2

Discrete Fourier Transform

As we plan to utilize the flux-potential relationship, which is represented in harmonic domain, we also want to calculate the harmonic coefficients of the magnetic vector potentials on the air-gap boundary by performing the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT) to the nodal values on the the boundaries. The Discrete Fourier
Transform matrix is given by:


j

2k1 π
Nx

j

4k1 π
Nx

1 e
e

4k π
2k2 π

j N2
j N
x
x
e
1
e
2

ex =
D

Nx  . . . . . .
...

4kh π
2kh π
1 ej Nx ej Nx

j

... e

. . . ej
...
. . . ej

2(Nx −1)k1 π
Nx
2(Nx −1)k2 π
Nx

...
2(Nx −1)kh π
Nx









(3.39)

where Nx corresponds to the number of equidistant boundary nodes associated
with a region, ki corresponds to a spatial harmonic. The Inverse Discrete Fourier
Transform matrix is defined to be Pex and is given by:
Nx e ∗
Pex =
D
4 x

(3.40)

Now we can rewrite (3.38) with the air-gap boundary terms represented in
harmonic domain as:

~ s = ~i
Kss~asss + KsbP̃s Ã
s
sb
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~ s + 2πrs P̃ H̃
~s
KTsb~asss + Ksbb P̃s Ã
s θsb = 0
sb
Ns
~r
~ r − 2πrr P̃ H̃
KTrb~arrr + Krbb P̃r Ã
r θrb = 0
rb
Nr
~ r = ~i + ~i
Krr~arrr + Krb P̃r Ã
m
r
rb

(3.41)

~ and H̃
~ are vectors of harmonic coefficients of magnetic vector potenwhere Ã
θ
tials and tangential field intensity respectively.

3.5.4

Incorporating the flux-potential relationships

~ s and H̃
~ r , are
In (3.41), the tangential field intensity on the air-gap boundary, H̃
θsb
θrb
two sets of extra unknowns. They are not related to each other in the equation,
separating the stator and rotor into two objects. The flux-potential transfer relationship in air-gap shown in (3.31) can find good application here. It will couple
the stator and rotor with the correct relation, eliminating the extra sets of unknowns. However, (3.31) is only appropriate for the air gap when both the stator
and rotor positions are fixed with respect to one another. When rotor movement
e r ) and its inverse T
e −1 (θr ) must be introduced to
occures, a rotation matrix T(θ
convert between the stator and rotor reference frames: :

~ s = T(θ
~ r , Ã
~r = T
~s ,
e r )Ã
e −1 (θr )Ã
Ã
xb
xb
xb
xb

(3.42)

where θr is the angular position of the rotor with respect to the stator, and
~
y
Ãxb is a vector containing the modeled spatial harmonics at the stator or rotor
boundary (as determined by the subscript x), in the stator or rotor reference
frame(as determined by the superscript y). The rotational matrix Te(θr ) is given

by:





e r) = 
T(θ



ejm1 θr
0

0

...

0

ejm2 θr . . .

0

...

...

0

0

...

...

. . . ejmh θr





,



(3.43)
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where mi correspond to the spatial harmonics being modeled. As will be discussed later, not all spatial harmonics are excited in the electric machines, and
therefore unexcited harmonics need not be modeled. The rotational matrix has
the useful property

Te−1 (θr ) = Te(−θr ) = Te(θr )∗

(3.44)

Considering the rotation matrix in (3.42) and the flux-potential transfer relationships in (3.31), the vector of complex harmonic coefficients of tangential magnetic field intensity at the stator-air gap boundary in stationary reference frame,
~ s , and that at the rotor-air gap boundary in rotor reference frame, H̃
~ r , can
H̃
θsb
θrb
now be represented as:

1
µ0
1
=
µ0

~s =
H̃
θsb
~r
H̃
θrb

i
h
~ s + Gs T̃(θ )Ã
~r ,
Frs Ã
r
sb
r
rb
h
i
~ s + Fs Ã
~r ,
Grs T̃−1 (θr )Ã
sb
r rb

(3.45)

where
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(3.46)

(3.47)
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(3.48)

(3.49)

where nh is the number of spatial harmonics modeled. We then substitute
the tangential field intensity in Finite Element formula (3.41) with the Transfer
equation (3.45):

~s
~r
~ s + 2πrs P̃ (Fr Ã
s
KTsb~asss + Ksbb P̃s Ã
s
s sb + Gr T̃(θr )Ãrb ) = 0,
sb
Ns
2πr
r
~r −
~ s + Fs Ã
~r
KTrb~arrr + Krbb P̃r Ã
P̃r (Grs T̃−1 (θr )Ã
rb
sb
r rb ) = 0
Nr

(3.50)

The entire formulation can then be assembled as:

~s
Kss~asss + Ksb P̃Ã
sb
2πrs
~s
P̃s Frs )Ã
Kbs~asss + (Ksbb P̃s +
sb
Ns
2πrs
~r
+
P̃s Gsr T̃(θr )Ã
rb
Ns
2πrr
~s
P̃r Grs T̃−1 (θr )Ã
Kbr~arrr −
sb
Nr
2πrr
~r
P̃r Fsr )Ã
+(KrbbP̃r −
rb
Nr
~r
K ~ar + K P̃Ã
rr rr

rb

rb

= ~is

(3.51)

=0

(3.52)

=0

(3.53)

= ~ir + ~im

(3.54)
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3.5.5

Reducing the size of the problem

For now, the unknowns of the system reduce to just the magnetic vector potential
of the rotor and stator interior nodes and the harmonic coefficients on the air-gap
boundary. Compared to the stiffness matrix of the general finite element method,
even though Eq.(3.51)-Eq.(3.54) reduce the number of unknowns by avoiding solving for the nodes in the air-gap, but it has a wider bandwidth and thus will be
actually more computationaly expensive. Efforts must therefore be made to increase the efficiency of the solver. We consider re-formulating the equations such
that when different rotor positions need to be calculated, the computational load
can be minimized.
Eqn.(3.51) and (3.54) can be rewritten as expressions for ~asss and ~arrr :

~s
~
~asss = K−1
ss (is − Ksb P̃s Ãsb )
~r
~
~
~arrr = K−1
rr (im + ir − Krb P̃r Ãrb )

(3.55)
(3.56)

We then substitute (3.55) into (3.52) and (3.56) into (3.53):

2πrs
~s
P̃s Frs )Ã
sb
Ns
2πrs
~r = 0
P̃s Gsr Te(θr )Ã
+
rb
Ns
2πrr
~r
~s
~ ~
KTrb K−1
P̃r Grs T̃−1 (θr )Ã
rr (ir + im − Krb P̃r Ãrb ) −
sb
Nr
2πrr
~r = 0
P̃r Fsr )Ã
+(Krbb P̃r −
rb
Nr
~s
~
KTsbK−1
ss (is − Ksb P̃s Ãsb ) + (Ksbb P̃s +

(3.57)

(3.58)

The above equations can be resorted as:

2πrs
~ s + 2πrs P̃ Gs T̃(θ )Ã
~r
P̃s Frs )Ã
s r
r
sb
rb
Ns
Ns
~
= −KTsb K−1
ss is (3.59)
2πrr
~ s + (−KT K−1 K P̃ + K Pe − 2πrr P̃ Fs )Ã
~r
P̃r Grs T̃−1 (θr )Ã
−
rb r
rbb r
r r
sb
rb rr
rb
Nr
Nr
(−KTsb K−1
ss Ksb P̃s + Ksbb P̃s +
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~ ~
= −KTrb K−1
rr (ir + im ) (3.60)
We then premultiply the Discrete Fourier Transform matrices Ds and Dr to
both sides of the above equations and get:

2πrs r ~ s
2πrs s
~r
Fs }Ãsb −
G T̃(θr )Ã
rb
Ns
Ns r
~
= Kbs K−1
ss is
2πrr r ∗
~ s + {D̃ (K K−1 K − K )P̃ + 2πrr Fs }Ã
~r
Gs T̃ (θr )Ã
r
br rr
rb
rbb
r
sb
Nr
Nr r rb
~
~ ~
= −D̃r Kbr K−1
rr imr + D̃r (ir + im )
{D̃s (Kbs K−1
ss Ksb − Ksbb )P̃s −

(3.61)

(3.62)

Now the entire formulation has been rewritten solely in terms of the space
harmonics of the magnetic vector potential at the air gap boundaries. This can be
clearly seen in the matrix form below:
"

Mss Msr
Mrs Mrr

#"

~s
Ã
sb
~
r
Ã

=

I~˜s
I~˜r

"

rb

#

#

,

(3.63)

where
Mss = D̃s (Kbs K−1
ss Ksb − Ksbb )P̃s −

2πrs r
F,
Ns s

2πrs s
G T̃(θr ),
Ns r
2πrr r ∗
G T̃ (θr ),
Mrs =
Nr s

Msr = −

Mrr = D̃r (Kbr K−1
rr Krb − Krbb )P̃r +

2πrr s
F,
Nr r

~
I~˜s = D̃s Kbs K−1
ss is ,
~
~
I~˜r = −D̃r Kbr K−1
rr imr + D̃r imb

(3.64)
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3.5.6

Computational Efficiency Discussion

3.5.6.1

General discussion

The dimensions of the (complex) matrix in the proposed formulation are 2nh ×2nh ,
where nh is the total number of spatial harmonics modelled. As a result, this
matrix is much smaller than that of a conventional finite element formulation. At
first glance it would appear that the calculation of matrices Mss and Mrr would
require that the inverse of matrices Kss and Krr first be calculated . However,
rather than directly calculate these inverses, computation time can be saved by
simply performing Gaussian elimination on the column vectors of the matric Kxb .
This results in a dramatic reduction in computation time if the number of boundary
nodes is much less than the number of interior nodes of the finite element mesh,
as is typically the case.
Another significant advantage of the proposed formulation is that, when more
rotor positions are calculated, the only change on the left hand side of the equation
is the recalculation of the nh ×nh (diagonal) reference transformation matrix T̃(θr )
and its complex conjugate T̃(θr )∗ , and then the multiplication of this matrix with
another diagonal matrix Gyx . Note that the computational expensive matrices Mss
and Mrr only need to be calculated once, and are therefore ready for use in all
subsequent calculations.
3.5.6.2

Current excitation

For the vectors I~˜s and I~˜r , the only change for different rotor positions will occur
in the vector associated with the nodal currents in the stator ~is , and perhaps ~ir
if it exists. The number of calculations associated with these vectors can also be
reduced for the simulation. For a node n in stator winding slot r, if there are p
elements connected to this node, the nodal current would be:

Is (n) =

p
X
1
i=1

3

Ieli

p

=

1X
Aeli ∗ Jslotr
3 i=1

(3.65)
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Where Ieli is total current flowing in element i, Aeli is the area of that ele~ r is a vector consisting of the three phase current density of each
ment and Jslot
corresponding slot. Thus vector ~is can be represented by:

~
~is = Ls ∗ Jslot

(3.66)

Ls is defined as a matrix corresponding to the area of elements connecting the
nodes. Thus the term involving ~is in (3.64) become:

−1
~
~
D̃s Kbs K−1
ss is = D̃s Kbs Kss Ls ∗ Jslot

(3.67)

The term D̃s Kbs K−1
ss Ls will not change for different rotor position. Thus for
~ and one matrix
each subsequent rotor position, we only need to modify vector Jslot
vector production is needed for the right hand side. Hence analysis at additional
rotor angles with the proposed method requires only a modest increase in computations when compared to standard finite element analysis, which requires a
complete analysis for each rotor angle.
3.5.6.3

Harmonic analysis of the permanent magnet machine

The proposed FE/Analytical-solver-based technique reduces the problem into a
formulation where the only unknowns are the spatial harmonics of the magnetic
vector potential and the tangential magnetic field in the air gap. However, as
stated in section 3.5.1, only certain spatial and time harmonics are excited in the
machine, thus the efficiency of the solver can be further improved if we utilize the
knowledge of these harmonics and further reduce the number of unknowns.
We take a typical AC permanent magnet machine as an example. There are
different types of spatial harmonics that exist in the air gap of a permanent magnet
machines. These are:
Winding harmonics The current-carrying conductors for each phase winding
develop a stepped mmf curve along the periphery of the stator, rather than
a sinusoidal curve. Thus, besides the fundamental wave for P pairs of poles,
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harmonic mmfs also develop with ordinal number mP , where m is the spatial ordinal number of the stator. If we assume half-wave symmetry of the
winding structure, m will be only an odd number and will be equal to or
greater than 3. Also, under balanced three-phase operation, those harmonics when m is multiple of 3 will cancel out each other and won’t exist. In our
permanent magnet machine model, the number of pole pairs is 3. Thus, we
expect to see the 3th,15th,21th,33th,. . . winding harmonics.
Slot harmonics When distributed windings are used in machine design, the presence of uniform slots around the inside of the stator causes regular variations
in reluctance and flux along the stator’s surface. These regular variations
produce harmonic components called slot harmonics. These harmonic components are especially obvious with open slot design. Slot harmonics occur
at frequencies set by the number of slots and are given by:

vslot =

MS
P

(3.68)

where vslot =number of the harmonic component
S

=number of slots on stator

M

=an integer

P

=number of pole pairs on machine

In our machine model, slot harmonics will be:

vslot =

M × 18
= 6M
3

(3.69)

Permanent magnet harmonics These harmonics exist due to the structure and
distribution of permanent magnet(PM). Assuming half-wave symmetry, PM
harmonics also occur at spatial frequencies that are either odd multiples of
the number of pole pairs, or integral multiples of the number of permanent
magnet segments, in the case of segmented poles.
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With the knowledge of the nonzero spatial harmonics, the efficiency of the solver
can be further improved by eliminating the remaining unexcited spatial harmonics
from the formulation. Furthermore, higher harmonics will tend to have a reduced
effect on the solution, all else being equal, due to the inherent spatial ”filtering”
of Laplace’s equation. An appropriate ”cutoff frequency” could thereforebe determined by eliminating higher order harmonics until the resulting error exceeds a
defined tolerance.
Another method for harmonic selection is by performing visual inspection of
the full harmonic solution, and eliminating insignificant harmonics. Acuracy of
results can be verified by torque comparison with full harmonic analysis.

3.5.7

Post-Processing

A limitation of the proposed formulation is that only the spatial harmonics of the
air gap are determined, rather than the magnetic vector potential throughout the
model. However, most of the variables of interest in the machine can be directly
calculated from these spatial harmonics.
3.5.7.1

Torque–the Maxwell Stress Method

The Maxwell stress tensor is the stress tensor of an electromagnetic field. The
force applied to one part of the magnetic circuit can be obtained by integrating
the Maxwell stress tensor along a surface Γ, placed in the air and enclosing this
part.When using Maxwell stress tensor to calculate torque of electrical machines,
this surface is normally placed in the air gap.The tangential force can then be
calculated as:

ls
Ft =
µ0

Z

Br Bθ dl,

(3.70)

l

where ls ,l,Br and Bθ are the stack length,integration contour, normal and tangential component of the magnetic flux density at the circumference,respectively.
The torque when the contoure are selected to be a circumference in the air gap
would then be:
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I
ls
rBr Bθ dΓ
T =
µ0 Γ
Z
ls r 2 2π
=
Br Bθ dθ,
µ0 0

(3.71)

where r is the radius of the circumference. As the primary solution of our static
Finite Element/Analytical solver are spatial harmonics of the magnetic field in the
air gap, we want to represent (3.71) in terms of the primary solution. We know
that:

N
X

Br (θ) =

B̃r [n]ejnθ

n=−N

Bθ (θ) =

N
X

B̃θ [k]ejkθ

(3.72)

k=−N

and

B̃r [−n] = B̃r⋆ [n]
B̃θ [−k] = B̃θ⋆ [k]

(3.73)

Thus in (3.71),
Z

2π

Br Bθ dθ =

0

Z

0

2π

(

N
X

jnθ

B̃r [n]e

n=−N

)(

N
X

B̃θ [k]ejkθ )

(3.74)

k=−N

Because
Z

2π

ejnθ dθ =
0

(

0,

n 6= 0

2π, n = 0

(3.75)

Thus, the terms in (3.74) will be non-zero only when n + k = 0. We then can
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write (3.74)as:
Z

2π

Br Bθ dθ =

0

Z

2π

(B̃r [0]B̃θ [0] +

0

= 2π(B̃r [0]B̃θ [0] +

N
X

B̃r [n]B̃θ [−n])dθ

n=−N
n6=0

N
X

B̃r [n]B̃θ [−n])

n=−N
n6=0

= 2π(B̃r [0]B̃θ [0] + 2

N
X

Re(B̃r [n]B̃θ⋆ [n])

(3.76)

n=1

Now (3.71) can be represented in terms of magnetic spatial harmonics as:

N
X
ls r 2 2π
(B̃r [0]B̃θ [0] + 2
Re(B̃r [n]B̃θ⋆ [n])
T =
µ0
n=1

(3.77)

In our proposed formulation, the magnetic vector potentials in the air gap are
written as:

~ = Re[Ã(r)e−jmθ ]ĩz
A

(3.78)

As:

Br =

1 ∂A
1
= Re[−jmÃ(r)e−jmθ ],
r ∂θ
r

(3.79)

So we have:

1
B̃r [n] = − jmÃr [n]
r
B̃θ [n] = µ0 H̃θ [n] = µ0 (Fsr Ãssb [n] + G2r T (θr )Ãrrb [n])

(3.80)

With this formulation, we can calculate torque of the machine at each rotor
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position directly from the primary solution, which is highly computational efficient.
The accuracy of the Maxwell stress tensor torque formula is markedly dependent on the model discretization, and on the selection of the integration line or
contour. The Maxwell stress tensor line integration necessitates a precise solution
in the air gap, demanding a fine discretization of the model in the air gap since
the flux density is not continuous at the nodes and across boundaries of first-order
elements[41][60]. The accuracy of torque calculation provided by standard FEA
has long been identified as a problem. By incorporating the flux-potential transfer
relationship, which is based on the analytical solution of Laplace’s equation, the
harmonic coefficients of the B field can be calculated directly from the analytical
solution. As stated in [58], the analytical solution provides a more accurate torque
calculation than that achieved by standard finite element analysis.
3.5.7.2

Flux Linkage

The flux linkage of a winding can be calculated from the magnetic vector potential
as follows:

λ=

I

~ ~l
Ad

(3.81)

~ is
where ~l corresponds to the path of a winding through the machine and A
the vector of magnetic vector potential within winding region. In two-dimentional
analysis, this calculation is achieved by summing the product of the magnetic
vector potential in the winding times the stack length. In finite element analysis, as
magnetic vector potential varies in the coil cross-section area, the average magnetic
vector potential values should be used. For first-order triangular elements, the flux
linkage of a coil with N1 turns, area S and length l is given by [60]:

λ = N1

n
X
△j
j=1

S

"

#
3
ξX
aij l
3 i=1

(3.82)

where aij is the magnetic vector potential of the ith node associated the j th
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finite element associated with the winding, ξ = +1 or ξ = −1 indicates the direction of integration either into the plane or out of the plane, △j is the area
of the j th finite element associated with the winding, and n is the total number
of elements of the in-going and out-going areas of the coil. If we define matrix


C1 = △1 ξ31 , △2 ξ32 , . . . , △n ξ3n , and matrix C2 to relate aij with magnetic vector
potentials of the stator mesh, ~asss in (3.55), then:

N1
lC1 C2~asss
S
N1
N1
~s
~
=
lC1 C2 K−1
lC1 C2 K−1
ss M ∗ Jslot −
ss Ksb P̃s Ãsb
S
S

λ=

(3.83)

~ and
In (3.83),the terms that will change for different rotor positions are Jslot
~
Ãssb . Thus the computation load for additional flux linkage calculation is trivial.

3.6

Application of Proposed Method to a Simple
Model

To verify the proposed method, first a simple model is built, as shown in Fig3.11,
which simplifies the machine to consist of only a stator winding and rotor winding.
We excite the stator winding with a sinusoidal current density.The current density distribution of a 6 pole machine is illustrated in Fig.3.12. Dirichlet boundary
conditions are set at the outer boundary of the rotor.
The model is first calculated using a general finite element method and the
resulting flux density distribution is shown in Fig.3.13. We then calculate the
model with the new movement formulation described before and the result shows
in Fig.3.14.
We define the relative error between the general finite element method and the
new movement formulation as:

err =

k~agf em − ~anew k
k~agf em k

(3.84)
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Figure 3.11. A simple model consist of stator winding and rotor winding
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Figure 3.12. Illustration of the current density distribution of a 6 pole machine
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Figure 3.13. Flux density distribution of a 6 pole machine using a general finite element
method
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Figure 3.14. Flux density distribution of a 6 pole machine using new method
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The relative error for several different harmonics are shown in Table.3.3
Table 3.3. Relative Error between the General FEM and the New Movement Model
Method
err

err

2 pole

8.6875e-005

4 pole

3.0782e-004

6 pole

4.5355e-004

12 pole

0.0022

20 pole

0.0057

24 pole

0.0099

To compare the computation time of the two methods, we record the floating
point operations (flops) for two cases. For the general finite element method, we
record the flops for calculating the solution by matrix division of the entire stiffness
matrix,which is the computational load at every rotor angle. Thus, when solving
n rotor positions, the total flops is n times the flops of one single calculation.
For the new movement model, we record the flops for the following operations:
generating the angle shift matrix T (θx ) and its inverse, constructing the reduced
stiffness matrix in Eq.(3.63), solving Eq.(3.63), and calculating the overall mvp
solution. However, Gaussian elimination of the sub-stiffness matrix is calculated
only at the first computation, the resulting matrices remain the same and need
not be calculated again for other rotor positions. Results taking into account
different number of harmonics are presented. comparison are performed on two
meshes to observe efficiency improvement for different scale problems: mesh1 with
3934 nodes, 7626 elements and mesh2 with 7124 nodes, 14006 elements. The
comparisons are shown in Table.3.4 and Table.3.5.
Table 3.4. Floating point comparison of the two methods on mesh 1(unit:106 flops)
1 Rotor Position

2 Rotor Positions

10 Rotor Positions

nh

General FEM

New Method

General FEM

New Method

General FEM

New Method

1

4.443

3.327

8.887

4.961

44.433

18.027

2

4.443

3.842

8.887

5.665

44.433

20.246

3

4.443

4.472

8.887

6.598

44.433

23.607

4

4.443

5.216

8.887

7.760

44.433

28.114
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Table 3.5. Floating point comparison of the two methods on mesh 2 (unit:107 flops)
1 Rotor Position

2 Rotor Positions

10 Rotor Positions

nh

General FEM

New Method

General FEM

New Method

General FEM

New Method

1

1.688

0.984

3.376

1.469

16.88

5.344

2

1.688

1.089

3.376

1.607

16.88

5.746

3

1.688

1.214

3.376

1.785

16.88

6.350

4

1.688

1.360

3.376

2.004

16.88

7.155

From Table.3.4 and Table.3.5 we can see that, when more rotor positions need
to be calculated, the efficiency of the new method becomes more obvious. Comparing the two tables suggest that the new method works even better with larger
scale systems. With this information confirmed, further research is carried on for
application of the solver on the permanent magnet machine. How the number of
modeled harmonics affect the performance of the solver will be investegated.

3.7

Application of Proposed Method to Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine

Application of the proposed method to a simple machine indicate that, with larger
scale systems, the method will obtain even better computational efficiency. To confirm the validity of the proposed method in actual machine analysis and compare
computational efficiency with general FEM, we performed static analysis for the
synchronous permanent magnet machine described in section 3.2.3. Both analyses
are coded in the Matlab environment and performed on a computer with 2GHz
CPU and 2GB RAM. The general FEM model has a mesh consisting of 9521 nodes
and 18752 elements. The proposed method has a mesh consisting of 8795 nodes
and 17156 elements as the air gap is not meshed.
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3.7.1

Comparison of resulting magnetic vector potential

We rewrite the definition of relative norm error between the general finite element
method and the proposed formulation below:

err =

k~agf em − ~anew k
k~agf em k

(3.85)

The resulting magnetic vector potential at initial rotor position obtained by the
proposed method agrees well with those obtained by the general FEM with just a
0.578% relative norm error. The corresponding magnetic flux density distribution
obtained by the two methods are shown in Fig.3.15 and Fig.3.16.
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Figure 3.15. Magnetic flux density distribution of permanent magnet machine calculated by general FEM

When rotor position changed, the magnetic vector potentials of the two methods cannot be directly compared, as the mesh of the general FEM need to be
reconstructed, while our proposed method use the same initial mesh. The difference of the two method can be seen in Fig.3.17 and Fig.3.18, in which the rotor
is rotated 10 degrees. Though the magnetic vector potentials cannot be directly
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Figure 3.16. Magnetic flux density distribution of permanent magnet machine calculated by proposed method

compared,the validation of the proposed method can be validated through torque
calculation.

3.7.2

Torque comparison

The resulting torque for a 1 meter long machine with rotor rotated from 0◦ to 60◦ ,
as calculated by the general FEM and proposed method, is shown in Fig.3.19. As
the machine is a 6 pole machine, mechanical angle of 0◦ to 60◦ represents a full
period of operation. It can be seen that torque ripple due to winding and stator
harmonics is clearly presented. The maximum relative difference between the two
torque result is 3.87%. The torques in Fig.(3.19) are obtained when machine is in
steady state synchronous operation.

3.7.3

Torque accuracy advantage of the proposed method

To verify the accuracy advantage of torque calculation of the proposed method as
stated in 3.5.7.1, torque calculations using Maxwell stress tensor method were
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Figure 3.17. Magnetic flux density distribution of permanent magnet machine at 10
degree calculated by general FEM
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Figure 3.18. Magnetic flux density distribution of permanent magnet machine at 10
degree calculated by proposed method
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Figure 3.19. Torque for rotor position 0◦ ∼ 60◦ obtained by general FEM and proposed
method

performed when the rotor of the machine is rotated in the opposite direction
with respect to the rotation of MMF waves, so that maximum torque can be
observed. Fig.(3.20) shows the torque calculated based on the solution of general FEM and Fig.(3.21) shows the torque calculated based on the solution of the
proposed method. Comparision of the maximum torque provided by these two
methods and coenergy method as stated in section 3.2.4 are shown in Table 3.6.
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Figure 3.20. Torque for rotor position 0◦ ∼ 60◦ in negative direction obtained by
general FEM using Maxwell Stress Tensor
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Figure 3.21. Torque for rotor position 0◦ ∼ 60◦ in negative direction obtained by
proposed method using Maxwell Stress Tensor
Table 3.6. Maximum torque achieved by different methods

3.7.4

Maxwell Stress Tensor

Maxwell Stress Tensor

Coenergy Method

General FEM

FEM/Analytical Method

General FEM

332.734 N/mm

312.29 N/mm

296.89 N/mm

Flux linkage

The flux linkage for three-phase windings of the PM machine rotating from 0◦
to 300◦ calculated using the proposed method are shown in Fig.3.22. Fig.3.23
shows the flux linkage of PM machine rotating from 0◦ to 60◦ calculated using
general FEM. The relative norm error of the resulting three phase flux linkage are
presented in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7. Relative norm error of flux linkage calculated by different methods
Phase A

Phase B

Phase C

0.042%

0.039%

0.021%
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Figure 3.22. 3 phase flux linkage for rotor position 0◦ ∼ 300◦ obtained by proposed
method
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Figure 3.23. 3 phase flux linkage for rotor position 0◦ ∼ 60◦ obtained by general FEM

3.7.5

Efficiency comparison

The computational efficiency of the proposed method is compared to the general
FEM by calculating the amount of time taken to perform the solutions of the
example machine design. For general FEM we recorded the time for calculating
the solution and torque, neglecting the computation time for reconstructing and
meshing for different rotor positions.
In the proposed method, we first perform a full harmonic analysis. The resulting harmonic compositions on the boundary between air gap and stator or rotor
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are presented in Fig.3.24 and Fig.3.25.
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Figure 3.24. Harmonic composition on stator-air gap boundary
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Figure 3.25. Harmonic composition on rotor-air gap boundary
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Harmonics are then selected based on both the structure of the machine and
visual inspection of the above result for full harmonic analysis, while monitoring the
resulting torque be close to full harmonic analysis. Comparison of simulation time
in log scale between proposed method and general FEM when different number of
harmonics(30,16,8,4) are included is shown in Fig.3.26. Comparison of maximum
relative error in log scale of reduced harmonic analysis to full harmonic analysis
is shown in Fig.3.28. Detail data are shown in Table.3.8. For the synchronous
machine model we used , the number of harmonics calculated can be reduced down
to 8. For 8 harmonic analysis,the resulting torque have less than 0.06% relative
error comparing to full harmonic analysis. Fig.3.27 shows the agreement of torque
with full harmonic analysis until the number of harmonics chosen is reduced to 4.
Maximum relative difference between full harmonic flux linkage results and those
of 8 harmonic analysis is less than 0.12%. One can see from Table.3.8 that, the
initial setup time of the proposed method is about the same as performing general
FEM for one rotor position. However when analysis is reduced to 8 harmonics,
the additional time for calculating one more rotor position is about 1/90 of that
of the general FEM. Thus, though it takes a bit more computation time than
standard finite element analysis to initiate the problem formulation, the proposed
method shows a dramatic reduction in computation time over general FEM for
each subsequent simulation.
Table 3.8. Comparison of efficiency and accuracy of general FEM and proposed method
Gen. FEM

Proposed method

Number of harmonics

full

full

30

16

8

4

Max. relative torque err.

N/A

0

0.01%

0.01%

0.06%

8.16%

Max. relative flux lnkge. err.

N/A

0

0.04%

0.03%

0.12%

0.38%

Initial set up time (s)

N/A

1.8471

1.5038

1.4196

1.4227

1.4040

Simulation time (s)

0.0624

0.0688

0.0020

0.0010

0.0007

0.0003
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Figure 3.26. Comparison of simulation time in log scale between proposed method and
general FEM

Figure 3.27. Torque resulting from different number of harmonic analysis using proposed method
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Figure 3.28. Comparison of simulation time in log scale between proposed method and
general FEM

3.8

Conclusion

Results show that the proposed approach can efficiently simulate rotor movement
in electric machines. The need for remeshing the air gap is avoided, and the
number of unknowns to be solved for each rotor position are reduced to twice
the number of nonzero spatial harmonics in the air gap, a number dramatically
smaller than traditional FEM. The solver is formulated such that only a small
computation load is needed for different rotor positions. The efficiency can be
greatly improved by analysing only significant harmonics in the machine. The
electromagnetic torque and flux linkage of the machine can be calculated directly
from these spatial harmonics, and the accuracy of the torque calculation is believed
to be superior to that of standard FEA.

Chapter

4

Steady State Finite Element Solver
for Permanent Magnet Machines
4.1

Introduction

A large class of electrical machines operate mostly under steady-state conditions;
hence, results relating to steady-state behavior are useful in the design and the
testing of electric machinery. The goal of steady-state analysis is to predict the
steady-state operation of the machine, such as the computation of excitation requirements under load and the computation of steady-state reactances. The load
angle(the phase angle between the terminal voltage and the induced voltage) and
several components of loss, such as eddy current loss, may also be found from this
calculation.
The steady-state finite element simulation of electromagnetic devices is mostly
carried out in the time domain using a time-stepping technique. The frequency domain approach, using the harmonic balance finite-element method (HBFEM)[55],
is not widely adopted as it requires the cumbersome assembly and resolution of a
very large system of nonlinear algebraic equations. Furthermore, HBFEM requires
the use of a Eulerian representation of the continuum variables, where material is
moving with respect to a fixed coordinate system. This introduce a term of velocity of material through the coordinate of interest, which would create numerical
difficulties in FEA due to the Peclet effect. Besides the well-known harmonic FE
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analysis of induction machines, which is a very particular and restricted case, few
simulations in the frequency domain of rotating machines, in which saturation and
slot harmonics are considered, have been reported in literature. Another possibility
of steady state simulation is to perform transient analysis until convergence. But
this approach can take an inordinate amount of time if the natural time constants
of the device are significantly longer than the period of steady-state excitation.
In this chapter, a time-stepping steady-state finite element solver, incorporating
mechanical motion, that calculates eddy current losses in the rotors of permanent
magnet machines is discussed. A shooting-Newton method is used to determine
the periodic solution. Computation of the shooting-Newton Jacobian is avoided
through the use of the Generalized Minimum Residual (GMRES) linear solver.
This method is shown to be more computationally efficient than performing transient analysis until convergence. The solver is then used to compare the rotor losses
of different design choices for a high-speed permanent magnet machine design.

4.1.1

The permanent magnet machine and its application
in flywheel energy storage system

As discussed at the beginning of this dissertation, permanent magnet(PM) machines not only have the advantage of higher efficiency,but also have many other
advantages such as less volume and weight, higher power factor and easier controllability. For these reasons, it is chosen as a high-speed motor/generator in the
flywheel energy storage systems.
The basic concept of a flywheel storage system is similar to spinning a bicycle
wheel. Energy is fed into the bicycle wheel when it’s spun. The wheel keeps
spinning until this energy is dissipated by friction. It takes far more energy to
spin a heavy wheel, but all that energy is stored in the kinetic energy of the
spinning wheel. If nearly all sources of friction are eliminated, the wheel will
store the energy for a long time. Flywheels present an attractive alternative to
batteries for energy storage due to their comparable specific energy and superior
charge/discharge behavior, efficiency, temperature range, and lifetime. Flywheel
energy storage systems can also provide the dual use of attitude control. In order
to achieve maximum specific energy, small flywheel batteries will have to spin at
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Figure 4.1. Motor/Generator test setup for flywheel system

extremely high speeds, in the range of some hundreds of thousands of revolutions
per minute. Fig.4.1 illustrates the structure of a flywheel system built for one of
our projects[24]. It consist of the following parts:
• a carbon-fiber flywheel rim,
• ceramic ball bearings, which in the future can be replaced by magnetic bearings and a vacuum environment to eliminate friction losses,
• a motor/generator and drive which converts the mechanical energy in the
flywheel into electrical energy, and vice/versa.
When electricity is added to the system, it acts as a motor, speeding up the
rotation. To release power, the machine acts as a generator, translating the rotation
to electric power.
Our initial work with FEM solvers set out to characterize the rotor loss in
synchronous machines, which is seldom investigated due to the fact that it’s often negligible compared to the stator loss in normal machine design. However, in
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certain applications the rotor loss can not be neglected. The high-speed permanent magnet machine of a flywheel application is one such example. Unlike some
machine applications, in which the power level of the machine is limited by electromagnetic constraints, in this application, a flywheel in LEO(Low Earth Orbit)
satellite is continuously charging and discharging, the power levels will be determined by thermal rather than electromagnetic constraints. The extremely high
electrical frequency poses challenges to the design and reduction of heating of the
rotor and stator due to frequency-dependent electrical losses becomes essential.
Among these losses, those generated by the rotor is of particular interest. The
rotor of the motor/alternator is exposed to high electrical frequency harmonics,
which will turn into heat. However,the rotor is expected to spin in vacuum, possibly supported by magnetic bearings to eliminate friction. In this setup the main
method of heat transfer through the vacuum is by black body radiation, which is
a relatively poor heat transfer mechanism. Excessive working temperatures can
weaken the performance of certain high-energy permanent magnet materials. For
example, the intrinsic coercivity of Neodymium-Iron-Boron, which is a very good
choice of permanent magnet material, decreases significantly with increasing temperature. This will creat a risk of demagnetization. Thus the rotor losses, which
not only increase the working temperature of the rotor materials, but also decrease
the efficiency of the machine, should be minimized to achieve a sound design for a
high-speed permanent magnet machine for flywheel energy storage applications.

4.1.2

Overview of the steady state solver

Rotor losses consist of eddy current losses and hysteresis losses. Eddy current
losses tend to increase more quickly with frequency than hysteresis, and hence are
typically the most critical at very high frequencies. To analyze eddy current loss,
the distribution of eddy currents in the rotor must be carefully considered and
modelled. To analyze eddy current losses, in previous work [20, 21] a steady-state
two-dimensional finite element program was developed to calculate steady-state
eddy current rotor losses for solid-rotor machines. This solver assumed eddy currents could flow freely throughout the rotor. Under these conditions there is no
electric potential induced in the rotor, and the electromagnetic formulation can
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therefore be written solely in terms of the magnetic vector potential. A ”shooting” method was used to solve this problem [26]. If magnetic saturation is included in the electromagnetic model, the shooting problem is nonlinear. In this
case one can use the Newton-Raphson method of solving nonlinear equations to
solve the shooting problem. The combination of the Newton and shooting methods is named a shooting-Newton algorithm. A Generalized Minimum RESiduals
method(GMRES) [27] was adopted to eliminate the need of calculating the Jacobian of the shooting-Newton problem, and thus significantly reduced the computational burden of the analysis. The solver is programmed in the MATLAB
environment, incorporating the finite element formulations discussed above. The
sparse matrix format and solver are used for sparse matrix computations in order
to reduce the memory requirement and computation time.
In this chapter, the algorithm has been extended to allow the study of rotor
losses when insulating barriers exist in the two-dimensional cross-section of the
rotor, such as in the case of permanent magnet machines. In this case electric
potentials can be induced in the rotor, and must therefore be included in the
electromagnetic formulation. The computational efficiency of this new algorithm
is compared with transient analysis. The algorithm is then used to analyze several
different permanent magnet machine designs, the intent being to develop design
rules-of-thumb for high-speed machine designs with low rotor losses.

4.2

Steady State Finite Element Solver Formulation

In a two-dimensional formulation, by choosing a Lagrangian and a Coulomb gauge
, the governing equations for the electric machine, including electromechanical
dynamics is (2.12). We rewrite (2.12) here:

σ

1 2
∂A
~
=
∇ A − σ∇φ + ∇ × M(A)
∂t
µ0

(4.1)

In this equation A is the magnetic vector potential, µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space, σ is the electrical conductivity of the material, ∇φ is the
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gradient of the electric scalar potential which is orthogonal to the two-dimensional
~ is the magnetization of the material.
plane, and M

4.2.1

Electric scalar potential dynamics

There are two types of currents flowing in the machine: the (forced) currents
flowing in the stator windings and the eddy currents flowing in conducting magnetic
materials, such as the rotor backiron and permanent magnets. For eddy current,
we have :

Jeddy = σE = −σ

∂A
− σ∇φ
∂t

(4.2)

whether the second term ∇φ in (4.2) exists or not depends on the path in which
the eddy currents flow. When the eddy currents are flowing without impediment
in a conductor, the currents are solely determined by the changing of the magnetic
field. Thus, we can assume ∇φ equal to zero. However, in permanent magnet
machine designs, the magnets can be electrically insulated from each other and
the rotor backiron [28]. In this case, the eddy currents meet large impedance at
the ends of the machine (see illustration in Fig.4.2). As a result, surface charge
will accumulate at the end of the magnets and generate an electric potential across
the magnet:

∇φ = −

σc
,
ε0

(4.3)

where σc is the sheet charge density at the end of the permanent magnet and
ε0 is the dielectric constant of free space.
Though the machine is operating at a high speed, the characteristic time of
operation is still much larger than the charge relaxation time constant
magnets, which is on the order of 10

−17

to 10

−20

ε
σ

of the

seconds. Thus at the surface of the

end of the magnet, the charge relaxation process takes place immediately once the
charges reach the surface, and therefore we can assume the sheet charge density is
uniform at the end of the magnet. The time derivative of the sheet charge density
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of eddy currents flowing in permanent magnets

can then be calculated from the integration of eddy current density Jeddy over the
cross sectional area S of the magnet:

σ̇c =

R

S

Jeddy · dS
S

(4.4)

From (4.3) and (4.4) we can get:

σ̇c
˙
∇φ
= −
ε Z
1
= −
Jeddy · dS
εS S
Z
1
σ Ē · ds
= −
εS S
Z
σ
∂A
=
(
+ ∇φ) · dS
εS S ∂t

4.2.2

(4.5)

Singular perturbation method

Solving the finite element equations and (4.5) will give the solution of the system.
Based on the characteristics of these equations, we adopt the singular perturbation
method [29].
Perturbation theory comprises mathematical methods that are used to find
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an approximate solution to a problem which cannot be solved exactly, by starting from the exact solution of a related problem. Singularly perturbed problems
are generally characterized by dynamics operating on multiple scales. A singular
perturbation model of finite-dimensional dynamic systems is:

ẋ = f (x, z, ǫ, t), x(t0 ) = x0 , x ∈ Rn ,

(4.6)

ǫż = g(x, z, ǫ, t), z(t0 ) = z 0 , z ∈ Rm ,

(4.7)

where f and g are sufficiently many times continuous differentiable functions
of their arguments x, z, ǫ and t. In this case the scalar ǫ represents a small parameters which established the time-scale separation. In control and system theory,
this model is a step towards ”reduced-order modeling”. The order reduction is
converted into parameter perturbation. When we set ǫ = 0, the dimension of the
state space of the model reduces from n + m to n because the differential equation
(4.7) degenerates into the algebraic or transcendental equation:

0 = g(x̄, z̄, 0, t)

(4.8)

where the bar is used to indicate that the variables belong to a system with
ǫ = 0. From (4.8), if the system is stable, we can obtain the solution of z̄ as a
function of x̄:

z̄ = φ̄i (x̄, t), i = 1, 2, ..., k

(4.9)

Substituting (4.9) into (4.7), we obtain the ”quasi-steady-state model”:

x̄˙ = f (x̄, φ̄i (x̄, t), 0, t), x̄(t0 ) = x0 ,

(4.10)

Singular perturbation allows a multi-time-scale analysis of dynamic systems
which are characterized by the presence of both slow and fast transients in the
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system response to external stimuli. The slow response, or the ”quasi-steady-state”
is approximated by the reduced model (4.10), while the discrepancy between the
response of the reduced model and that of the full model is the fast transient
(4.7). When analyzing the fast dynamics, the slow variables can be assumed to
be essentially constant. If the fast dynamics are stable under this condition, the
fast variables will converge to a quasi-steady-state value, which is a function of the
slow variables. When analyzing the slow dynamics, it can be assumed that the fast
variables have converged to their quasi-steady-state value discussed above.
In our steady state finite element model, when the charge relaxation time constant is much smaller than the characteristic times of machine operation, as the
derivatives of ∇φ are multiplied by a small positive scalar σε , these equations are in
typical explicit state-variable form of the singular perturbation model for dynamic
systems. Adopting the singular perturbation method , we can assume that in slow
reference frame, the fast dynamics represented by (4.5) have already converged to
a quasi-static value, given by:
Z

σ(

s

∂A
+ ∇φ) · ds ≈ 0
∂t

(4.11)

We then have
Z

s

∂A
· ds = −
∂t

Z

∇φ · ds

(4.12)

s

Within each segment piece, the gradient of electric potential across the magnet
is uniform, thus we can write (4.12) as:

1
∇φ = −
S

Z

S

∂A
· ds
∂t

where S is the cross section area of the segment piece.

(4.13)
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4.2.3

Finite element formulation

Following the same derivation as in Chapter 2, we can apply triangular finite
elements, linear shape functions and the Galerkin method to equation (4.1) and
(4.13). The resulting finite element formulation is as follows:


~
∇φ





~
∇φ






d 
 ~ar  + K ·  ~ar 



dt 
~as
~as

0

~
~
=
 Γr M xr (~ar ) + Λr M yr (~ar )
~ xs (~as ) + Λs M
~ ys (~as )
Γs M

D·





0



(4.14)

 

 +  0 ,
 

~
Ifs

where


0 −Σ 0





−S

0

0










D=
K
=
0
D
0
σΣ
K
K
(t)
rr
rr
sr




0 0 0
0 Krs (t) Kss

(4.15)

In equation (4.14), as in (2.46), d/dt corresponds to differentiation with respect
~ x and M
~ y are the vectors
to time, ~a represents nodal magnetic vector potentials, M
representing x- and y- components of the magnetization in each element, and Γ
and Λ represent transformation matrices from magnetization to equivalent nodal
currents [21], I~f s represents the (forced) current in winding elements, Drr is the
”damping” matrix for the moving part of the model, and represents the electrical
conductivity of the elements, and K is the standard ”stiffness” matrix, related
only to µ0 and the geometry of the elements. The subscripts ”r” and ”s” represent
the rotor (moving) and the stator (stationary) components of the model in both
equations.
There are some differences between (4.14) and (2.46). In equation (4.14) and
(4.15),∇φ is the gradient of the electric scalar potential. As ∇φ is essentially
identical for elements on the same magnet segment under our assumptions and is
unimportant for elements on other materials, we reduce the number of unknowns
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~ to the number of magnet segments. The matrix Σ contains the areas of
of ∇φ
the elements on each magnet, and S is a diagonal matrix with the total area of
each magnet segment on the diagonal. These new matrix components represent
the electric scalar potential dynamics as described in (4.13).
When an electric machine is in steady state operation, the rotor of the machine
is typically modelled as moving with a constant frequency. As we have chosen a
Lagrangian representation in which the coordinate systems are fixed to the moving
media, when the machine is in operation the coupling submatrices Krs and Ksr
become time-varying due to the interaction between the moving coordinate systems
and the stationary coordinate systems [21]. To simulate motion, we assume a
constant angular velocity of the rotor so that we can use a constant time step h in
the numerical integration technique to model the mechanical motion. This is the
”time-stepping” technique as discussed in section 3.4.2. A circular surface acting
as the boundary between the moving and the stationary media is created in the air
gap and subdivided into equal intervals. The subdividing points are set as finite
element nodes and are sequentially numbered. When the rotor is spinning, each
node on the moving surface moves to the exact location of the subsequent node
after each time step. Hence the movement can be simulated by cyclically shifting
rows and columns in Krs and Ksr , respectively, at each time step. Though this
model has its own disadvantages (constant angular velocity and constant time step
are required), it successfully models movement for steady-state operations.

4.2.4

Permanent magnet and ferro/ferrimagnetic material
modelling

~ −B
~ relation of the
Rather than using a nonlinear reluctivity to model the M
material, as is done in conventional approaches, we model the magnetization as
a nonlinear function of the flux density. This approach allows us to capture the
saturation of ferro/ferri magnetic material and the remanent magnetization of
~ −B
~ curve is used to model ferromagnetic
the PM material. A representative M
materials as shown in (4.17) and (4.16):
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µr − 1
|B|
µr µ0
1 µr − 1
|B2 | − |B1 |
π(|B| − |B1 |)
µr − 1
|B1 | +
[|B| − |B1 | +
sin
]
II : |M| =
µr µ0
2 µr µ0
π
|B2 | − |B1 |
µr − 1 |B2 | + |B1 |
III : |M| =
(4.16)
µr µ0
2
I : |M| =

|M| =

µr − 1
|B| + Mc
µr µ0

(4.17)

~ −B
~ function is divided into 3 sections.
In the above representation, the M
~ −B
~ relationship is linear,
Section I represents the unsaturated part in which the M
~ is a constant. Section II is partially saturated and a
hence the derivative of M
sinusoidal function is used to simulate the derivative of this part. In section III,
~ remains as a constant, and the derivative
the material is completely saturated, M
~ goes to zero.
of M

4.3

Steady-state Solution

When the synchronous machine is operating in steady-state, the rotor rotates at
a fixed frequency and the stator is excited with three-phase balanced currents in
synchronism with the rotor. Under steady-state assumptions, after one period T
we wish to achieve the same primary variables. We combine the primary variables
~ ~ar , and ~as into a vector ~x. To determine the periodic solution, we need to find
∇φ,
the initial condition for the system of Differential-Algebraic Equation (4.14) such
that the solutions at the end of the period matches the initial condition. That
is, the periodic steady-state response should satisfy both equation (4.14)and the
constraint:

~x(T ) = ~x(0),
We can reformulate (4.14) and (4.18) as:

(4.18)
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~ x(0), 0, T ) − ~x(0) = 0
Ψ(~

(4.19)

~
where T is the period of one mechanical cycle and Ψ(•)
is a nonlinear state
transition function whose output is determined through integration of (4.14), and
hence is not given explicitly.
To achieve the steady-state solutions, we used the following numerical techniques:
• Shooting-Newton Algorithm
• Backward Euler Integration
• Matrix-free GMRES
We will discuss these techniques and their application in our problem in the
following.

4.3.1

Shooting-Newton algorithm

An illustration of the shooting method is shown in Fig.4.3. Shooting methods solve
a differential or differential-algebraic equation, usually with respect to time, in an
attempt to reach a specified target value of the state. At startup the shooting
method selects an initial value and then integrates the differential equation from
this initial value until a final value is reached; that is, it ”shoots” at the target
value. Based upon the error between the final value and the target value, the
algorithm modifies the initial value appropriately and performs the integration
again until the final and target value are within a prescribed tolerance. In the
case of determining a periodic solution, this target value is the same as the initial
value. As we have included magnetic saturation in the electromagnetic model,
the shooting problem is nonlinear. To calculate the modification, we can use the
Newton-Raphson method.
For a nonlinear equation,f (x) = 0, the Newton-Raphson Method provides the
following iterative procedure to solver for x:
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of shooting method

∂f
|xj−1 (xj − xj−1 ) = Jf (xj − xj−1 ) = −f (xj−1 )
∂x

(4.20)

where Jf is the Jacobian of f (x). In our solver we can define:

~ x(0), 0, T ) − ~x(0) = 0
f (~x(0)) = Ψ(~

(4.21)

Applying the Newton-Raphson method to (4.21), the initial value modification
for the j th iteration can be computed as:

−1
~x(0)j − ~x(0)j−1 = JΨ (~x(0)j−1, 0, T ) − I
h
i
~ x(0)j−1, 0, T ) − ~x(0)j−1 ,
× Ψ(~

(4.22)

x(T )
is the Jacobian of the nonlinear state transition
where JΨ (~x(0), 0, T ) = ∂~
∂~
x(0)
~ x(0), 0, T ) with respect to the initial condition ~x(0), and I is the identity
function Ψ(~
~ x(0), 0, T ) = ~x(T ) is not known explicitly but is determined through
matrix. As Ψ(~

numerical integration, JΨ also cannot be explicitly written, and would have to
be calculated using a form of numerical integration, as will be explained in the
following.
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4.3.2

Backward euler integration

~ x(0), 0, T ). We can
In (4.22), we need to evaluate the state-transition function Ψ(~
compute the state-transition function by applying the Backward Euler integration
to equation (4.14) over the shooting interval. Consider the problem:

ẏ(t) = f (y, t)

(4.23)

The Backward Euler Integration Method calculates y at step n + 1 implicitly
by solving:

yn+1 − yn = hf (yn+1 ) + O(h2 )

(4.24)

In the solver we separate the period T into a number of time steps h. Provided
a solution ~xm−1 at time h ∗ (m − 1) is known, we then can compute the solution
~xm at time h ∗ m, by applying the backward Euler integration to (4.14) over the
time interval h. The discretized equation for ~xm = ~x(mh) is:



D
~ x (~xm ) − ΛM
~ y (~xm ) = I~s + D xm−1
+ K ~xm − ΓM
h
h

(4.25)

where h is the (constant) time step.

4.3.3

Matrix-free GMRES

The linear equation (4.22) is based upon the Jacobian, JΨ (~x(0), 0, T ). The Jacobian matrix is equal to

∂~
xm
∂~
x0

and can be computed by differentiating both sides of

equation (4.25) with respect to x~0 :

Cf (~xm )
where

∂~xm−1
∂~xm
= Cp
∂~x0
∂~x0

(4.26)
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Cf (~xm ) =

~m
~m
~ xm ∂ B
~ ym ∂ B
D
∂M
∂M
+K −Γ
−Λ
~ m ∂~xm
~ m ∂~xm
h
∂B
∂B
Cp =

D
,
h

~ m is a vector representing the flux densities of the elements at the mth
where B
time-step. It is used to relate the magnetization to the magnetic vector potential
of the element.
One way of computing the Jacobian JΨ =
starting from the initial condition
the

∂~
xm−1
∂~
x0

∂~
x0
∂~
x0

∂~
xT
∂~
x0

= I. This requires that each column of

matrix be multiplied by Cp , and then

factorization of Cf . As the matrix

is by repeatedly solving (4.26),

∂~
xm−1
∂d~
x0

∂~
xm
∂~
x0

is determined using the LU-

is dense, if the vector ~x has N compo-

nents, the computational work per time-step for computing the Jacobian is of at
least order N 2 . When the number of states is large, this approach will become
computationally intractable. We therefore would like to avoid the computation
of the entire Jacobian; it will be shown in the following that computation of the
Jacobian can be circumvented by using the GMRES method.
We can rewrite (4.22) as follows:


JΨ (~x(0)j−1, 0, T ) − I (~x(0)j − ~x(0)j−1 )
~ x(0)j−1, 0, T ),
= ~x(0)j−1 − Ψ(~

(4.27)

where (4.27) is a set of linear equations of the type A~x = ~b. We consider solving
these equations using a GMRES method.
Generalized Minimal RESidual(GMRES) method is an iterative method for the
numerical solution of a system of linear equations. It’s a member of the family
of Krylov-subspace-based iterative methods[27]. hTo solve the linear
i equations, the
GMRES method constructs a Krylov subspace ~b, A~b, A2~b, . . . and tries to find
the solution ~xk in the subspace by minimizing the residual ~r = A~x −~b. A complete
discussion of the GMRES method can be found in [26]. The following is a brief
description of the GMRES algorithm:
Guess an initial solution x0
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Initialize the search direction v0 = r0 = b − Ax0
Set k = 0
While ||rk || > tolerance do:
k =k+1
Compute new search direction vk = Avk−1
Pk−1
βk,j vj
Orthogonalize vk : vk = vk − j=0
Choose αk in

xk = xk−1 + αk vk
to minimize ||rk || = ||b − Axk ||
One advantage we can exploit from using this method is that, when solving
A~x = ~b, the GMRES method does not need the matrix A to be formed explicitly.
Instead, only a subroutine for computing the matrix-vector product A~v is needed
for the execution of the algorithm. Thus, using GMRES, we simply need to find a
way to compute (JΨ − I)~v , or, more directly, JΨ~v.
Now consider applying the procedure (4.26) to the vector ~v. If we replace the
initial condition matrix

∂~
x0
∂~
x0

= I with vector ~v and repeatedly solve (4.26) for the

total number of time steps, we can obtain the matrix-vector product JΨ~v without
explicitly computing JΨ . Note that this computation requires nearly the same work
as computing one column of JΨ using (4.26). Typically the number of iterations
required by GMRES to achieve a sufficiently low relative error is dramatically
smaller than the problem size. So, by using GMRES, the computation time of the
Shooting-Newton method is dramatically reduced. The numerical efficiency of this
approach will be demonstrated through experimental results in section 4.4 of this
chapter.

4.3.4

Rotor loss calculation

The eddy currents presented in any part of the rotor can be represented as:

J = −σ

∂A
− σ∇φ
∂t

(4.28)

After obtaining the steady-state solution, the entire response ~x(t) can be cal-
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culated by integrating (4.14) for one period. We then perform a Discrete Fourier
Transform(DFT) of the rotor response and calculate the eddy current losses of
each harmonic in each element by:

Pei

ls
=
σ

Z

= ls σ

||Je (ωi )||2 · dS

ZSe

(4.29)

||jωiA(ωi ) − ∇φ(ωi )||2 · dS

Se

where Pei is the eddy current loss of the ith harmonic, ls is the stack length
of the rotor, σ is the electric conductivity of the rotor material, Se is the cross
section area of the rotor and Je (ωi) is the eddy current at frequency ωi .

4.4
4.4.1

Permanent magnet machine design
Finite Element Analysis results

Using the steady-state finite element solver discussed in the previous section, simulations were performed on various synchronous permanent magnet machine designs
for an ultra-high-speed flywheel energy storage system. To adequately capture the
eddy currents flowing in the rotor, the mesh in the rotor is refined to capture the
skin effect. Table 4.1 lists the details of the ”base case” machine design shown in
Fig. 4.4. The magnetic flux density distribution of the machine is shown in Fig.
4.5, and the magnetic field intensity is shown in Fig. 4.6. At a 300,000-r/min operating point, the mechanical power output of a 10mm long machine at the reference
operating point is 51.73W. Assuming the loss in the laminated backiron is small
enough to be neglected, Table.4.5 shows the eddy current rotor losses of harmonic
frequencies below the 36th, which are the significant harmonic frequencies. The
eddy current loss in the rotor for this ”base case” design is 0.2492W. This rotor
loss is about 0.5% of the mechanical power. The loss distribution at different harmonics is shown in Fig.4.7. As it’s a 6-pole machine with 18 slots in the stator, all
harmonics in the rotor reference frame will be multiples of the 6th harmonic. The
highest loss appears on the 6th harmonic, corresponding to a winding harmonic,
and the second highest harmonic is the 36th harmonic, corresponding to the sec-
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Figure 4.4. Base-case machine design

ond slot harmonic.The slot harmonics are comparatively small in this design due
to the use of ”closed” slots, which will be discussed later.
To demonstrate the efficiency of using the GMRES method in our analysis, we
perform a transient analysis in which the same machine design parameters and
initial conditions are used. Both analyses are performed on a mesh consisting of
5220 nodes and 10150 elements on a computer with 1.5GHz Pentium CPU and
1.57GB RAM. The difference between these two methods is that in the transient
analysis, instead of solving (4.22) using GMRES, we perform transient analysis
until steady-state operation is achieved (the relative error between the initial and
final condition of a period is less than 10−6 ). The performance comparison is
shown in Table 4.2. We can see that, by using the GMRES method, the number
of floating point operations and elapsed time are reduced significantly.

4.4.2

Rotor design

4.4.2.1

Backiron

A standard electric machine design approach to reduce eddy current loss is to laminate soft ferromagnetic materials. This is often adopted only to the stator iron as
the rotor backiron ideally experiences DC fields in permanent magnet synchronous
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Figure 4.7. Rotor loss of different harmonic frequencies for base-case machine design
Table 4.1. Details of base case machine design

number of poles:
operating speed:
outer diameter:
machine length:
number of teeth:
stator slot configuration:
electric resistivity of PM material:
relative permeability of PM material:
remanent flux density of PM material:
rotor backiron:
relative permeability of core materials:
saturation flux density of core materials:
winding scheme:
number of PM segments per pole
peak current:

6
300,000-r/min
14mm
10mm
18
closed
90 micro-ohm-cm
1.2
0.94 Tesla
laminated(inf. resisitivity)
20000
1.2 Tesla
concentrated 3 phase
1
8.98 amp/phase

Table 4.2. Comparison of performance of the GMRES and transient analysis

Error
Total Flops
Elapsed Time

GMRES
3.9096641e-7
1.40e+12
4.21e+4 seconds

Transient Analysis
3.1074993e-7
4.37e+12
21.4e+4 seconds
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Table 4.3. Rotor loss comparison of different backiron structure

Backiron
laminated
solid

Resistivity
∞
43.1 µΩ-cm

PM loss
0.2492W
0.2061W

Backiron loss
0
0.0878W

machines. However, when the motor is operating at very high speed, eddy current
losses in the rotor backiron can be significant, hence we consider laminating the
rotor backiron to reduce eddy current losses. To see the advantages of lamination,
we simulated a case with solid rotor backiron material, Aermet, and compared the
result with laminated rotor backiron material, MetglasTM magnetic alloy 2605SA1
(iron-based), and assume the electric resistivity of the backiron to be infinite. The
comparison is shown in Table 4.3. We see that by laminating the backiron we can
reduce the net rotor loss, though losses in the permanent magnets increase slightly.
In the following, all the simulations are based on a laminated rotor backiron.
4.4.2.2

Segmenting the Permanent Magnets

With a laminated backiron, the major component of the eddy current losses occur
in the permanent magnets. Circumferential segmentation of PM has been considered as efficient methods of reduction of the eddy-current losses[30, 31, 32], in
cases when pole-arc width and radial dimension of magnet segments are less than
the skin depth of interest. However, when skin depth is much less than the magnet
dimensions, PM segmentation may increase rather than reduce the eddy current
loss. In [33], authors determine that the eddy current losses become maximum
when the length of conductor is nearly twice of the skin depth. To reduce loss in
permanent magnets, we consider further breaking the path of eddy current flow
by segmenting the permanent magnet poles as shown in Fig.4.8.
We first assess the method with the conclusion in [33]. The skin depth of eddy
currents flowing in the permanent magnets can be calculated by:

δs =

r

ρ
,
π∗f ∗µ

(4.30)

where ρ is the resistivity of permanent magnet, f is the frequency of the current
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Figure 4.8. Segmenting the permanent magnet poles to reduce rotor loss.

and µ is permeability of permanent magnet. From this equation and data in
Table 4.1, the skin depth of the 6th harmonic of eddy current, which is the most
significant harmonic, is 6.16mm for the 300, 000r/min operating speed. The polearc width of the 1-segment-per-pole magnet is 7mm, less than twice of the skin
depth. Thus, as circumferential segmentation of permanent magnet will reduce the
pole-arc width to be smaller than the skin depth of the 6th harmonic,it should help
reduce eddy current loss of this harmonic. However, for the 36th harmonic, which
has the second largest eddy current loss, as the skin depth is 1.03mm and much
less than the pole-arc width, we expect it to increase when magnet is segmented
into more pieces.
To verify, using the method developed in previous sections in this chapter,
we simulate the cases with different numbers of segment pieces in the permanent
magnet poles. The losses in the rotor are shown in Table 4.4. The losses of
significant harmonic frequency for the case of 2, 3 and 6 segments-per-pole are
shown in Table 4.5. Loss distribution of 6 segments-per-pole at different frequencies
is shown in Fig.(4.9). From Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, we observe that, by segmenting
the PM ring , losses in the magnets decrease significantly because the loss of the 6th
harmonic decrease. We also observe that the loss of the 36th harmonic increase
as theory predicted. As this increase is much less than the decrease of the 6th
harmonic, we can still reduce the rotor losses by roughly an order of magnitude by
segmenting the magnets to 6 segments per pole.
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Table 4.4. Rotor loss comparison of different segmenting pieces

Segments/Pole
1
2
3
6

Rotor Loss
0.2492W
0.1511W
0.0849W
0.0340W

Compared to Base Case
100%
60.6%
34.1%
13.6%
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Figure 4.9. Rotor loss of different harmonic frequencies of a 6-segments-per-pole design

4.4.2.3

Permanent magnet material

The choice of PM material will affect the rotor loss in two ways: first, the higher
the electric resistivity of the magnet, the lower the rotor loss will be. Second, the
higher the residual induction Br , the less stator current is needed to provide the
same torque, and hence less rotor loss due to winding harmonics. Other properties
Table 4.5. Rotor losses in milliwatts of significant harmonic frequencies for different
segment cases

case / harmonics
1 segment/pole(base case)
2 segments/pole
3 segments/pole
6 segments/pole

6th
241.9
143.1
77.0
26.4

12th
1.3
1.3
1.2
0.6

18th
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

24th
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.3

30th
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

36th
5.5
6.1
6.2
6.6
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Table 4.6. Rotor loss comparison of different PM material

SmCo
NdFeB

Conductivity
90 µΩ-cm
150 µΩ-cm

Br
0.94T
1.12T

Peak Current
8.98A
8.32A

PM loss
0.2492W
0.1218W

of the magnets, such as the temperature dependence of the intrinsic coercivity, also
need to be considered when choosing a permanent magnet material. We performed
simulations comparing two kinds of PM material: Samarium Cobalt(SmCo) and
Neodymium Iron Boron(NdFeB) for a fixed torque. The properties of the material
and the rotor loss results are compared in Table 4.6. Although NdFeB losses are
less than half those of SmCo, the superior thermal properties of SmCo may still
make this material preferable in these applications.

4.4.3

Stator design

As rotor losses are generated by spatial stator winding and slot harmonics, they
are also directly related to the design of the stator. Here we discuss some aspects
on stator design that will affect the rotor losses.
4.4.3.1

Winding scheme

The base case design uses a concentrated three phase winding scheme in which each
slot contains one phase. As the rotor loss is related to the spatial harmonics of the
stator windings, reducing spatial harmonics of winding may be a way to reduce
rotor loss. To check this, we simulated a distributed winding scheme as shown
in Fig. 4.10. In Table 4.7 the results are shown compared to the concentrated
winding scheme at the same operating point. To obtain the same torque, phase
currents in the distributed winding case must be increased. We see from Table 4.7
that, for this example, using a distributed winding increases the rotor loss slightly
and also increases the stator losses, as the stator current must increase to produce
the same average torque.
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Figure 4.10. Distributed winding scheme and ”closed” slot.
Table 4.7. Rotor loss comparison of different winding scheme

Winding Scheme
concentrated
distributed

4.4.3.2

Winding Current
8.98Amp/phase
13.1Amp/phase

Rotor Loss
0.24918W
0.24921W

Slot number

To investigate the effect of different number of slots to the rotor loss, we change the
number of slots from 18 in the base machine design to 36, as shown in Fig.(4.11).
Our simulations also suggest that rotor losses are reduced if the number of slots
is increased, as shown in Table 4.8 and Table. 4.9. Notice in Table. 4.9 that the
slot harmonic losses essentially disappear. The winding harmonic losses are also
reduced as the stator current needed to produce the same torque decreases.
Table 4.8. Rotor loss comparison of different slot number

Slot Number
18
36

Winding Current
8.98Amp/phase
8.93Amp/phase

Rotor Loss
0.2492W
0.2248W
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Figure 4.11. Machine geometry with 36 slots.
Table 4.9. Rotor losses in milliwatts of significant harmonic frequencies for different
stator design cases

case / harmonics
base case
36 slots
”open” slots

4.4.3.3

6th
241.9
224.5
215.0

12th
1.3
0.1
0.9

18th
0.0
0.0
86.1

24th
0.4
0.0
0

30th
0.0
0.0
0

36th
5.5
0.1
1.9

”Closed” vs.”Open” slot stator designs

Most machines have open stator slots to assist in winding the stator coils. Results
from our simulations comparing closed slot (Fig. 4.10) and open slot (Fig. 4.12)
shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10 suggests that ”open” slots significantly increase
the slot harmonic losses. Therefore we can reduce the loss in the rotor by closing
the slot. To solve the problem of winding coils, copper ”bus” bar can be used
instead of wire.
Table 4.10. Rotor loss comparison of of different teeth shape

Teeth Shape
closed
open

Winding Current
8.98Amp/phase
9.09Amp/phase

Rotor Loss
0.2492W
0.3108W
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4.5

Conclusion

An effective method for determining eddy currents in the rotor of a synchronous
machine in which insulating barriers exist in the rotor is presented. The use of
the GMRES method in determining steady-state operation significantly reduces
required computations and runtime. Simulation results show that rotor losses can
be reduced significantly by using one or all of the following methods: laminating the
rotor backiron, segmenting the permanent magnet poles, increasing slot number,
and closing the stator slots.

Chapter

5

Voltage Excitation and Future Work
In previous chapters, the finite element solvers described takes the forced current
in the windings as excitation source. This formulation simplifies analysis and is
sufficient for investigation of machine characteristics when the external circuit is
neglected. When external circuits are taken into consideration, especially if the
finite element model is going to be a part of a larger dynamic simulation, voltage
is often the excitation source and a method to simulate electromagnetic field with
voltage excitation is required.

5.1

Voltage as Excitation Input for Finite Element Solver

In this section the static finite element solver discussed in Chapter 3 is modified so
that the input source is forced-voltage instead of forced-current. In this case the
current becomes an output result of the finite element analysis.

5.1.1

Theory

The voltage-current relationship in each phase of the machine winding is:

~vp = Rp~ip +

dλ~p
dt

(5.1)
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where
~vp =forced terminal voltage input for each phase
Rp =winding resistance for each phase
~ip =resulted current excitation for each phase
~λp =flux linkage for each phase
We adopt the Trapezoidal Integration Method(TIM) to handle the time derivative in (5.1). Considering the ODE ẏ(t) = f (t),using TrApezoidal Integration
Method we will have:

yn+1 − yn =

T
(f (yn+1) + f (yn )),
2

(5.2)

Where T is the time step between step n and n + 1. Applying TIM to the time
derivative of the flux linkage in (5.1) and we will get:
h
i
~λk+1 − ~λk = T ~vk+1 + ~vk − R(~ik+1 + ~ik )
2

(5.3)

A general expression of flux linkage in synchronous machines assuming linear
magnetics is:

~λp = F1p (θr )~ip + F2p (θr )

(5.4)

where ~λp is a vector of flux linkage of each phase, θr is the position of the rotor,
F1p (θr ) is a tranformation matrix that relates the flux linkage to the excitation
current(of the stator) and F2p (θr ) is a transformation matrix that relates the flux
linkage to the rotor excitation. In this formulation this term is formulated for the
permanent magnet machine.
Now we can substitute Eqn.(5.4) into Eqn.(5.3) and have:

(F1 (θk+1 )~ik+1 + F2 (θrk+1 )) − ( F1 (θk )~ik + F2 (θrk ))
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=

i
T h
~vk+1 + ~vk − Rp (~ik+1 + ~ik )
2

(5.5)

where vk+1
~ and v~k are forced voltage input at time step k and k + 1. We can
rewrite this equation as:





Rp T
R
T
T
p
+ F1 (θk+1 ) ~ik+1 = [~vk+1 + ~vk ] −
− F1 (θk ) ~ik
2
2
2
+ [F2 (θrk ) − F2 (θrk+1 )]

(5.6)

In (5.6), it is assumed that the forced voltage inputs are known. The phase
resistance of the winding Rp can be calculated from the resistivity and size of
the wire. If a current excitation ~ik is known, the flux linkage λ~k1 = F1 (θk )~ik
can be obtained by using the forced current excitation FE solver with the rotor
excitation removed, and then performing the flux linkage calculation as described
in section(3.5.7.2). F2 (θrk ) and F2 (θrk+1 ) can be obtained in a similar way by
setting forced current excitation to be zero.
Now that all variables on the right side of Eqn.(5.6) are known, it becomes a
linear equation of the form:

A~x = ~b,

(5.7)

where

A =




Rp T
+ F1 (θk+1 ) ,
2

~x = ~ik+1 ,
and



R
T
T
p
~b =
[~vk+1 + ~vk ] −
− F1 (θk ) ~ik + [F2 (θrk ) − F2 (θrk+1 )]
2
2

To obtain the term F1 (θk+1 ), one would need to perform finite element analysis
of the machine with a known forced current ~ik+1 . Thus when we try to solve for
~ik+1 in (5.7), the A matrix is not explicit. However, with a pre-defined vector ~z ,
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Figure 5.1. Three phase voltage input for PM machine

~ = F1 (θk+1 )~z can be achieved via
the A matrix is implicitely accessible as λk+1
the forced current FE solver. Remember that when we discussed the GMRES
solver in Chapter 4 we noticed that, when solving A~x = ~b, the GMRES method
does not need the matrix A to be formed explicitly. Instead, only a subroutine
for computing the matrix-vector product A~v is needed for the execution of the
algorithm. Thus, using a GMRES solver, (5.7) can be readily solved.

5.1.2

Simulation result

To validate the voltage-fed static solver, a three-phase sinusoidal voltage is applied
to the permanent magnet machine as described in setion 3.2.3 in Chapter 3. The
input voltage is shown in Fig.(5.1)
The resulting current density in the windings is shown in Fig.(5.2). As saturation effect is not presented in this model, the machine reflects a linear relationship
between voltage and current.
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Figure 5.2. Three phase current density of PM machine under voltage excitation

5.2

Summary and Future Work

In this thesis the finite element analysis of synchronous machines, especially permanent magnet synchronous machines, are discussed. A computationally efficient
static finite-element/analytical solver modelling rotor movements is developed. It
has been proved that by analyzing only interested harmonics in the machine, the
computation load of using this solver is dramatically smaller than traditional FEM,
making it advantageous for application in large dynamic simulations. Field distribution, torque and flux linkage can be obtained by using the static solver. The
efficient steady state solver for analyzing rotor losses are also further developed to
enable analysis of permanent magnet machines. With the aid of this tool, methods of reducing rotor losses in PM machines are investigated, and rules of thumbs
are achieved after comparison of different simulations. Based on what has been
achieved, future works can have the following directions:
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5.2.1

Frequency based analytical/finite element steady-state
solver

The basic idea of a frequency based steady-state solver is to approximate all variables,i.e. vector potentials, flux densities and applied current, as harmonic solutions. For example, the time-periodic solution of the magnetic vector potential
and applied current can be given as the fundamental component:

A = A1s sinω1 t + A1c cosω1 t

(5.8)

Jo = J1s sinω1 t + J1c cosω1 t

(5.9)

where ω1 is the fundamental excitation frequency.
We rewrite the governing equation Eq.(2.12) for electric machine below:
σ

1
∂Az
~
− ∇2 Az = −σ∇Φ + ∇ × M
∂t
µ0

(5.10)

In the frequency domain, for a given harmonic, the derivation of mvp with
respect to time in Eq.(5.10) reduce to a first order polynomial, and Eq.(5.10)
becomes:

jωi σ Ã −

1 2
~
∇ Ã = −σ∇Φ̃ + ∇ × M̃
µ0

(5.11)

where ωi is the interested frequency, Ã, Φ̃ and M̃ is the harmonic coefficient
of that frequency for magnetic vector potential A, electric scaler potential Φ and
~ respectively. The same finite element derivation can then
magnetization vector M
be applied to Eq.(5.10) and the formulation for a linear problem has the form:
~ = I~˜ + I~˜
(S(ωi) + K)Ã
s
m

(5.12)

The solution of this static problem can provide the steady-state solution for one
harmonic.
The frequency based steady-state solver does not require the calculation con-
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cerned with time and can solve the time-periodic field distributions of AC machines. As it approximates the solution with harmonics in the time domain, and
the analytical/finite-element static solver discussed in Chapter 3 approximates the
solution in air-gap with harmonics in the space domain, combining the two together would represent the magnetic vector potentials in both time and spatial
harmonics. A possible scheme of developing such a solver is described below.
When damping matrix is included in the FEA formulation, for time domain
harmonics, the global equations are:

es = Is [ls ] ,
(jlis ωSss + Kss )asss + Ksb PeA
sb
i
2πr
s e es
T s
es +
P Hsb = 0,
Ksb
ass + Ksbb PeA
sb
Ns
 
er = Ir lr ,
(jljr ωSrr + Krr )arrr + Krb PeA
rb
j
T r
e r = 0,
er + 2πrr PeH
Krb
arr + Krbb PeA
rb
rb
Nr

(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)

where asss and arrr are harmonic coefficients of temporal harmonics for stator and
rotor respectively in their own reference frames, and Pe is the inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform which transforms the spatial harmonics into discrete values at
different location in the gap. These discrete values would be harmonic coefficients
of time harmonics:

es
assb = PeA
sb

er
arrb = PeA
rb

(5.17)
(5.18)

es and A
er should be harmonic coefficients of space-time
Thus we can see that A
sb
rb

harmonics.

If we assume the current inputs are sinusoidal waves in time, consisting of only
a fundamental harmonic, we can write the following for the three-phase currents:

e jωe t + Ie∗ e−jωe t ,
ia = Ie

e −j 2π3 )∗ e−jωet ,
e −j 2π3 )ejωe t + (Ie
ib = (Ie
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e j 2π3 )ejωe t + (Ie
e j 2π3 )∗ e−jωe t
ic = (Ie

(5.19)

Due to spatial symmetry of the windings, we then can write Is in equation
(5.13) as:

Is = wsa ia + wsbib + wsc ic
#
"
2π
2π
−
= Iia + Te( 3 )ib + Te( 3 )ic wsa
"

P
2

P
2

2π
− 2π
2π
jωe t e
−j 2π
3
e
e
3
= {e I I + T ( P )e
+ T ( P3 )e−j 3

"

+e−jωet Ie∗ I +

2

2

− 2π
e
T ( P3
2

j 2π
3

)e

+ Te(

2π
3
P
2

j 2π
3

)e

#

#

}wsa

(5.20)

If the stator consists Ns nodes, then in equation(5.13) we will have:

ω = ωe
iT
h
l1s =
1 . . . l1s (Ns ) = 1
h
iT
l2s =
−1 . . . l2s (Ns ) = −1
"
#
2π
2π
−
2π
2π
I s [ls ] = Ie I + Te( 3 )e−j 3 + Te( 3 )e−j 3
s

1

Iss [l2s ] = Ie∗

"

P
2

P
2

2π
− 2π 2π
2π
I + Te( P 3 )ej 3 + Te( P3 )ej 3
2

2

#

The rotor current excitation Ir tends to consist of only DC values. Thus in
equation (5.15), ljr = 0.
Now we discuss the transformation between stator reference frame and rotor reference frame. The transformation appears in the gap equations (5.14) and (5.16),
which will utilize the flux-potential transfer relations as discussed in Melcher:
se
e s = F rA
es
er
H
sb
s sb + Gr T (θr )Arb ,

e r = Gs Te−1 (θr )A
es + F s A
er
H
rb
r
sb
r rb

(5.21)
(5.22)
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The rotational transformation matrix Te(θx ) transforms the spacial harmonic

coefficients in rotor reference frame to the stator reference frame and is given by:


jk1 θx

e

 0


e
T (θx ) =  0

 ...

0

0

0

...

jk2 θx

0

...

e

ejk3 θx . . .

0
...

...

0

0

...



0





0 

... 

0

(5.23)

. . . ejkh θx

Note that k1 , k2 , . . . , kh corresponds to spacial harmonics. If we assume the rotor
spins at a constant angular velocity, hence:
θr = ωr t

(5.24)

then:
Te(θr ) = Te(ωr t)

ejk1 ωr t
0
0

jk
ω
t
 0
e 2 r
0


=  0
0
ejk3 ωr t

 ...
...
...

0

0

0

...

0

...

0

...

0

...

...
jkh ωr t

... e











(5.25)

Thus, for a spacial harmonic kx , the time harmonics lr associated with it will
be changed to lr + kx when reference frame transformation is performed, assuming
that ωe = ωr .
We then substitute the Melcher’s equation (5.21) into air gap equation (5.14):
se
T s
es
er
es + 2πrs Pes (F r A
Ksb
ass + Ksbb Pes A
s sb + Gr T (θr )Arb ) = 0
sb
Ns
⇓
2πr
2πr
s e
s e
T s
es +
er = 0
Ksb
ass + (Ksbb Pes +
Ps Fsr )A
Ps Gsr Te(θr )A
sb
rb
Ns
Ns

From equation (5.13) we can have:

(5.26)
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es )
asss = (jlis ωSss + Kss )−1 (Is [lis ] − Ksb Pes A
sb

(5.27)

We then substitute (5.27) into (5.26):

T
essb
essb ) + (Ksbb Pes + 2πrs Pes Fsr )A
Ksb
(jlis ωSss + Kss )−1 (Is [lis ] − Ksb Pes A
Ns
2πrs e s e
er = 0 (5.28)
+
Ps Gr T (θr )A
rb
Ns

This can be rewritten as:

2πrs e r es
T
Ps Fs )Asb
(−Ksb
(jlis ωSss + Kss )−1 Ksb Pes + Ksbb Pes +
Ns
2πrs e s e
er = −K T (jls ωSss + Kss )−1 Is [ls ](5.29)
+
Ps Gr T (θr )A
rb
sb
i
i
Ns

By multiplying the Discrete Fourier Transform matrix Ds and −1 to both sides
of the above equation, we get:

es
{ D
−

 T s

2πrs r es
Ksb (jli ωSss + Kss )−1 Ksb − Ksbb Pes −
F }A
Ns s sb
2πrs s e
T
errb = D
e s Ksb
G T (θr )A
(jlis ωSss + Kss )−1 Is [lis ]
Ns r

(5.30)

Following the same derivation we can reduce equation (5.16) into the same form
and the problem can be rewritten solely in terms of the space-time harmonics of
the magnetic vector potential at the air gap boundaries with a similar form as the
static solver:
"

Mss Msr
Mrs Mrr

#"

es [lis ]
A
sb
 
r
e
A ljr
rb

#
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=

"

I~˜s
I~˜r

#

(5.31)

where


e s K T (jls ωSss + Kss )−1 Ksb − Ksbb P̃s − 2πrs Fr
Mss = D
sb
i
Ns s
2πrs s
Msr = −
G T̃θr )
Ns r
2πrr r ∗
G T̃ (θr )
Mrs =
Nr s


2πrr s
Mrr = D̃r KrbT (jljr ωSrr + Krr )−1 Krb − Krbb P̃r +
F
Nr r
I~˜s = D̃s KTsb (jlis ωSss + Kss )−1~is [lis ]
 
I~˜r = −D̃r KTrb (jljr ωSrr + Krr )−1~ir ljr

(5.32)

As this solver exploits the fact that limited number of time and spacial frequencies exist in the machine, we expect the efficiency of using this solver will be
improved for steady-state problem solving.

5.2.2

Future work for time domain steady state solver

For the time domain steady state solver discussed in Chapter 4, possible future
works can focus on expanding the capability of the solver. One desire feature
is to extend the voltage excitation capability discussed at the beginning of this
chapter to the steady state solver, so that applied pulse-width-modulated voltages
to windings instead of forced currents are modeled. Another desired feature is
to extend the solver so that hysteresis losses can be considered when calculating
stator or rotor losses.

Appendix

A

Important Matlab Codes of Static
Finite Element/Analytical Solver
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code segmdl.m
%generate the geometry of the machine model
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=segmdl
xx=0;
mu0=4e-7*pi;
J=[0 -1; 1 0];
dtr=pi/180;
unit=0.001;
disp(’Generating objects...’)
N=18;%number of teeth
thetat=360/N;
thetapf=thetat;%of tooth
rsb=2.99;%stator backiron inner radius
rsi=4.23;%3.6172;%stator backiron outer radius
rso=6.565;%tooth(stator winding) outer radius
rg=7.3964;%length of the airgap
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rm=8.2183;%outer radius of pm
rbr=10.2;%outer radius of rotor backiron
seg=6;
rsa=rso+0.3;%radius of the air gap layer close to stator
%dimension of slot
w1=0.149;
t=0.5;%width of the slot
%slot dimensions
slot(:,1)=[rso;0];
slot(:,2)=[rso-w1;-t/2];
slot(:,3)=[rsi+0.05;-t/2];
slot(:,4)=[rsi;0];
slot(:,5:8)=[fliplr(slot(1,:));fliplr(-slot(2,:))];
%tooth dimension, 1 degree per node
pt0(:,1:4)=slot(:,5:8);
pt0(:,5:24)=rso*[cos(1*dtr:1*dtr:20*dtr);sin(1*dtr:1*dtr:20*dtr)];
pt0(:,25:28)=expm(J*thetat*dtr)*slot(:,1:4);
pt0(:,29:31)=rsi*[cos(thetat*dtr*3/4:-thetat*dtr/4:thetat*dtr/4);
sin(thetat*dtr*3/4:-thetat*dtr/4:thetat*dtr/4)];
%rotate the stator
slot=expm(-J*45*dtr)*slot;
pt0=expm(-J*45*dtr)*pt0;
pbs=[];
for i=1:N
temp1=expm(-J*(i-1)*thetat*dtr)*pt0(:,28:31);
temp2=expm(-J*(i-1)*thetat*dtr)*pt0(:,1);
pbs=[pbs temp1 temp2];
end
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%construct objects
%stator tooth
for i=1:N
pt=expm(-J*(i-1)*thetat*dtr)*pt0;
feaout.object(i).name=’stator tooth’;
feaout.object(i).bx=pt(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(i).by=pt(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(i).mat=5;
feaout.object(i).state=1;
feaout.object(i).color=’blue’;
end
%stator winding slot
for i=1:N
pslot=expm(-J*(i-1)*thetat*dtr)*slot;
feaout.object(i+N).name=’stator slot’;
feaout.object(i+N).bx=pslot(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(i+N).by=pslot(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(i+N).mat=3;
feaout.object(i+N).state=1;
feaout.object(i+N).color=’yellow’;
end
%Stator Back-iron
theta=0:thetat/2:360;
pbo(1,:)=(rsb)*cos(theta*dtr);
pbo(2,:)=(rsb)*sin(theta*dtr);
pb=[pbo pbs];
feaout.object(2*N+1).name=’Stator Back-Iron’;
feaout.object(2*N+1).bx=pb(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+1).by=pb(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+1).mat=5;%laminated iron
feaout.object(2*N+1).state=1;
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feaout.object(2*N+1).color=’blue’;
%Segmented Permenent Magnets
startangle1=0;
startangle2=59;
for i=1:seg
thetaangle(i,:)=(startangle1+(i-1)*60):1:(startangle2+(i-1)*60);
end
for i=1:seg
segpiece(i).pmi(1,:)=rg*cos(thetaangle(i,:)*dtr);
segpiece(i).pmi(2,:)=rg*sin(thetaangle(i,:)*dtr);
segpiece(i).pmo(1,:)=rm*cos(fliplr(thetaangle(i,:)*dtr));
segpiece(i).pmo(2,:)=rm*sin(fliplr(thetaangle(i,:)*dtr));
segpiece(i).pm=[segpiece(i).pmo segpiece(i).pmi];
feaout.object(2*N+1+i).name=’Magnet Ring’;
feaout.object(2*N+1+i).bx=segpiece(i).pm(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+1+i).by=segpiece(i).pm(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+1+i).mat=4;
feaout.object(2*N+1+i).state=2;
feaout.object(2*N+1+i).color=’m’;
end
%Rotor Back-Iron
theta=0:thetat/2:360;
pbri(1,:)=rm*cos(-theta*dtr)+xx;
pbri(2,:)=rm*sin(-theta*dtr);
pbro(1,:)=rbr*cos(theta*dtr)+xx;
pbro(2,:)=rbr*sin(theta*dtr);
pbr=[pbro pbri];
feaout.object(2*N+seg+2).name=’Rotor Back-Iron’;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+2).bx=pbr(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+2).by=pbr(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+2).mat=2;
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feaout.object(2*N+seg+2).state=2;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+2).color=’blue’;
%air hole in the center
pair(1,:)=(rsb)*cos(theta*dtr);
pair(2,:)=(rsb)*sin(theta*dtr);
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3).name=’air hole’;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3).bx=pair(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3).by=pair(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3).mat=1;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3).state=1;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3).color=’white’;
%airgap between the segmented magnet
startangle1=59;
startangle2=60;
for i=1:seg
gapangle(i,:)=(startangle1+(i-1)*60):1:(startangle2+(i-1)*60);
end
for i=1:seg
seggap(i).pmai(1,:)=rg*cos(gapangle(i,:)*dtr);
seggap(i).pmai(2,:)=rg*sin(gapangle(i,:)*dtr);
seggap(i).pmao(1,:)=rm*cos(fliplr(gapangle(i,:)*dtr));
seggap(i).pmao(2,:)=rm*sin(fliplr(gapangle(i,:)*dtr));
seggap(i).pma=[seggap(i).pmai seggap(i).pmao];
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3+i).name=’Magnet airgap’;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3+i).bx=seggap(i).pma(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3+i).by=seggap(i).pma(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3+i).mat=1;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3+i).state=2;
feaout.object(2*N+seg+3+i).color=’white’;
end
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%construct airgap
pap=[]; %line that along the PM surface
for i=1:seg
pap=[pap segpiece(i).pmi seggap(i).pmai];
end
theta=0:1:360;
psair(1,:)=(rsa)*cos(theta*dtr);
psair(2,:)=(rsa)*sin(theta*dtr);
pas=[psair pap];
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+4).name=’air gap’;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+4).bx=pas(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+4).by=pas(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+4).mat=1;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+4).state=1;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+4).color=’white’;
pa1(:,1:22)=pt0(:,4:25);
for i=1:N
pa=expm(J*(i-1)*thetat*dtr)*pa1;
paline(:,22*(i-1)+1:22*i)=pa(:,1:22);
% line that along the surface of the stator winding and teeth
end
pass=[paline psair];
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+5).name=’air gap’;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+5).bx=pass(1,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+5).by=pass(2,:)’*unit;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+5).mat=1;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+5).state=1;
feaout.object(2*N+2*seg+5).color=’white’;
feaout.mat.number(1)=3;%the number of the ferromagnetic material
feaout.mat.mat(1)=2;%rotor backiron
feaout.mat.mat(2)=4;%permenent magnet
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feaout.mat.mat(3)=5;%stator backiron,laminated
feaout.mat.mag(1,:)=’mofb1’;
feaout.mat.mag(2,:)=’mofb2’;
feaout.mat.mag(3,:)=’mofb3’;
feaout.mat.dmag(1,:)=’dmdb1’;
feaout.mat.dmag(2,:)=’dmdb2’;
feaout.mat.dmag(3,:)=’dmdb3’;
feaout.mat.dmb(1,:)=’dmb1’;
feaout.mat.dmb(2,:)=’dmb2’;
feaout.mat.dmb(3,:)=’dmb1’;
feaout.rro=rbr*unit;%machine outer boundary
feaout.rri=rg*unit;%gap outer boundary
feaout.rso=rsa*unit;%gap inner boundary
feaout.N=N;
plotobjects(feaout)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code init.m
%Generate initial mesh
%Input:
machine model with geometry generated by segmdl.m in ’feain’
%Output: machine model with initial mesh in ’feaout’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=init(feain)
feaout=feain;
disp(’Generating initial mesh...’)
%Establish initial nodes, elements of mesh
[m,n]=size(feaout.object);
p=[];
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for i=1:n
p=[p; feaout.object(i).bx feaout.object(i).by];
end
%Sort points, remove redundancies
[m,n]=size(p);
r=[];
err=1e-12;
for i=1:m
for j=i+1:m
if (abs(p(i,:)-p(j,:))<err)
r=[r j];
end
end
end
feaout.xn=p(:,1);
feaout.yn=p(:,2);
feaout.xn(r)=[];
feaout.yn(r)=[];
%Determine initial boundary nodes
xmin=min(p(:,1));
xmax=max(p(:,1));
ymin=min(p(:,2));
ymax=max(p(:,2));
feaout.xn=[xmin-1; xmax+1; xmax+1; xmin-1; feaout.xn];
feaout.yn=[ymin-1; ymin-1; ymax+1; ymax+1; feaout.yn];
feaout.el=zeros(2,14);
feaout.el(1,1:3)=[1 2 3];
feaout.el(2,1:3)=[1 3 4];
feaout.el(1:2,:)=elcalc(feaout.el(1:2,:),...
feaout.xn(1:4),feaout.yn(1:4),1);
%insertion of material boundary nodes
m=length(feaout.xn)-4;
ln=0;
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for i=1:m
ln=ln+1;
feaout.el=insertnode(feaout.el,feaout.xn,feaout.yn,4+i,1);
%

asprat

%

plotmesh

%

pause

end
%Removal of initial boundary nodes
[i1,j1]=find(feaout.el(:,1:3)==1);
[i2,j2]=find(feaout.el(:,1:3)==2);
[i3,j3]=find(feaout.el(:,1:3)==3);
[i4,j4]=find(feaout.el(:,1:3)==4);
ir=[i1; i2; i3; i4];
feaout.el(ir,:)=[];
feaout.el(:,1:3)=feaout.el(:,1:3)-4;
feaout.xn(1:4)=[];
feaout.yn(1:4)=[];
%Assign materials to elements
feaout.el(:,12)=1;
%Determine object material of each mesh
[me,ne]=size(feaout.el);
[mo,no]=size(feaout.object);
for i=1:me
%Find object associated with element
for j=1:no
angl=zeros(1,1);
N=length(feaout.object(j).bx);
for k=1:N-1;
v1=(feaout.object(j).bx(k)-feaout.el(i,13))+
1j*(feaout.object(j).by(k)-feaout.el(i,14));
v2=(feaout.object(j).bx(k+1)-feaout.el(i,13))+
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1j*(feaout.object(j).by(k+1)-feaout.el(i,14));
v2p=1/abs(v1)*((real(v1)*real(v2)+imag(v1)*imag(v2))+
1j*(-imag(v1)*real(v2)+real(v1)*imag(v2)));
ang2=angle(v2p);
if (ang2 > pi)
ang2=ang2-2*pi;
end
angl=angl+ang2;
end
v1=(feaout.object(j).bx(N)-feaout.el(i,13))+
1j*(feaout.object(j).by(N)-feaout.el(i,14));
v2=(feaout.object(j).bx(1)-feaout.el(i,13))+
1j*(feaout.object(j).by(1)-feaout.el(i,14));
v2p=1/abs(v1)*((real(v1)*real(v2)+imag(v1)*imag(v2))+
1j*(-imag(v1)*real(v2)+real(v1)*imag(v2)));
ang2=angle(v2p);
if (ang2 > pi)
ang2=ang2-2*pi;
end
angl=angl+ang2;
err1=1e-1;
if (abs(abs(angl)-2*pi)<err1)
feaout.el(i,12)=j+1; %put the object number+1 into el(:,12)
break
%the elements belongs to no object was set object=1,and fill with white
end
end
end
plotmesh(feaout)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%code elcalc.m
%Called by init.m
%Input: the three Node number of element in ’elin’
%

the three coordinates of nodes of element in ’xn’,’yn’

%

the material type number of element in ’mat’

%Output: various properties of element in ’elout’ include
%

4-area

%

5,6,7-lengths of sides

%

8-aspect ratio

%

9,10-coordinate of center of circumscribing circle

%

11-squared radius of circumscribing circle

%

12-material designation

%

13,14-center of inscribed circle

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function elout=elcalc(elin,xn,yn,mat)
err=1e-12;
elout=elin;
%Calculate area
elout(:,4)=1/2*(xn(elout(:,2)).*yn(elout(:,3))+
xn(elout(:,1)).*yn(elout(:,2))+...
xn(elout(:,3)).*yn(elout(:,1))xn(elout(:,2)).*yn(elout(:,1))-...
xn(elout(:,3)).*yn(elout(:,2))xn(elout(:,1)).*yn(elout(:,3)));
%Eliminate if area is zero
izero=find(abs(elout(:,4))<err);
elout(izero,:)=[];
%Switch nodes if area is negative
[ineg,jneg]=find(elout(:,4)<0);
elout(ineg,1:2)=[elout(ineg,2) elout(ineg,1)];
elout(ineg,4)=-elout(ineg,4);
%lengths of sides
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elout(:,5)= sqrt((xn(elout(:,1))-xn(elout(:,2))).^2+...
(yn(elout(:,1))-yn(elout(:,2))).^2);
elout(:,6)= sqrt((xn(elout(:,2))-xn(elout(:,3))).^2+...
(yn(elout(:,2))-yn(elout(:,3))).^2);
elout(:,7)= sqrt((xn(elout(:,3))-xn(elout(:,1))).^2+...
(yn(elout(:,3))-yn(elout(:,1))).^2);
%aspect ratio
elout(:,8)=(max([ elout(:,5) elout(:,6) elout(:,7)]’)./...
min([ elout(:,5) elout(:,6) elout(:,7)]’))’;
%center of circumscribing circle
den=(yn(elout(:,1)).*(xn(elout(:,3))-xn(elout(:,2)))+...
yn(elout(:,2)).*(xn(elout(:,1))-xn(elout(:,3)))+...
yn(elout(:,3)).*(xn(elout(:,2))-xn(elout(:,1))));
ij=find(den==0);
if (~isempty(ij))
figure(1)
hold on
plot(xn(elout(:,1)),yn(elout(:,1)),’x’)
plot(xn(elout(:,1)),yn(elout(:,1)),’o’)
plot(xn(elout(:,2)),yn(elout(:,2)),’x’)
plot(xn(elout(:,2)),yn(elout(:,2)),’o’)
plot(xn(elout(:,3)),yn(elout(:,3)),’x’)
plot(xn(elout(:,3)),yn(elout(:,3)),’o’)
disp(’Halted’)
pause
end
xcnum=(xn(elout(:,1)).^2+yn(elout(:,1)).^2).*(yn(elout(:,2))-...
yn(elout(:,3)))+...
(xn(elout(:,2)).^2+yn(elout(:,2)).^2).*(yn(elout(:,3))-...
yn(elout(:,1)))+...
(xn(elout(:,3)).^2+yn(elout(:,3)).^2).*(yn(elout(:,1))-...
yn(elout(:,2)));
ycnum=(xn(elout(:,1)).^2+yn(elout(:,1)).^2).*(xn(elout(:,3))-...
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xn(elout(:,2)))+(xn(elout(:,2)).^2+...
yn(elout(:,2)).^2).*(xn(elout(:,1))-xn(elout(:,3)))+...
(xn(elout(:,3)).^2+yn(elout(:,3)).^2).*(xn(elout(:,2))...
-xn(elout(:,1)));
elout(:,9)=xcnum./den/2;
elout(:,10)=ycnum./den/2;
%squared radius of circumscribing circle
elout(:,11)=(xn(elout(:,1))-elout(:,9)).^2+...
(yn(elout(:,1))-elout(:,10)).^2;
%material designation
elout(:,12)=mat;
%center of inscribed circle
s=2/3*((yn(elout(:,1))+yn(elout(:,3))-2*yn(elout(:,2)))...
.*(xn(elout(:,2))-xn(elout(:,1)))-(xn(elout(:,1))+...
xn(elout(:,3))-2*xn(elout(:,2))).*(yn(elout(:,2))-...
yn(elout(:,1))))./den;
elout(:,13)=xn(elout(:,1)).*(1-s)+1/2*s.*(xn(elout(:,2))...
+xn(elout(:,3)));
elout(:,14)=yn(elout(:,1)).*(1-s)+1/2*s.*(yn(elout(:,2))...
+yn(elout(:,3)));
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code insertnode.m
%generate new nodes and new elements in mesh
%Called by init.m
%Input: existing elements in ’el’
%

coordinates of all existing nodes in ’xn’,’yn’

%

order number of new node in ’i’

%

material number of new node in ’mat’

%Output:
%number of 3 nodes of the newly generated element in ’elout’
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function elout=insertnode(el,xn,yn,i,mat)
err=1e-12;
%Find elements of given material whose circumcircle contains point
[i1,j1]=find(((xn(i)-el(:,9)).^2 + (yn(i)-el(:,10)).^2)<...
el(:,11)+err);
el1=el(i1,:);
[i2,j2]=find(el1(:,12)==mat);
n=i1(i2);
%collect all edges of elements
edges=[el(n,1) el(n,2); el(n,2) el(n,3); el(n,3) el(n,1)];
edges=sort(edges’)’;
%remove old elements
el(n,:)=[];
%remove common edges
[m,n]=size(edges);
erm=[];
for j=1:m-1
for k=j+1:m
if (edges(j,:)==edges(k,:))
erm=[erm j k];
end
end
end
edges(erm,:)=[];
%generate new elements
[med,ned]=size(edges);
%Assign nodes to new elements
newel=zeros(med,14);
newel(:,1:3)=[edges i*ones(med,1)];
newel=elcalc(newel,xn,yn,mat);
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elout=[el; newel];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code refinewitharmax.m
%Refine the initial mesh
%Input: machine model with initial mesh generated by init.m in ’feain’
%

maximum element length in ’hmax’

%Output: machine model with refined mesh in ’feaout’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=refinewitharmax(feain,hmax)
feaout=feain;
clear feain
%Refine initial triangles to achieve low stepsize
[l1max,i1max]=max(feaout.el(:,5:7));
%l1max puts the max length value,
%i1max records which element that value in.
[lmax,i2max]=max(l1max);
[armax,iar]=max(feaout.el(:,8));
ln=length(feaout.xn);
while ((lmax > hmax) | (armax >10))
ln=ln+1;
if (lmax > hmax)
if (i2max==1)
p1=feaout.el(i1max(i2max),1);
p2=feaout.el(i1max(i2max),2);
elseif (i2max==2)
p1=feaout.el(i1max(i2max),2);
p2=feaout.el(i1max(i2max),3);
else
p1=feaout.el(i1max(i2max),3);
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p2=feaout.el(i1max(i2max),1);
end
feaout.xn(ln)=0.5*(feaout.xn(p1)+feaout.xn(p2));
feaout.yn(ln)=0.5*(feaout.yn(p1)+feaout.yn(p2));
[i1,j1]=find(feaout.el(:,1:3)==p1);
el1=feaout.el(i1,:);
%el1 stores the elements related to point1
[i2,j2]=find(el1(:,1:3)==p2);
%i2 stores the elements has the same boundary with the l1max element
for i=1:length(i2)
feaout.el=insertnode(feaout.el,feaout.xn,feaout.yn,ln,el1(i2(i),12));
%12 stores the object number+1 of the elements
end
else
[ear,imax]=max(feaout.el(iar,5:7));
if (imax==1)
p1=feaout.el(iar,1);
p2=feaout.el(iar,2);
elseif (imax==2)
p1=feaout.el(iar,2);
p2=feaout.el(iar,3);
else
p1=feaout.el(iar,3);
p2=feaout.el(iar,1);
end
feaout.xn(ln)=0.5*(feaout.xn(p1)+feaout.xn(p2));
feaout.yn(ln)=0.5*(feaout.yn(p1)+feaout.yn(p2));
[i1,j1]=find(feaout.el(:,1:3)==p1);
el1=feaout.el(i1,:);
[i2,j2]=find(el1(:,1:3)==p2);
for i=1:length(i2)
feaout.el=insertnode(feaout.el,feaout.xn,feaout.yn,ln,el1(i2(i),12));
end
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end
[l1max,i1max]=max(feaout.el(:,5:7));
[lmax,i2max]=max(l1max);
[armax,iar]=max(feaout.el(:,8));
end
plotmesh(feaout)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code getrs.m
%Rearrange the order of nodes to separate stator and rotor
%Input: machine model with a refined mesh generated
%

by refinewitharmax.m in ’feain’

%Output: machine model in ’feaout’ with nodes arranged in the order of:
%

nodes on the part inside air gap(stator)

%

nodes on the stator-air gap boundary

%

nodes on the part outside air gap (rotor)

%

nodes on the rotor-air gap boundary

%

nodes inside the air gap

%

nodes on the outside boundary of the machine

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=getrs(feain)
feaout=feain;
nnodes=length(feaout.xn);
elements=length(feaout.el);
err1=1e-7;
err2=1e-4;
%relocate the nodes:( inner nodes, inner boundary nodes,
%outer boundarynodes )
nr=sqrt(feaout.xn.^2+feaout.yn.^2);
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boundarynode=find(abs(nr-feaout.rro)<err2);
nousenode=find(nr-feaout.rri<-err1 & nr-feaout.rso>err1);
%nodes inside airgap
rotornode=find(abs(nr-feaout.rro)>=err2 & nr-feaout.rri>err1);
statornode=find(nr-feaout.rso<-err1);
rbin=find(abs(nr-feaout.rri)<err1);
sbin=find(abs(nr-feaout.rso)<err1);
%arrange the nodes on the inner boundary so that they are in order
ttmps=zeros(length(sbin),1);
angins=atan2(feaout.yn(sbin),feaout.xn(sbin));
ms=length(angins);
[tmps,indexts]=sort(angins);
tts=find(angins>=0);
ttmps(1:length(tts))=indexts(ms-length(tts)+1:ms);
ttmps(length(tts)+1:ms)=indexts(1:ms-length(tts));
sbin=sbin(ttmps);
ttmp=zeros(length(rbin),1);
angin=atan2(feaout.yn(rbin),feaout.xn(rbin));
m=length(angin);
[tmp,indext]=sort(angin);
tt=find(angin>=0);
ttmp(1:length(tt))=indext(m-length(tt)+1:m);
ttmp(length(tt)+1:m)=indext(1:m-length(tt));
rbin=rbin(ttmp);
st=length(statornode);
sb=st+length(sbin);
rt=sb+length(rotornode);
rb=rt+length(rbin);
nus=length(nousenode);
temp(1:st)=statornode;
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temp(st+1:sb)=sbin;
temp(sb+1:rt)=rotornode;
temp(rt+1:rb)=rbin;
temp(rb+1:rb+nus)=nousenode;
temp(rb+nus+1:nnodes)=boundarynode;
feaout.xn=feaout.xn(temp);
feaout.yn=feaout.yn(temp);
for i=1:elements
feaout.el(i,1)=find(temp==feaout.el(i,1));
feaout.el(i,2)=find(temp==feaout.el(i,2));
feaout.el(i,3)=find(temp==feaout.el(i,3));
end
%save result
feaout.st=st;
feaout.sb=sb;
feaout.rt=rt;
feaout.rb=rb;
feaout.nus=nus;
feaout.bounodenum=length(boundarynode);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makemat.m
%Generate the stiffness matrix,setting boundary condition
%Input: machine model in ’feain’ with nodes rearranged after getrs.m
%Output: machine model in ’feaout’ with stiffness matrix,Dirichlet
%boundary condition is set on the outer boundary of the machine
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=makemat(feain)
clear nu
feaout=feain;
mu0=4e-7*pi;
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nu0=1/mu0;
nu(1)=nu0;%air
nu(2)=nu0/20000; %rotor backiron
nu(3)=nu0; %winding slot
nu(4)=nu0; %permanent magnet 1.2
nu(5)=nu0/20000; %stator backiron
[m,n]=size(feaout.object);
nnodes=length(feaout.xn);
elements=length(feaout.el);
st=feaout.st;
sb=feaout.sb;
rt=feaout.rt;
rb=feaout.rb;
nus=feaout.nus;
biggama=sparse(nnodes,elements);
bigbeta=sparse(nnodes,elements);
clear K
K=sparse(nnodes,nnodes);
for i=1:elements
if (feaout.el(i,12)~=1)
feaout.el(i,16)=feaout.object(feaout.el(i,12)-1).mat;
else
feaout.el(i,16)=1;
end
end
%take out the elements in the middle airgap,use inscribe circle center
mgapc=sqrt(feaout.el(:,13).^2+feaout.el(:,14).^2);
nogap=find(mgapc<feaout.rso | mgapc>feaout.rri);
elreal=feaout.el(nogap,:);
%make betav and gammav,k,biggama,bigbeta
betav(:,1)=feaout.yn(elreal(:,2))-feaout.yn(elreal(:,3));
betav(:,2)=feaout.yn(elreal(:,3))-feaout.yn(elreal(:,1));
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betav(:,3)=feaout.yn(elreal(:,1))-feaout.yn(elreal(:,2));
gammav(:,1)=feaout.xn(elreal(:,3))-feaout.xn(elreal(:,2));
gammav(:,2)=feaout.xn(elreal(:,1))-feaout.xn(elreal(:,3));
gammav(:,3)=feaout.xn(elreal(:,2))-feaout.xn(elreal(:,1));
Ae=elreal(:,4);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear i j
for i=1:3
for j=1:3
K=K+sparse(elreal(:,i),elreal(:,j), nu(elreal(:,16)).*...
((betav(:,i).*betav(:,j)+gammav(:,i).*gammav(:,j))./Ae/4)’,...
nnodes,nnodes);
end
end
%Remove boundary nodes
Kss=K(1:st,1:st);
Ksb=K(1:st,st+1:sb);
Ksbb=K(st+1:sb,st+1:sb);
Krr=K(sb+1:rt,sb+1:rt);
Krb=K(sb+1:rt,rt+1:rb);
Krbb=K(rt+1:rb,rt+1:rb);
feaout.Kss=Kss;
feaout.Ksb=Ksb;
feaout.Ksbb=Ksbb;
feaout.Krr=Krr;
feaout.Krb=Krb;
feaout.Krbb=Krbb;
feaout.bv=betav;
feaout.gv=gammav;
feaout.K=K(1:nnodes-feaout.bounodenum,1:nnodes-feaout.bounodenum);
feaout.elreal=elreal;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code torqueplot_real.m
%Calculate torque and flux linkage for machine when rotor is at
%different rotor positions. Different choices of harmonic to be
%analyzed can be performed by uncommenting the code needed.
%Input: machine model with stiffness matrix generated
%

by makemat.m in ’feain’

%Output: machine model in ’feaout’ with torque and flux linkage for
%different rotor positions
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=torqueplot_real(feain)
tic
%tbegin=cputime;
feaout=feain;
Kss=feaout.Kss;
Ksb=feaout.Ksb;
Kbs=Ksb’;
Ksbb=feaout.Ksbb;
Krr=feaout.Krr;
Krb=feaout.Krb;
Kbr=Krb’;
Krbb=feaout.Krbb;
rs=feaout.rso;
rr=feaout.rri;
Nt=feaout.sb-feaout.st; %number of equidistant boundary nodes
mu0=4e-7*pi;
% %**********************************
% %for full harmonic analysis
% N=Nt;
% mmat=zeros(N,1);
% mmat(1:2:Nt-1)=1:1:Nt/2;
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% mmat(2:2:Nt)=1:1:Nt/2;
% Sthmn=1:1:N;
% %********************************
% %************************************
% %for odd harmonic analysis only
% N=Nt/2;
% mmat=zeros(N,1);
% for i=1:N/2
%

mmat(2*i-1)=2*i-1;

%

mmat(2*i)=2*i-1;

% end
% Sthmn(1:2:N-1)=mmat(1:2:N-1)*2-1;
% Sthmn(2:2:N)=mmat(2:2:N)*2;
% %***********************************
% %*************************************
% %for 60 harmonic analysis
% N=Nt/6;
% mmat=zeros(N,1);
% for i=1:N/2
%

mmat(2*i-1)=(2*i-1)*3;

%

mmat(2*i)=mmat(2*i-1);

% end
% Sthmn(1:2:N-1)=mmat(1:2:N-1)*2-1;
% Sthmn(2:2:N)=mmat(2:2:N)*2;
% %***************************************
% %*************************************
% %for 30 harmonic analysis
% N=Nt/6;
% mmatt=zeros(N,1);
% for i=1:N/2
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%

mmatt(2*i-1)=(2*i-1)*3;

%

mmatt(2*i)=mmatt(2*i-1);

% end
% mmat=mmatt(1:N/2);
% Sthmnt(1:2:N-1)=mmatt(1:2:N-1)*2-1;
% Sthmnt(2:2:N)=mmatt(2:2:N)*2;
% Sthmn=Sthmnt(1:N/2);
% %***************************************
% %*************************************
% %for 16 harmonic analysis
% N=Nt/6;
% mmatt=zeros(N,1);
% for i=1:N/2
%

mmatt(2*i-1)=(2*i-1)*3;

%

mmatt(2*i)=mmatt(2*i-1);

% end
% mmat=mmatt(1:N/4+1);
% Sthmnt(1:2:N-1)=mmatt(1:2:N-1)*2-1;
% Sthmnt(2:2:N)=mmatt(2:2:N)*2;
% Sthmn=Sthmnt(1:N/4+1);
% %***************************************
% %*************************************
% %for 8 harmonic analysis
% N=Nt/6;
% mmatt=zeros(N,1);
% for i=1:N/2
%

mmatt(2*i-1)=(2*i-1)*3;

%

mmatt(2*i)=mmatt(2*i-1);

% end
% mmat=mmatt(1:8);
% Sthmnt(1:2:N-1)=mmatt(1:2:N-1)*2-1;
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% Sthmnt(2:2:N)=mmatt(2:2:N)*2;
% Sthmn=Sthmnt(1:8);
% %***************************************
%*************************************
%for 4 harmonic analysis
N=Nt/6;
mmatt=zeros(N,1);
for i=1:N/2
mmatt(2*i-1)=(2*i-1)*3;
mmatt(2*i)=mmatt(2*i-1);
end
mmat=mmatt(1:4);
Sthmnt(1:2:N-1)=mmatt(1:2:N-1)*2-1;
Sthmnt(2:2:N)=mmatt(2:2:N)*2;
Sthmn=Sthmnt(1:4);
%***************************************
%Generate the DFT and IDFT matrix
[D,P,Dw,Pw]=makeDP(feaout,Sthmn);
KinvKsb=Kss\Ksb;
Bs=D*(Kbs*KinvKsb-Ksbb)*P;
Br=D*(Kbr*(Krr\Krb)-Krbb)*P;
%Generate the Melcher’s matrix F and G
[Fs,Gs]=calFG(rr,rs,mmat);
[Fr,Gr]=calFG(rs,rr,mmat);
%generate new matrices component
stf11=Bs-(2*pi*rs/Nt)*Fs;%
stf22=Br+(2*pi*rr/Nt)*Fr;
%Calculate part of the right hand side
Im=makeIm(feain);
Imr=Im(feain.sb+1:feain.rt);%nodes inside rotor
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Imb=Im(feain.rt+1:feain.rb);%rotor-gap boundary node
rght2=D*Kbr*(Krr\(-Imr))+D*Imb;
M=Ismatrix(feain);
KinvM=Kss\M;
rght1=D*Kbs*KinvM;
clear torque
ri=feaout.rso; %gap boundary close to stator (inner)
ro=feaout.rri; %gap boundary close to rotor (outer)
%ri is the selected surface for torque calculation
ii=1;
%elnth=length(feaout.elreal);
%Br_n=zeros(13,360);
%Bt_n=zeros(13,360);
nhs=length(mmat);
%preparation for flux linkage calculation
Nturn=3; %number of turns per slot
Objslot=[1,4,7,10,13,16;5,2,11,8,17,14;3,6,9,12,15,18];
%object number of slots of 3 phase
objstart=19;% the number that the slot object begin to count
for i=1:3
Sslot=0;
C1=[];C2=[];
for j=1:6
slotelem=find(feain.el(:,12)==objstart+Objslot(i,j));
mm=length(slotelem);
Ael=feain.el(slotelem,4);
if mod(j,2)==0
xi=-1;
else
xi=1;
end
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C1=[C1,Ael’./3*xi];
C2temp=zeros(mm,length(Kss));
for t=1:mm
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),1))=1;
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),2))=1;
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),3))=1;
end
C2=[C2;C2temp];
Sslot=Sslot+sum(Ael);
end
tt=Nturn/Sslot*C1*C2;
lambda1(i,:)=tt*KinvM;
lambda2(i,:)=tt*KinvKsb*P;
end
%Begin analysis for each rotor position
endangle=500;
for angle=0:5:endangle
thetax=angle*pi/180; %the rotor position
T=sparse(nhs,nhs);
Tinv=sparse(nhs,nhs);
for i=1:nhs
m=mmat(i);
T(i,i)=cos(m*thetax);
if mod(i,2)==0
T(i,i-1)=-sin(m*thetax);
else
T(i,i+1)=sin(m*thetax);
end
end
%Tinv=inv(T);%this takes more time than the following method
Tinv=T’;%See formulation.doc for deduction
stf12=-(2*pi*rs/Nt)*Gs*T;
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stf21=(2*pi*rr/Nt)*Gr*Tinv;%
stf=[stf11 stf12;stf21 stf22];
feaout.thetax=thetax;
Jslot=makeJslot(feaout);
rght11=rght1*Jslot’;
rght=[rght11;rght2];
Agaptmp=stf\rght;%harmonic solution on air gap
% fname=[’Anew’ num2str(angle)];
% save(fname,’Agaptmp’);
torq=[];
Nh=length(mmat);
As=Agaptmp(1:Nh)/Nt*2;
%As(1)=As(1)/2;
As(Nh-1)=As(Nh-1)/2;
Ar=Agaptmp(Nh+1:length(Agaptmp))/Nt*2;
%Ar(1)=Ar(1)/2;
Ar(Nh-1)=Ar(Nh-1)/2;
Ascomplex=As(1:2:Nh-1)+1i*As(2:2:Nh);
Arcomplex=Ar(1:2:Nh-1)+1i*Ar(2:2:Nh);
Br_ricomplex=-1/ri*1i*mmat(1:2:Nh-1).*Ascomplex;
%Br_n(ii,:)=Br_ri;
Htheta_ri=Fs*As+Gs*T*Ar;
Btheta_ri=mu0*Htheta_ri;
Btheta_ricomplex=Btheta_ri(1:2:Nh-1)+1i*Btheta_ri(2:2:Nh);
%Bt_n(ii,:)=Btheta_ri;
Bterm=real(Br_ricomplex.*conj(Btheta_ricomplex));
torq=-pi*ri^2/mu0*Bterm;
torque(ii)=sum(torq);
lambda_a(ii)=lambda1(1,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(1,:)*Agaptmp(1:Nh);
lambda_b(ii)=lambda1(2,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(2,:)*Agaptmp(1:Nh);
lambda_c(ii)=lambda1(3,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(3,:)*Agaptmp(1:Nh);
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ii=ii+1;
end
toc
%cpucaltime=cputime-tbegin
feaout.lambda_a=lambda_a;
feaout.lambda_b=lambda_b;
feaout.lambda_c=lambda_c;
feaout.torque=torque;
% figure(1)
% x=0:5:endangle;
% plot(x,torque);
% X1=[x;x;x]’;
% YMatrix1=[lambda_a;lambda_b;lambda_c]’;
% flux_linkage_plotting(X1, YMatrix1)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makeDP.m
%Called by torqueplot_real.m
%%Generate the DFT and IDFT matrix
%Input: machine model in ’feain’
%

Indexes of selected harmonics for analysis in ’Sthmn’

%Output: DFT matrix for selected harmonics ’D’
%

IDFT matrix for selected harmonics ’P’

%

DFT matrix for full harmonics ’Dw’

%

IDFT matrix for full harmonics ’Pw’

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [D,P,Dw,Pw]=makeDP(feain,Sthmn)
feaout=feain;
Nts=feaout.sb-feaout.st; %number of equidistant boundary nodes
for i=1:Nts/2
for j=1:Nts
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Dw(2*i-1,j)=cos(2*pi*i*(j-1)/Nts);
Dw(2*i,j)=-sin(2*pi*i*(j-1)/Nts);
end
end
Pw=2/Nts*Dw’;
Pw(:,Nts-1)=1/2*Pw(:,Nts-1);
D=Dw(Sthmn,:);
P=Pw(:,Sthmn);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code calFG.m
%Called by torqueplot_real.m
%calculate the F and G matrix in Melcher’s equation Hs=Fs*As+Gs*Ar
%Input: radius of the two boundaries of the cylindrical annulus in ’x’
%

and ’y’

%

indexes of the spatial harmonics in ’mmat’

%Output: Transformation matrix ’F’ and ’G’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [F,G]=calFG(x,y,mmat)
mu0=4e-7*pi;
N=length(mmat);
F=sparse(N,N);
G=sparse(N,N);
for i=1:N
m=mmat(i);
F(i,i)=m/y*((x/y)^m+(y/x)^m)/((x/y)^m-(y/x)^m)/mu0;%fm(x,y)
G(i,i)=2*m/y/((y/x)^m-(x/y)^m)/mu0;%gm(y,x)
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makeIm.m
%Called by torqueplot_real.m
%generates the equivalent magnetization current for the permanent
%magnets
%Input:

machine model in ’feain’

%Output: equivalent magnetization current for the permanent
%

magnets in ’Im’

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Im=makeIm(feain)
Mr=5.57e+005;%remnance B=0.7T,mu=mu0
mu0=4e-7*pi;
elements=length(feain.elreal);
Im=zeros(length(feain.xn),1);
Mx=zeros(elements,1);
My=zeros(elements,1);
N=feain.N;
oddpiece=find(feain.elreal(:,12)==2*N+1+2|feain.elreal(:,12)...
==2*N+3+2|feain.elreal(:,12)==2*N+5+2);
xcodd=feain.elreal(oddpiece,13);
ycodd=feain.elreal(oddpiece,14);
thetaodd=atan2(ycodd,xcodd);
evenpiece=find(feain.elreal(:,12)==2*N+2+2|feain.elreal(:,12)...
==2*N+4+2|feain.elreal(:,12)==2*N+6+2);
xceven=feain.elreal(evenpiece,13);
yceven=feain.elreal(evenpiece,14);
thetaeven=atan2(yceven,xceven);
Mx(oddpiece)=Mr*cos(thetaodd);
My(oddpiece)=Mr*sin(thetaodd);
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Mx(evenpiece)=-Mr*cos(thetaeven);
My(evenpiece)=-Mr*sin(thetaeven);
mm=length(oddpiece);
for i=1:mm
t=oddpiece(i);
Im(feain.elreal(t,1))=Im(feain.elreal(t,1))+...
(My(t)*feain.bv(t,1)-Mx(t)*feain.gv(t,1))/2;
Im(feain.elreal(t,2))=Im(feain.elreal(t,2))+...
(My(t)*feain.bv(t,2)-Mx(t)*feain.gv(t,2))/2;
Im(feain.elreal(t,3))=Im(feain.elreal(t,3))+...
(My(t)*feain.bv(t,3)-Mx(t)*feain.gv(t,3))/2;
end
mm=length(evenpiece);
for i=1:mm
t=evenpiece(i);
Im(feain.elreal(t,1))=Im(feain.elreal(t,1))+...
(My(t)*feain.bv(t,1)-Mx(t)*feain.gv(t,1))/2;
Im(feain.elreal(t,2))=Im(feain.elreal(t,2))+...
(My(t)*feain.bv(t,2)-Mx(t)*feain.gv(t,2))/2;
Im(feain.elreal(t,3))=Im(feain.elreal(t,3))+...
(My(t)*feain.bv(t,3)-Mx(t)*feain.gv(t,3))/2;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code Ismatrix.m
%Called by torqueplot_real.m
%generate transformation matrix that relates nodal current to forced
%current density in slots
%Input: machine model in ’feain’
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%Output: Transformation matrix ’M’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function M=Ismatrix(feain)
N=18;%number of slot
objstart=19;% the number that the slot object begin to count
Jpk=1e7;%
st=feain.st;
M=sparse(st,N);
for j=1:N
slotelem=find(feain.el(:,12)==objstart+j);
Ael=feain.el(slotelem,4);
mm=length(slotelem);
for i=1:mm
M(feain.el(slotelem(i),1),j)=M(feain.el(slotelem(i),1),j)+Ael(i);
M(feain.el(slotelem(i),2),j)=M(feain.el(slotelem(i),2),j)+Ael(i);
M(feain.el(slotelem(i),3),j)=M(feain.el(slotelem(i),3),j)+Ael(i);
end
end
M=1/3*M;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makeJslot.m
%Called by torqueplot_real.m
%generates the three phase current vector Jslot,which contains
%excitation current density for each slot.
%Input: machine model in ’feain’
%Output: current density for slot in vector ’Jslot’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Jslot=makeJslot(feain)
N=18;%number of slot
Jpk=1e7;%
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theta1=0;%pi/3;
poles=6;
thetaxe=feain.thetax*poles/2;
clear Iv
st=feain.st;
Iv = zeros(st,1);
Jslot=zeros(1,N);
%arrange how the three phase current distribute in slots
Isa=[1 0 0 -1 0 0];
Isb=[0 -1 0 0 1 0];
Isc=[0 0 1 0 0 -1];
Iaslot=[Isa Isa Isa];
Ibslot=[Isb Isb Isb];
Icslot=[Isc Isc Isc];
%three phase currents
Ja=Jpk*cos(thetaxe+theta1);
Jb=Jpk*cos(thetaxe+theta1-2*pi/3);
Jc=Jpk*cos(thetaxe+theta1+2*pi/3);
Jslot=Ja*Iaslot+Jb*Ibslot+Jc*Icslot;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code plotobjects.m
%Called by segmdl.m
%Plot geometry of the machine
%Input: machine model with geometry
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function plotobjects(feaout)
figure(1)
clf
hold on
[m,n]=size(feaout.object);
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for i=1:n
xm=feaout.object(i).bx/0.001;
ym=feaout.object(i).by/0.001;
fill(xm,ym,feaout.object(i).color)
end
axis(’equal’)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code plotmesh.m
%Called by init.m and refinewitharmax.m
%Plot mesh of the machine model
%Input: machine model with geometry and mesh information
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function plotmesh(feain)
clf
[m,n]=size(feain.object);
ielob=find(feain.el(:,12)==1);
elob=feain.el(ielob,:);
xm=[feain.xn(elob(:,1:3))’; feain.xn(elob(:,1))’];
ym=[feain.yn(elob(:,1:3))’; feain.yn(elob(:,1))’];
h=line(xm,ym);
fill(xm,ym,’white’);
hold on
for i=1:n
%for i=1:1
ielob=find(feain.el(:,12)==i+1);
elob=feain.el(ielob,:);
xm=[feain.xn(elob(:,1:3))’; feain.xn(elob(:,1))’];
ym=[feain.yn(elob(:,1:3))’; feain.yn(elob(:,1))’];
h=line(xm,ym);
fill(xm,ym,feain.object(i).color);
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hold on
end
hold off
axis(’equal’)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code plotm.m
%Called by various codes
%Plot the finite element mesh of the machine model and shades
%the elements with an intensity dependent upon the element vector v.
%Input: machine model with mesh information in ’feain’
%

element vector ’v’

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function plotm(v,feain)
clf
[m,n]=size(v);
if (m~=length(feain.el))
v=v’;
end
xm=zeros(3,length(feain.el(:,1)));
ym=zeros(3,length(feain.el(:,1)));
disp(’Plotting...’)
xm(1,:)=feain.xn(feain.el(:,1))’;
ym(1,:)=feain.yn(feain.el(:,1))’;
xm(2,:)=feain.xn(feain.el(:,2))’;
ym(2,:)=feain.yn(feain.el(:,2))’;
xm(3,:)=feain.xn(feain.el(:,3))’;
ym(3,:)=feain.yn(feain.el(:,3))’;
%colormap(’cool’)
fill(xm,ym,v’)
colorbar
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axis(’equal’)
grid
xlabel(’x ’,’FontSize’,14)
ylabel(’y ’,’FontSize’,14)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code voltage.m
%Modify the static analysis FE/A code so that it takes voltage as input source
%Input: finite element model obtained after makemat.m
%Output: current as a result of voltage excitation
field distribution
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=voltage(feain)
feaout=feain;
Vmag=110;
R=9e-7;
f=60;%electric frequency
ts=1/f/72;%time step size,each time step corresponds to T/72
feaout.ts=ts;
P=3;%number of pole pairs
%initialize
thetae0=0;%phase
unit3=[1;1;1];
vk=0*unit3;
ik=0*unit3;
F1k=0*unit3;
thetar0=0;
thetar=thetar0; %rotor position
y=Solveforvoltage(0*unit3,feaout,thetar);
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F2k=y-R*ts/2*[1;1;1];
m=0;
feaout.ik=zeros(3,180);
for t=ts:ts:72*ts %1/f
thetae=thetae0+2*pi*f*t;%phase angle of voltage
vkp1=Vmag*[sin(thetae);sin(thetae-2*pi/3);sin(thetae+2*pi/3)];
thetarp1=thetar0+2*pi/P*f*t;
F2kp1=Solveforvoltage(0*unit3,feaout,thetarp1);
rght=ts/2*(vkp1+vk)-(R*ts/2*[1;1;1]-F1k).*ik+(F2k-F2kp1);
restart=[];tol=[];maxit=[];M1=[];M2=[];
x0=[];
%initial value

ikp1=gmres(@(x)Solveforvoltage1(x,feaout,thetarp1),rght,restart,tol,maxit,M
y=Solveforvoltage1(ikp1,feaout,thetarp1);
F1kp1=(y-R*ts*[1;1;1].*ikp1)./ikp1;
m=m+1
feaout.ik(:,m)=ikp1;
%Prepare for the next iteration
vk=vkp1;
ik=ikp1;
F1k=F1kp1;
F2k=F2kp1;
end
t=5:5:360;
mdl=feaout;
plot(t,mdl.ik(1,1:72),t,mdl.ik(2,1:72),’:’,t,mdl.ik(3,1:72),’-.’);
legend(’Phase A’,’Phase B’,’Phase C’)
xlabel(’Electrical Phase in Degree’)
ylabel(’Amp/m^2’)
title(’Current Density’)
va=110*sin(thetae*pi/180);
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vb=110*sin(thetae*pi/180-2*pi/3);
vc=110*sin(thetae*pi/180+2*pi/3);
plot(t,va,t,vb,’:’,t,vc,’-.’)
legend(’Phase A’,’Phase B’,’Phase C’)
xlabel(’Electrical Phase in Degree’)
ylabel(’Volt’)
title(’Input Voltage’)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code Solveforvoltage.m
%static analysis FE/A code called by voltage.m
%Input:
ik: current excitation
feaout:finite element model obtained after makemat.m
thetar:rotor position
%Output: matrix related to transition matrix
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function y=Solveforvoltage(ik,feaout,thetar)
feain=feaout;
Kss=feaout.Kss;
Ksb=feaout.Ksb;
Kbs=Ksb’;
Ksbb=feaout.Ksbb;
Krr=feaout.Krr;
Krb=feaout.Krb;
Kbr=Krb’;
Krbb=feaout.Krbb;
rs=feaout.rso;
rr=feaout.rri;
Nt=feaout.sb-feaout.st; %number of equidistant boundary nodes
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%for full harmonic analysis
N=Nt;
mmat=zeros(N,1);
mmat(1:2:Nt-1)=1:1:Nt/2;
mmat(2:2:Nt)=1:1:Nt/2;
Sthmn=1:1:N;
%Generate the DFT and IDFT matrix
[D,P,Dw,Pw]=makeDP(feaout,Sthmn);
KinvKsb=Kss\Ksb;
Bs=D*(Kbs*KinvKsb-Ksbb)*P;
Br=D*(Kbr*(Krr\Krb)-Krbb)*P;
%Generate the Melcher’s matrix F and G
[Fs,Gs]=calFG(rr,rs,mmat);
[Fr,Gr]=calFG(rs,rr,mmat);
stf11=Bs-(2*pi*rs/Nt)*Fs;%
stf22=Br+(2*pi*rr/Nt)*Fr;
%Calculate part of the right hand side
Im=makeIm(feaout);
Imr=Im(feain.sb+1:feain.rt);%nodes inside rotor
Imb=Im(feain.rt+1:feain.rb);%rotor-gap boundary node
rght2=D*Kbr*(Krr\(-Imr))+D*Imb;
M=Ismatrix(feaout);
KinvM=Kss\M;
rght1=D*Kbs*KinvM;
%preparation for flux linkage calculation
Nturn=3; %number of turns per slot
Objslot=[1,4,7,10,13,16;5,2,11,8,17,14;3,6,9,12,15,18];
objstart=19;% the number that the slot object begin to count
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for i=1:3
Sslot=0;
C1=[];C2=[];
for j=1:6
slotelem=find(feain.el(:,12)==objstart+Objslot(i,j));
mm=length(slotelem);
Ael=feain.el(slotelem,4);
if mod(j,2)==0
xi=-1;
else
xi=1;
end
C1=[C1,Ael’./3*xi];
C2temp=zeros(mm,length(Kss));
for t=1:mm
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),1))=1;
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),2))=1;
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),3))=1;
end
C2=[C2;C2temp];
Sslot=Sslot+sum(Ael);
end
tt=Nturn/Sslot*C1*C2;
lambda1(i,:)=tt*KinvM;
lambda2(i,:)=tt*KinvKsb*P;
end
nhs=length(mmat);
T=sparse(nhs,nhs);
Tinv=sparse(nhs,nhs);
for i=1:nhs
m=mmat(i);
T(i,i)=cos(m*thetar);
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if mod(i,2)==0
T(i,i-1)=-sin(m*thetar);
else
T(i,i+1)=sin(m*thetar);
end
end
Tinv=T’;%See formulation.doc for deduction
stf12=-(2*pi*rs/Nt)*Gs*T;
stf21=(2*pi*rr/Nt)*Gr*Tinv;%
stf=[stf11 stf12;stf21 stf22];
Jslot=makeJslot4v(feaout,ik);
rght11=rght1*Jslot’;
rght=[rght11;rght2];% zeros(Ntr,1)
Agaptmp=stf\rght;
lambda_a=lambda1(1,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(1,:)*Agaptmp(1:nhs);
lambda_b=lambda1(2,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(2,:)*Agaptmp(1:nhs);
lambda_c=lambda1(3,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(3,:)*Agaptmp(1:nhs);
R=9e-7;
f=60;%electric frequency
ts=feaout.ts;%time step size,each time step corresponds to T/9
y=[lambda_a;lambda_b;lambda_c];
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code Solveforvoltage1.m
%static analysis FE/A code called by voltage.m
%difference with Solveforvoltage.m is that the PM
%is set to have zero excitation in this code.
%Input:
ik: current excitation
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feaout:finite element model obtained after makemat.m
thetar:rotor position
%Output: matrix related to transition matrix
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function y=Solveforvoltage1(ik,feaout,thetar)
feain=feaout;
Kss=feaout.Kss;
Ksb=feaout.Ksb;
Kbs=Ksb’;
Ksbb=feaout.Ksbb;
Krr=feaout.Krr;
Krb=feaout.Krb;
Kbr=Krb’;
Krbb=feaout.Krbb;
rs=feaout.rso;
rr=feaout.rri;
Nt=feaout.sb-feaout.st; %number of equidistant boundary nodes
%for full harmonic analysis
N=Nt;
mmat=zeros(N,1);
mmat(1:2:Nt-1)=1:1:Nt/2;
mmat(2:2:Nt)=1:1:Nt/2;
Sthmn=1:1:N;
%********************************
%Generate the DFT and IDFT matrix
[D,P,Dw,Pw]=makeDP(feaout,Sthmn);
KinvKsb=Kss\Ksb;
Bs=D*(Kbs*KinvKsb-Ksbb)*P;
Br=D*(Kbr*(Krr\Krb)-Krbb)*P;
%Generate the Melcher’s matrix F and G
[Fs,Gs]=calFG(rr,rs,mmat);
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[Fr,Gr]=calFG(rs,rr,mmat);
stf11=Bs-(2*pi*rs/Nt)*Fs;%
stf22=Br+(2*pi*rr/Nt)*Fr;
%Calculate part of the right hand side
Im=makeIm(feaout);
Im=zeros(length(Im),1);%eliminating PM
Imr=Im(feain.sb+1:feain.rt);%nodes inside rotor
Imb=Im(feain.rt+1:feain.rb);%rotor-gap boundary node
rght2=D*Kbr*(Krr\(-Imr))+D*Imb;
M=Ismatrix(feaout);
KinvM=Kss\M;
rght1=D*Kbs*KinvM;
%preparation for flux linkage calculation
Nturn=3; %number of turns per slot
Objslot=[1,4,7,10,13,16;5,2,11,8,17,14;3,6,9,12,15,18];
objstart=19;% the number that the slot object begin to count
for i=1:3
Sslot=0;
C1=[];C2=[];
for j=1:6
slotelem=find(feain.el(:,12)==objstart+Objslot(i,j));
mm=length(slotelem);
Ael=feain.el(slotelem,4);
if mod(j,2)==0
xi=-1;
else
xi=1;
end
C1=[C1,Ael’./3*xi];
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C2temp=zeros(mm,length(Kss));
for t=1:mm
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),1))=1;
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),2))=1;
C2temp(t,feain.el(slotelem(t),3))=1;
end
C2=[C2;C2temp];
Sslot=Sslot+sum(Ael);
end
tt=Nturn/Sslot*C1*C2;
lambda1(i,:)=tt*KinvM;
lambda2(i,:)=tt*KinvKsb*P;
end
nhs=length(mmat);
T=sparse(nhs,nhs);
Tinv=sparse(nhs,nhs);
for i=1:nhs
m=mmat(i);
T(i,i)=cos(m*thetar);
if mod(i,2)==0
T(i,i-1)=-sin(m*thetar);
else
T(i,i+1)=sin(m*thetar);
end
end
Tinv=T’;%See formulation.doc for deduction
stf12=-(2*pi*rs/Nt)*Gs*T;
stf21=(2*pi*rr/Nt)*Gr*Tinv;%
stf=[stf11 stf12;stf21 stf22];
Jslot=makeJslot4v(feaout,ik);
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rght11=rght1*Jslot’;
rght=[rght11;rght2];% zeros(Ntr,1)
Agaptmp=stf\rght;
lambda_a=lambda1(1,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(1,:)*Agaptmp(1:nhs);
lambda_b=lambda1(2,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(2,:)*Agaptmp(1:nhs);
lambda_c=lambda1(3,:)*Jslot’-lambda2(3,:)*Agaptmp(1:nhs);
R=9e-7;
f=60;%electric frequency
ts=feaout.ts;%time step size,each time step corresponds to T/9
%y1=Solveforvoltage([0;0;0],feaout,thetar);
y=R*ts*[1;1;1].*ik+[lambda_a;lambda_b;lambda_c];%-y1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makeJslot4v.m
%Called by Solveforvoltage.m
%construct the current vector according to input
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Jslot=makeJslot(feaout,ik)
N=18;%number of slot
Jslot=zeros(1,N);
%arrange how the three phase current distribute in slots
Isa=[1 0 0 -1 0 0];
Isb=[0 -1 0 0 1 0];
Isc=[0 0 1 0 0 -1];
Iaslot=[Isa Isa Isa];
Ibslot=[Isb Isb Isb];
Icslot=[Isc Isc Isc];
%three phase currents
Ja=ik(1);
Jb=ik(2);
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Jc=ik(3);
Jslot=Ja*Iaslot+Jb*Ibslot+Jc*Icslot;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code

Appendix

B

Important Matlab Codes of Steady
State Solver

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%procedure to do the eddy current calculation
mdl=segmdl
mdl=init(mdl);
save initmdl mdl
mdl=refine(mdl,0.0003);
save ref03mdl mdl
mdl=getrs(mdl);
save getrsmdl mdl
mdl=makemat(mdl);
save makematmdl mdl
mdl=static(mdl);
save staticrslt mdl
mdl=eddymat(mdl);
save eddymatmdl mdl
mdl=steady_euler(mdl);
save steadyrslt mdl
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%Codes segmdl.m,init.m and refine.m are similar to those used in
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%finite element/analytical solver. The remaining codes may have
%similar names as those in static solver but they have different
%contents and are listed below.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code getrs.m for steady state solver
%Rearrange the order of nodes to separate stator and rotor
%This code is more general than the one with the same name in static
%solver as it distinguish rotor and stator by element attribute
%instead of element location.
%Input: machine model with a refined mesh generated
%

by refine.m in ’feain’

%Output: machine model in ’feaout’ with nodes arranged in the order of:
%

nodes on the stator side

%

nodes on the rotor side

%

nodes on the boundary dividing stator and rotor

%

nodes on the outside boundary of the machine

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=getrs(feain)
feaout=feain;
nnodes=length(feaout.xn);
elements=length(feaout.el);
scontainer=[];
rcontainer=[];
sindex=[];
rindex=[];
err1=1e-6;
err2=1e-7;
%relocate the nodes so that the inner nodes locate
%before the boundary nodes.change the el matrix responded
boundarynode=find(abs((feaout.xn.^2+feaout.yn.^2)-feaout.ra^2)<err1);
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innernode=find(abs((feaout.xn.^2+feaout.yn.^2)-feaout.ra^2)>=err1);
idx=length(innernode);
temp(1:idx)=innernode;
temp(idx+1:nnodes)=boundarynode;
feaout.xn=feaout.xn(temp);
feaout.yn=feaout.yn(temp);
for i=1:elements
feaout.el(i,1)=find(temp==feaout.el(i,1));
feaout.el(i,2)=find(temp==feaout.el(i,2));
feaout.el(i,3)=find(temp==feaout.el(i,3));
end
bounodenum=length(boundarynode);
disp(’distinguish inner and boundary finish’);
%begin to recognize the two parts:rotor,stator
for i=1:elements
feaout.el(i,15)=feaout.object(feaout.el(i,12)-1).state;
end
sindex=find(feaout.el(:,15)==1);
rindex=find(feaout.el(:,15)==2);
aa=length(sindex);
cc=length(rindex);
for i=1:aa
scontainer((i-1)*3+1:(i-1)*3+3)=feaout.el(sindex(i),1:3);
end
for i=1:cc
rcontainer((i-1)*3+1:(i-1)*3+3)=feaout.el(rindex(i),1:3);
end
%combine the two parts into a whole one
%1. remove the repeat nodes inside rcontainer and scontainer
ss=3*aa;
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rr=3*cc;
for i=1:ss-1
same=find(scontainer(i+1:ss)==scontainer(i));
scontainer(same+i)=0;
end
m1=find(scontainer);
for i=1:rr-1
same=find(rcontainer(i+1:rr)==rcontainer(i));
rcontainer(same+i)=0;
end
ss=length(m1);
scontainer(1:ss)=scontainer(m1);
%2.remove the nodes on the divide line in the stationary part,
%there is a set of this node in the rotating part
divide=find(abs((feaout.xn(scontainer(1:ss)).^2+...
feaout.yn(scontainer(1:ss)).^2)-feaout.divideline^2)<err2);
scontainer(divide)=0;
%3.remove the outer boundary node from the two container
for i=nnodes-bounodenum+1:nnodes
bins=find(scontainer==i);
binr=find(rcontainer==i);
scontainer(bins)=0;
rcontainer(binr)=0;
end
%4.check and select
m1=find(scontainer(1:ss));
ss=length(m1);
m2=find(rcontainer);
rr=length(m2);
if (ss+rr)~=nnodes-bounodenum
disp(’rnodes+snodes not equal to nnodes-bounodenum’)
pause;
else
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scontainer(1:ss)=scontainer(m1);
rcontainer(1:rr)=rcontainer(m2);
end
%5.put the nodes on the divide line to the end of rr
divide=find(abs(feaout.xn(rcontainer(1:rr)).^2+...
feaout.yn(rcontainer(1:rr)).^2-feaout.divideline^2)<err2);
notdivide=find(abs(feaout.xn(rcontainer(1:rr)).^2+...
feaout.yn(rcontainer(1:rr)).^2-feaout.divideline^2)>err2);
rtemp=rcontainer(1:rr);
nb=length(divide);
rcontainer(1:rr-nb)=rtemp(notdivide);
divide=find(abs(feaout.xn.^2+feaout.yn.^2-feaout.divideline^2)<err2);
rcontainer(rr-nb+1:rr)=divide;
%6.combine the two parts
nn=ss+rr;
newnode(1:rr)=rcontainer(1:rr);
newnode(rr+1:nn)=scontainer(1:ss);
newnode(nn+1:nnodes)=[nn+1:nnodes];
for i=1:elements
feaout.el(i,1)=find(newnode==feaout.el(i,1));
feaout.el(i,2)=find(newnode==feaout.el(i,2));
feaout.el(i,3)=find(newnode==feaout.el(i,3));
end
feaout.xn=feaout.xn(newnode);
feaout.yn=feaout.yn(newnode);
%save result
feaout.ss=ss;% the nodes on the static side
feaout.rr=rr;% the nodes on the motion side
feaout.nb=nb;
%nodes at the end of the rotor side and representing the divide line
feaout.bounodenum=bounodenum;
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makemat.m for steady state analysis
%Generate the stiffness matrix,conductance matrix, and magentic
%transformation matrices,setting boundary condition
%Input: machine model in ’feain’ with nodes rearranged after getrs.m
%Output: machine model in ’feaout’ with stiffness matrix, magnetic
%transformation matrices, and conductance matrix.Dirichlet
% boundary condition is set on the
%outer boundary of the machine
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=makemat(feain)
clear nu sigmav
feaout=feain;
mu0=4e-7*pi;
nu0=1/mu0;
sigmav(1)=0;%electric conductivity of the air,
sigmav(2)=0;%rotor backiron,
sigmav(3)=0;%%of the stator winding,copper at 293K
sigmav(4)=1/0.9e-6;%of the permenent magnet material
sigmav(5)=0;%of stator backiron,laminated
[m,n]=size(feaout.object);
nnodes=length(feaout.xn);
elements=length(feaout.el);
biggama=sparse(nnodes,elements);
bigbeta=sparse(nnodes,elements);
gamatmp=sparse(nnodes,elements+1);
betatmp=sparse(nnodes,elements+1);
disp(’Generating Global Matrices...’)
tic
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clear K
clear S
K=sparse(nnodes,nnodes);
S=sparse(nnodes,nnodes);
%make betav and gammav,k,biggama,bigbeta
betav(:,1)=feaout.yn(feaout.el(:,2))-feaout.yn(feaout.el(:,3));
betav(:,2)=feaout.yn(feaout.el(:,3))-feaout.yn(feaout.el(:,1));
betav(:,3)=feaout.yn(feaout.el(:,1))-feaout.yn(feaout.el(:,2));
gammav(:,1)=feaout.xn(feaout.el(:,3))-feaout.xn(feaout.el(:,2));
gammav(:,2)=feaout.xn(feaout.el(:,1))-feaout.xn(feaout.el(:,3));
gammav(:,3)=feaout.xn(feaout.el(:,2))-feaout.xn(feaout.el(:,1));
Ae=feaout.el(:,4);
for i=1:elements
if (feaout.el(i,12)~=1)
feaout.el(i,16)=feaout.object(feaout.el(i,12)-1).mat;
else
feaout.el(i,16)=1;
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clear i j
for i=1:3
for j=1:3
K=K+sparse(feaout.el(:,i),feaout.el(:,j), nu0.*((betav(:,i).*...
betav(:,j)+gammav(:,i).*gammav(:,j))./Ae/4)’, nnodes,nnodes);
if i==j
S=S+sparse(feaout.el(:,i),feaout.el(:,j),...
sigmav(feaout.el(:,16)).*Ae’/6,nnodes,nnodes);
else
S=S+sparse(feaout.el(:,i),feaout.el(:,j),...
sigmav(feaout.el(:,16)).*Ae’/12,nnodes,nnodes);
end
end
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end
disp(’begin to makeedge’);
edge=makeedge(feaout);
%edge[el,3],record the three element neighbour to each element
for i=1:3
for j=1:3
if i~=j
ti=find(~edge(:,j));
%find out the elements that have no neighbour on oneside,
%that means elements on boundary
gamatmp=gamatmp+1/2*sparse(feaout.el(ti,i),edge(ti,j)+1,...
gammav(ti,j),nnodes,elements+1);
gamatmp=gamatmp-1/2*sparse(feaout.el(ti,i),ti+1,...
gammav(ti,j),nnodes,elements+1);
betatmp=betatmp-1/2*sparse(feaout.el(ti,i),edge(ti,j)+1,...
betav(ti,j),nnodes,elements+1);
betatmp=betatmp+1/2*sparse(feaout.el(ti,i),ti+1,...
betav(ti,j),nnodes,elements+1);
tj=find(edge(:,j));
gamatmp=gamatmp+1/4*sparse(feaout.el(tj,i),edge(tj,j)+1,...
gammav(tj,j),nnodes,elements+1);
gamatmp=gamatmp-1/4*sparse(feaout.el(tj,i),tj+1,...
gammav(tj,j),nnodes,elements+1);
betatmp=betatmp-1/4*sparse(feaout.el(tj,i),edge(tj,j)+1,...
betav(tj,j),nnodes,elements+1);
betatmp=betatmp+1/4*sparse(feaout.el(tj,i),tj+1,betav(tj,j),...
nnodes,elements+1);
end
end
end
biggama=gamatmp(:,2:elements+1);
bigbeta=betatmp(:,2:elements+1);
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%Remove boundary nodes
K=K(1:nnodes-feaout.bounodenum,1:nnodes-feaout.bounodenum);
S=S(1:nnodes-feaout.bounodenum,1:nnodes-feaout.bounodenum);
biggama=biggama(1:nnodes-feaout.bounodenum,:);
bigbeta=bigbeta(1:nnodes-feaout.bounodenum,:);
%divide the r s,not finished
toc
feaout.k=K;
feaout.s=S;
feaout.gammav=gammav;
feaout.betav=betav;
feaout.biggama=biggama;
feaout.bigbeta=bigbeta;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makeedge.m
%Called by makemat.m
%generate element vector ’edge’ storing the number of neighboring
%elements for each element
%Input: machine model in ’feain’
%Output: element vector ’edge’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function edges=makeedge(feain)
m=length(feain.el);
nnodes=length(feain.xn);
I=ones(m,3);
nodestmp=zeros(m,3);
buffer=10; %used for storing elements having the same nodes.
element=zeros(nnodes,buffer);
%assume max number of elements(with the same node) = 10.
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edges=zeros(m,3);
for inode=1:nnodes
inode
nodestmp=feain.el(:,1:3)-inode*I;
nodestmp=~nodestmp;
[i,j]=find(nodestmp); %get the zero entry.
%get the element no. which connected with the same globe nodes.
index=length(i);
element(inode,1:index)=i’;
end
%search for the neighbor element based on two nodes(i.e one edges)
%which means to find elements with two identical node.
%edge1 is an edge between node2 and node3
%so for i=1, compare node2 and node3 of every element
%

for i=2, compare node3 and node1 of every element

%

for i=3, compare node1 and node2 of every element

for ele=1:m
for i=1:3
for a=1:buffer
for b=1:buffer
ele1=element(feain.el(ele,ceil(mod(i+1,3.1))),a);
ele2=element(feain.el(ele,ceil(mod(i+2,3.1))),b);
if (ele1==ele2)&(ele1>0)&(ele1~=ele)
edges(ele,i)=ele1;
end
end
end
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code static.m
%get the static solution. K*a=I(0)+Im(0)
%with nonlinear B-M data
%static solution obtained using Newton-Raphton method
%Input: machine model in ’feain’ after stiffness matrix
%is generated by using makemat.m
%Output: machine model with static analysis solution in ’feaout’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=static(feain)
feaout=feain;
I0=makeIc(feaout);
len=length(feaout.k);
a0=feaout.k\I0;
errv=[];
maxbv=[];
j=0;
err=1;
while (abs(err)>1e-5&j<30)
j=j+1
Jtmp=Jacob0(a0,feaout);
f0=fval0(a0,I0,feaout);
%plot(f0);
err=norm(f0)
%i=find(abs(f0)>1);
%size(i);
a=full(a0);
da0=Jtmp\f0;
% errv=[errv err];
a0=a0-da0;
end
a=full(a0);
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feaout.a=a;
[b,bx,by]=makeB(a,feaout);
feaout.bmag=b;
figure;plotm(b,feaout);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makeIc.m
%Called by static.m
%generates the three phase excitation nodal current vector Iv
%Input: machine model in ’feain’
%Output: nodal current vector Iv
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function Iv=makeIc(feain)
N=18;%number of slot
objstart=19;% the number that the slot object begins to count
Jpk=15343425;
mat=3;
theta1=7.1;
clear Iv J
nnodes=length(feain.xn);
Iv = zeros(nnodes,1);
Jv = zeros(length(feain.el(:,1)),1);
Jslot=zeros(1,N);
%arrange how the three phase current distribute in slots
Isa=[1 0 0 -1 0 0];
Isb=[0 -1 0 0 1 0];
Isc=[0 0 1 0 0 -1];
Iaslot=[Isa Isa Isa];
Ibslot=[Isb Isb Isb];
Icslot=[Isc Isc Isc];
%three phase currents
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Ja=Jpk*cos(theta1);
Jb=Jpk*cos(theta1-2*pi/3);
Jc=Jpk*cos(theta1+2*pi/3);
Jslot=Ja*Iaslot+Jb*Ibslot+Jc*Icslot;
for j=1:N
slotelem=find(feain.el(:,12)==objstart+j);
J=Jslot(j);
Ael=feain.el(slotelem,4);
Iel=J.*Ael;
mm=length(slotelem);
for i=1:mm
Iv(feain.el(slotelem(i),1))=Iv(feain.el(slotelem(i),1))+Iel(i)/3;
Iv(feain.el(slotelem(i),2))=Iv(feain.el(slotelem(i),2))+Iel(i)/3;
Iv(feain.el(slotelem(i),3))=Iv(feain.el(slotelem(i),3))+Iel(i)/3;
Jv(slotelem(i))=J;
end
end
Iv=Iv(1:nnodes-feain.bounodenum,1);
Iv=sparse(Iv);
%Jv=full(Jv);
feaout=feain;
feaout.Jv=Jv;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code Jacob0.m
%Called by static.m
%generates Jacobian matrix used in nonlinear static analysis
%Input: machine model in ’feain’ and initial guess of solution in ’a’
%Output: Jacobian matrix ’J’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function J=Jacob0(a,feain)
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[dMxBx,dMxBy,dMyBx,dMyBy]=dMfind(a,feain);
[dBxA,dByA]=dba(feain);
[m,n]=size(dBxA);
tmpmat1=sparse(m,1);
tmpmat2=sparse(m,1);
for i=1:n
tmpmat1(:,i)=dMxBx.*dBxA(:,i)+dMxBy.*dByA(:,i);
tmpmat2(:,i)=dMyBx.*dBxA(:,i)+dMyBy.*dByA(:,i);
end
disp(’dMB*dBA done’);
save tmpmat tmpmat1 tmpmat2
Jm=feain.biggama*tmpmat1+feain.bigbeta*tmpmat2;
save Jm Jm;
J=feain.k-Jm;
disp(’got Jacob matrix’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code dMfind.m
%Called by Jacob0.m
%generates the value of dMdB for every element
%Input: machine model in ’feain’ and nodal magnetic vector potential ’a’
%Output: dMdB
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [dMxBx,dMxBy,dMyBx,dMyBy]=dMfind(a,feain)
[B,Bx,By]=makeB(a,feain);
[M,Mx,My]=makeM(a,feain);
len=length(B);
dMxBx=zeros(len,1);
dMxBy=zeros(len,1);
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dMyBx=zeros(len,1);
dMyBy=zeros(len,1);
index0=find(~B);
B(index0)=0.000001; %avoid devided by zero
for i=1:feain.mat.number(1)
i1=find(feain.el(:,16)==feain.mat.mat(i));
MB=feval(feain.mat.dmag(i,:),i1,B(i1));
[dMxBx(i1),dMxBy(i1),dMyBx(i1),dMyBy(i1)]=feval(feain.mat.dmb(i,:),i1,...
MB,M(i1),Mx(i1),My(i1),B(i1),Bx(i1),By(i1));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code dmdb1.m
%Called by dMfind.m
%generates the value of d|M|d|B| for ferromagnetic material
%Input: magnitude of B field in the element ’Bmag’
%Output: d|M|d|B|
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function dMdB=dmdb1(ii,Bmag);
B1=1.4;
B2=1.5;
mu0=4e-7*pi;
mur=20000;
i1=find(Bmag<=B1);
dMdB(i1)=(mur-1)/mur/mu0*ones(size(i1));
i2=find(Bmag>B1 & Bmag<=B2);
dMdB(i2)=(mur-1)/mur/mu0*(1/2)*(1+cos(pi*(Bmag(i2)-B1)/(B2-B1)));
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i3=find(Bmag>B2);
dMdB(i3)=zeros(size(i3));
disp(’use dmdb1’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code dmdb2.m
%Called by dMfind.m
%generates the value of d|M|d|B| for permanent magnets
%Input: magnitude of B field in the element ’Bmag’ and element indexes
%of permanent magnets
%Output: d|M|d|B|
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function dMdB=dmdb2(i1,Bmag);
mu0=4e-7*pi;
mur=1.2;
dMdB=(mur-1)/mur/mu0*ones(size(i1));
disp(’use dmdb2’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makeB.m
%Called by various code
%Calculate B field of element from nodal magnetic vector potentials
%Input: machine model in ’feain’ and nodal magnetic vector potential ’a’
%Output: B field of element
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [Bmag,Bx,By]=makeB(a,feain);
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a=[a; zeros(feain.bounodenum,1)];
Bx=1/2./feain.el(:,4).*(a(feain.el(:,1)).*feain.gammav(:,1)+...
a(feain.el(:,2)).*feain.gammav(:,2)+a(feain.el(:,3)).*...
feain.gammav(:,3));
By=-1/2./feain.el(:,4).*(a(feain.el(:,1)).*feain.betav(:,1)+...
a(feain.el(:,2)).*feain.betav(:,2)+a(feain.el(:,3)).*...
feain.betav(:,3));
%Bmag=abs(sqrt(real(Bx).^2+real(By).^2)+...
1j*sqrt(imag(Bx).^2+imag(By).^2));
Bmag=sqrt(Bx.^2+By.^2);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code makeM.m
%Called by various code
%Calculate H field of element from nodal magnetic vector potentials
%Input: machine model in ’feain’ and nodal magnetic vector potential ’a’
%Output: H field of element
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [M,Mx,My]=makeM(a,feain);
[B,Bx,By]=makeB(a,feain);
M=zeros(size(B));
Mx=zeros(size(B));
My=zeros(size(B));
index0=find(~B);
B(index0)=0.000001; %avoid devided by zero
for i=1:feain.mat.number(1)
i1=find(feain.el(:,16)==feain.mat.mat(i));
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[M(i1),Mx(i1),My(i1)]=feval(feain.mat.mag(i,:),...
i1,B(i1),Bx(i1),By(i1),feain);
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code mofb1.m
%Called by makeM.m
%generates the value of Magnetization ’M’ for ferromagnetic material
%Input: B field in the element ’Bmag,Bx,By’, machine model ’feain’
%Output: Magnetization of elements
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [Mmag,Mx,My]=mofb1(ii,Bmag,Bx,By,feain);
B1=1.4;
B2=1.5;
mu0=4e-7*pi;
mur=20000;
Mmag=zeros(size(Bmag));
i1=find(Bmag<=B1);
Mmag(i1)=(mur-1)/mur/mu0*Bmag(i1);
i2=find(Bmag>B1 & Bmag<=B2);
Mmag(i2)=(mur-1)/mur/mu0*(B1 + 1/2*((Bmag(i2)-B1)+(B2-B1)/pi...
*sin(pi*(Bmag(i2)-B1)/(B2-B1))));
i3=find(Bmag>B2);
Mmag(i3)=(mur-1)/mur/mu0*(1/2*(B2+B1))*ones(size(i3));
disp(’use mofb1’);
Mx=Bx.*Mmag./Bmag;
My=By.*Mmag./Bmag;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code mofb2.m
%Called by makeM.m
%generates the value of Magnetization ’M’ for permanent magnets
%Input: B field in the element ’Bmag,Bx,By’, machine model ’feain’
%Output: Magnetization of elements
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [Mmag,Mx,My]=mofb2(i1,Bmag,Bx,By,feain);
bl=length(Bmag);
Mmag=1e-6*ones(bl,1);
Mx=zeros(size(Bmag));
My=zeros(size(Bmag));
N=18;
Mr=9.231e+005;%remnance B1.16T,mu=mu0,given by wensen
%Bc=1.16;
mu0=4e-7*pi;
mum=1.2*mu0;
oddpiece=find(feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+3+1|feain.el(i1,12)==...
2*N+4+1|feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+5+1|...
feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+11+1|feain.el(i1,12)==...
2*N+12+1|feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+13+1|...
feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+19+1|feain.el(i1,12)==...
2*N+20+1|feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+21+1);
xcodd=feain.el(i1(oddpiece),13);
ycodd=feain.el(i1(oddpiece),14);
thetaodd=atan2(ycodd,xcodd);
Mmag(oddpiece)=mu0/mum*Mr*ones(size(Bmag(oddpiece)))+...
(1/mu0-1/mum)*Bmag(oddpiece);
evenpiece=find(feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+7+1|feain.el(i1,12)==...
2*N+8+1|feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+9+1|...
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feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+15+1|feain.el(i1,12)==...
2*N+16+1|feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+17+1|...
feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+23+1|feain.el(i1,12)==...
2*N+24+1|feain.el(i1,12)==2*N+25+1);
xceven=feain.el(i1(evenpiece),13);
yceven=feain.el(i1(evenpiece),14);
thetaeven=atan2(yceven,xceven);
%MMmagodd=Mmax*eye(length(evenpiece));
Mmag(evenpiece)=-mu0/mum*Mr*ones(size(Bmag(evenpiece)))...
+(1/mu0-1/mum)*Bmag(evenpiece);
Mx(oddpiece)=mu0/mum*Mr*ones(size(Bmag(oddpiece))).*cos(thetaodd)+...
Bx(oddpiece).*(1/mu0-1/mum);
My(oddpiece)=mu0/mum*Mr*ones(size(Bmag(oddpiece))).*sin(thetaodd)+...
By(oddpiece).*(1/mu0-1/mum);
Mx(evenpiece)=-mu0/mum*Mr*ones(size(Bmag(evenpiece))).*cos(thetaeven)+...
Bx(evenpiece).*(1/mu0-1/mum);
My(evenpiece)=-mu0/mum*Mr*ones(size(Bmag(evenpiece))).*sin(thetaeven)+...
By(evenpiece).*(1/mu0-1/mum);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code dmb1.m
%Called by dMfind.m
%generates the value of dM_xy /dB_xy for ferromagnetic material
%Input: As shown
%Output: As shown
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [dMxBx,dMxBy,dMyBx,dMyBy]=dmb1(i1,MB,M,Mx,My,B,Bx,By)
dMxBx=(MB’-M./B).*(Bx./B).^2+M./B;
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dMxBy=(MB’-M./B).*(Bx.*By./B.^2);
dMyBx=(MB’-M./B).*(Bx.*By./B.^2);
dMyBy=(MB’-M./B).*(By./B).^2+M./B;
disp(’use dmb1’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code dmb2.m
%Called by dMfind.m
%generates the value of dM_xy /dB_xy for permanent magnets
%Input: As shown
%Output: As shown
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [dMxBx,dMxBy,dMyBx,dMyBy]=dmb2(i1,MB,M,Mx,My,B,Bx,By)
mu0=4e-7*pi;
mum=1.2*mu0;
dMxBx=(1/mu0-1/mum)*ones(length(MB),1);
dMxBy=zeros(length(MB),1);
dMyBx=zeros(length(MB),1);
dMyBy=(1/mu0-1/mum)*ones(length(MB),1);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code dba.m
%Called by Jacob0.m
%generates the value of dB/dA
%Input: machine model ’feain’
%Output: As shown
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function [dBxA,dByA]=dba(feain)
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element=length(feain.el);
nnodes=length(feain.xn);
dBxA=sparse(element,nnodes);
dByA=sparse(element,nnodes);
dBxAtmp=sparse(element+1,nnodes);
dByAtmp=sparse(element+1,nnodes);
for i=1:3
for j=1:3
switch i
case 1
dBxAtmp=dBxAtmp+sparse([1:element]’+...
1,feain.el(:,j),feain.gammav(:,j)./feain.el(:,4)/2,element+1,nnodes);
case 2
dByAtmp=dByAtmp-sparse([1:element]’+...
1,feain.el(:,j),feain.betav(:,j)./feain.el(:,4)/2,element+1,nnodes);
end
end
end
dBxA=dBxAtmp(2:element+1,:);
dByA=dByAtmp(2:element+1,:);
dBxA=dBxA(:,1:nnodes-feain.bounodenum);
dByA=dByA(:,1:nnodes-feain.bounodenum);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code fval0.m
%Called by static.m
%calculate the value of static equation when t=0 (initial state)
%Input: machine model in ’feain’,initial guess of solution in ’a’ and
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%current vector ’I’
%Output: value of static equation when t=0
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function f=fval0(a,I,feain)
[M,Mx,My]=makeM(a,feain);
f=feain.k*a-feain.biggama*Mx-feain.bigbeta*My-I;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code eddymat.m
%prepare matrices for calculating the eddy current in permenent
%magnet. This code should be run after the static analysis,
%and before the steady analysis.
%Input: machine model in ’feain’ after static analysis
%Output: machine model with appropriate matrices in ’feaout’
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=eddymat(feain)
seg=24;% the number of segment piece of the machine
sigmav=1/0.9e-6;%electric conductivity of Permenent magnet
epsinon=8.854e-12;
for i=1:24
segobject(i)=37+i;
end
feaout=feain;
K=feaout.k;
S=feaout.s;
rr=feaout.rr;
ss=feaout.ss;
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nb=feaout.nb;
nnodes=length(feaout.xn);
n=nnodes-feain.bounodenum;
elements=length(feaout.el);
Srr=S(1:rr,1:rr);
Krr=K(1:rr,1:rr);
Krs=K(1:rr,rr+1:n);
Kss=K(rr+1:n,rr+1:n);
area=zeros(seg);
T=zeros(seg,nnodes);
arearow=zeros(seg,rr);
%build T matrix,points in rotor that belongs to PM would have value,
%the kth value would be 1 if that point is on segment k
for i=1:seg
segel=find(feaout.el(:,12)==segobject(i)+1);
%get the whole area of each segment piece of the PM
area(i,i)=sum(feaout.el(segel,4));
%build the T matrix of each segment piece of the PM
T(i,feaout.el(segel,1)’)=1;
% to check, see whether all the 1 are within the rr nodes or the air
T(i,feaout.el(segel,2)’)=1;
T(i,feaout.el(segel,3)’)=1;
%form the arearow vector
for j=1:length(segel)
arearow(i,feaout.el(segel(j),1))=arearow(i,feaout.el(segel(j),1))+...
feaout.el(segel(j),4);
arearow(i,feaout.el(segel(j),2))=arearow(i,feaout.el(segel(j),2))+...
feaout.el(segel(j),4);
arearow(i,feaout.el(segel(j),3))=arearow(i,feaout.el(segel(j),3))+...
feaout.el(segel(j),4);
end
end
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Q=zeros(rr,seg);
tt=T’;
Q=tt(1:rr,1:seg);
%all the nodes belongs to rotor is in the first rr position,
%so we can use 1:rr to get them
feaout.Q=Q;
feaout.area=area;
feaout.sigmav=sigmav;
feaout.epsinon=epsinon;
feaout.seg=seg;
feaout.Srr=Srr;
feaout.Krr=Krr;
feaout.Krs=Krs;
feaout.Kss=Kss;
feaout.arearow=arearow;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code steady_euler.m
%get the steady-state solution of electrical machine
%

S*dot(a)+K*a=I(0)+Im(0)

%using the non-linear B-M data
%and using the backward euler integration
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function feaout=steady_euler(feain)
%global KK;
feaout=feain;
n=length(feaout.a);
a=zeros(n,1);
var=[zeros(feaout.seg,1);a];
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xini=zeros(length(var),1);
flops(0)
tic
restrt=2000;
max_it=200;%5000;
tol=1.0000e-006;
NewtonMax=20;
Newtontol=1.0000e-006;
disp(’Running matrix-free GMRES...’);
for i=1:NewtonMax
%integrate to get a at T
disp(’Integrating a on period T...’);
varT=euler_intg(var,feaout);
fname_varT=[’varT’ num2str(i)];
save(fname_varT,’varT’,’var’);
b=var-varT;
%save aftereuler xini b restrt max_it tol
disp(’GMRES implementation...’);
if(i==2)
test=1/0;
end
[x,error,iter,flg]=mygmres(’nJacob’,xini,b,restrt,max_it,tol);
xini=x;
xx(:,i)=xini;
GMRESiter(i)=iter;
GMRESerror(i)=error;
NRerror(i)=norm(x)
save NRerror NRerror;
save GMRESerror GMRESerror;
save xx xx;
if norm(x)<Newtontol
flag=1;
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break;
end
var=var+x;
feaout.Newtoniteration=i;
end
if flag==1
disp(’iterating converges!’);
end
flops
toc
save GMRESiter GMRESiter;
save GMRESerror GMRESerror;
save NRerror NRerror;
feaout.var=var;
a=var(feaout.seg+1:n+feaout.seg);
[bmag,bx,by]=makeB(a,feaout);
feaout.bmag=bmag;
figure;plotm(bmag,feaout);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%code euler_intg.m
%called by steady_euler.m
%use backward euler method integrating the nonlinear DAE, get a(kT)
%compute and store Jacob_p Jacob_f matrices,
%which is needed in mygmres.m to get production of J and x
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function var=euler_intg(var0,feain)
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feaout=feain;
NewtonMax=40;
%Keddy=feaout.Keddy;
%Seddy=feaout.Seddy;
rr=feaout.rr;
ss=feaout.ss;
nb=feaout.nb;
nnodes=length(feaout.xn);
n=nnodes-feain.bounodenum;
elements=length(feaout.el);
m=elements;
N=180;
f=5000;
Newtontol=1e-6;
Q=feaout.Q;
seg=feaout.seg;% the number of segment piece of the machine
area=feaout.area;
%global KK
h=1/N/f;
%tfinal=N*h;
t=0;
varp=var0;

%previous time step of a

var=varp;
ap=var0(seg+1:n+seg);
a=ap;
[dBxA,dByA]=dba(feaout);%dba.m have no relation to the value of a
%%%%%%%% previous matrices used in calculate f %%%%%%%%%
%[m,n]=size(dBxA);
Srr=feaout.Srr;
Krr=feaout.Krr;
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Krs=feaout.Krs;
Kss=feaout.Kss;
KK=[Krr
Krs’

Krs;
Kss];

clear K
C=[zeros(seg,seg)

-feaout.arearow/3/h

zeros(seg,n-rr);

zeros(rr,seg)

Srr/h

zeros(rr,n-rr);

zeros(n-rr,seg)

zeros(n-rr,rr)

zeros(n-rr,n-rr)];

Jacob_p=C;
save(’nJacob_p0’,’Jacob_p’);
clear Jacob_p
tt=zeros(seg,n);
tt(:,1:rr)=Q’;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%euler integration for every time step
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for ii=1:N
t=t+h;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%move mesh, change the value of global variables
%get new value for KK
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
KKrr=KK(1:rr,1:rr);
KKrs=KK(1:rr,rr+1:n);
KKsr=KKrs’;
KKss=KK(rr+1:n,rr+1:n);
% move one step
KKrs(rr-nb+1:rr,:)=[KKrs(rr,:); KKrs(rr-nb+1:rr-1,:)];
KK=[KKrr KKrs;KKrs’ KKss];
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Keddy=[-area

zeros(seg,rr)

zeros(seg,n-rr);

feaout.sigmav*feaout.arearow’/3
zeros(n-rr,seg) KKrs’

KKrr

KKrs;

KKss];

I=makeIforopt(feaout,t);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%compute Jacobinf for every time-step
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
[dMxBx,dMxBy,dMyBx,dMyBy]=dMfind(a,feaout);
tmpmat1=sparse(elements,1);
tmpmat2=sparse(elements,1);
for k=1:n
tmpmat1(:,k)=dMxBx.*dBxA(:,k)+dMxBy.*dByA(:,k);
tmpmat2(:,k)=dMyBx.*dBxA(:,k)+dMyBy.*dByA(:,k);
end
temp11=feaout.biggama*tmpmat1+feaout.bigbeta*tmpmat2;
%temp22=-tt*temp11;
G=-Keddy+[zeros(seg,seg) zeros(seg,n); zeros(n,seg) temp11];
%G=-Keddy+feaout.biggama*tmpmat1+feaout.bigbeta*tmpmat2;
if ii<N
Jacob_p=C;
fname_p=[’nJacob_p’ num2str(ii)];
%save the value of Jacob-p in a mat file named nJacob-p.
save(fname_p,’Jacob_p’);
end
Jacob_f=C-G;
fname_f=[’nJacob_f’ num2str(ii)];
save(fname_f,’Jacob_f’);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%in each time step
%use Newton-Rapson method to get the solution of this nonlinear equation
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%using ap(a at time t-1) as initial value for newton-rapson
% iteration at time t
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for j=1:NewtonMax
j
[M,Mx,My]=makeM(a,feaout);
temp1=feaout.biggama*Mx+feaout.bigbeta*My;
temp2=zeros(seg,1);%-tt*temp1;
f=C*var+Keddy*var-[temp2;temp1]-I-C*varp;%p15 in siyun’s paper
dvar=Jacob_f\f;
if norm(f)<Newtontol
break;
end
%plot(f)
norm(f)
var=var-dvar;
a=var(seg+1:n+seg);
[dMxBx,dMxBy,dMyBx,dMyBy]=dMfind(a,feaout);
tmpmat1=sparse(elements,1);
tmpmat2=sparse(elements,1);
for k=1:n
tmpmat1(:,k)=dMxBx.*dBxA(:,k)+dMxBy.*dByA(:,k);
tmpmat2(:,k)=dMyBx.*dBxA(:,k)+dMyBy.*dByA(:,k);
end
temp11=feaout.biggama*tmpmat1+feaout.bigbeta*tmpmat2;
temp22=zeros(seg,n);%-tt*temp11;
Gtmp=-Keddy+[zeros(seg,seg) temp22; zeros(n,seg) temp11];
Jacob_f=C-Gtmp;
if(j==NewtonMax)
disp(’NR iteration not converged’)
stop
end
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end
varp=var;
ffname=[’eulerdata’];
save(ffname,’ii’,’t’,’KK’,’varp’);
end% end of ii=1:N
feaout.Keddy=Keddy;
var=varp;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%End of code
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